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of liquor. Recorded crimes committed are mostly under the
influence of distilled and not fermented liquors.
Great efforts are being made in larger cities, to close bar
looms and saloons, from and after ten o'clock, evening, and
on Sunday. If we can enforce this law, a very important
step will be gained.
The Temperance Societies in Bangor, have attained a larger
number of members, the past year, who are reformed men,
than in any preceding year. The influence of these societies for good morals and good citizenship, excels all other influences in our city.
The Young Men's Christian Association is also doing a
good work, by profitable evening instruction, offering its
members every opportunity to learn what is useful to their
success in the battles of life.
THE HERSEY BEQUEST.

It is well known that the late Samuel F . Hersey, by his
will, left to our city three-tenths parts of certain property,
to be given to the city of Bangor in the year 1900. " T h e
principal to be held in trust, and the income thereof to be
applied and appropriated by said city for the promotion of
education, the health and good morals of the citizens."
After many interviews between the trustees of said will,
and the City Council, the munificent sum of one hundred
thousand dollars was paid to the city, in full for said named
fractional part, with the stipulations that the City Council
should accept the trust, and the administration thereof, according to the wishes and provisions in said will made by
Samuel F. Hersey, testator.
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The City Council have the same right to use said sum accoi'ding to the conditions of the will, as it would have had
in the year 1000.
A large and representative committee appointed by the
last City Council, should be regarded as having special
authority to recommend suitable methods for investing and
keeping the fund intact, and using the income thereof,
and after many meetings and full discussions, said committee
recommended that a portion be set apart for a sinking fund,
to replace the amount expended, or which may be expended,
for premiums on securities, and the balance of the net income be applied to the maintenance of a free public library.
The recommendations were adopted by the City Council,
and an ordinance passed, placing the gift in the hands of a
board of Trustees, to invest and appropriate the net income
as provided in said recommendation.
Franklin A. Wilson, Frederick M. Laughton and Samuel
F . Humphrey, were elected trustees, who, with the Mayor
and Treasurer, (ex officio') constitute the board of trustees.
Books, newspapers, social meetings and lectures, are the
great thoroughfares through which the public labor to obtain
information, by which good morals may be secured.
Few cities in New England have been favored with a more
generous gift, or one bestowed for more worthy purposes.
Let us be wise in investing the principal and maintaining
the gift unimpaired, and let us provide liberal methods for
all our citizens to enjoy the advantages and reap the benefits
of such munificence.
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Statement of the Hersey Fund, March 15, 1883.
Amount received from the trustees of the estate of Samuel
F. Hersey
$100,000 00
Income received as follows:
Interest on bonds
Interest on temporary city loans and deposits

$1,140 00
433 4!J
$1,573 40

Less paid accrued interest on bonds purchased

772 49
$803 00

Dividend on bank stock

1,000 00

1,803 00
$101,803 00

Invested as follows:
Bangor City bonds
Premium paid

$30,000 00
7,150 00
$46,150 00

250 shares 1st National Bank stock (Bangor)
Premium paid

25,000 00
6,562 50

Deposit at 2d National Bank, Bangor
Cash in Treasurer's hands

$31,562 50
24,000 00
90 50
$101,803 00

RAILROADS.

The annual interest on the nine hundred and twenty-five
thousand dollars of City Bonds loaned to the Bangor and
Piscataquis Railroad Company, amounts to the sum of fiftyeight thousand, seven hundred and fifty dollars, and the railroad company has paid into our treasury, from its net earnings, that sum. A gain of $14,750.00 over the interest re'
ceived the foregoing year.
I need not attempt to express the satisfaction the friends
of the road feel at this result.
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The road, stations, bridges, and rolling stock, are in better
condition than ever before.
The proper legislation, and action of our City Council have
been obtained, to enable the management of the road, to
enter at once upon the work of completing the extension to
Moosehead Lake.
Let me here quote from the last report of the railroad
commissioners, regarding this extension.
" W e regard it of the highest importance to the interests
of the road, that this extension should be built, and have no
doubt that it would result in the establishment of new industries, and a largely increased traffic over the whole line.
The facility and comfort with which tourists and others will
reach that popular resort, (Moose Head Lake,) would undoubtedly largely increase in that direction and result in
great benefit to the road."
I wish to call your attention to the importance of our city
to the railroad interests of the State, and especially to the
Maine Central.
Bangor is the second place on the Maine Central, in earnings for the movement of passengers and freight, Portland
being the first.
For the year ending Sept. 30, 1882, the Maine Central received in Bangor 23,355 tons of freight, and forwarded
37,759 tons; total 61,114 tons. If this quantity of freight
had been shipped in vessels of 100 tons each, 611 vessels
would have been required.
For the average number of
shipping days from our harbor, four vessels per day would
be required to remove this large amount of freight.
As the Maine Central now owns the E. & N. A. Road, it
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appears to me incumbent upon us to make it some substantial
proposition to locate within our limits its car shops for building and repairs, for the wants and necessities of the eastern
division of its road.
If we could thus prevail upon them by the giving of land,
and abating for a term of years, taxes upon machinery and
building's erected within our city, thus bringing a hundred
mechanics with their families to add to our population, we
should show no more liberality than many cities on the line
of the road are doing.
To obtain such location, we must be as liberal as our
neighbors. The policy of the management of the Maine
Central is to gain the good will of our citizens, by extending
to us fair, friendly and reasonable business accommodations.
The time is not far distant, when we shall have railroad
communication with Ellsworth and beyond, and it is of vital
importance that we move in this matter before permanent
locations are made elsewhere, cutting us off from advantages
to be gained.
CITY

AGENCY.

Mr. Edward Jordan reports sales of liquor at the agency,
S9,816.56. 16,089.42 sold to citizens of Bangor. $3,727.14
sold to citizens in other towns. Profit on sales, $787.29.
CITY T R E A S U R E R ' S R E P O R T .

The Treasurer, Finance Committee, and Assessors are entitled to great credit for the condition of this branch of our
City government.
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Laying aside all railroad, and water works bonds, and our
bonded indebtedness is as follows :
850,000, due May, 1885.
50,000, "
100,000, "

September, 1892.
January, 1894.

Abstract of City Treasurer's Account, rendered
M a r c h 15, 1883.
DEBITS.

1S82.
March 15. Balance of cash on hand
1SS3.

$23,915 61

March 15. T r e a s u r e r ' s notes discounted
Collection of taxes for years 1874 to 1882, incu-

83.566 67

sive, covering abatements and discounts
Credits to various funds, exclusive of appropriations

252.587 82

Payment b y B . & P . E . It. Co., on account of
coupons
State of Maine for pensions advanced
Receipts for redemption of tax sales

66,129 42
58.750 00
888 00
2,435 48
$488,303 00

CREDITS.

1883.
March 15, A m o u n t of Mayor's orders for year 1882-3...
Paid State tax, 1882
Paid County tax, 1882
Paid Coupons on loan to B . & P . B . B . Co
State Pensions to residents of Bangor
Refunded amount rec'd for redemption of tax
sales

Cash balance on hand

$360,346 25
39,361
14,286
57.815
888

60
69
00
00

2,435 48
8475,133 02
13.169 98
$488,303 00

2
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Abstract of Collector's Account for y e a r ending
March 15, 1883.
l> K B I T S .

1882.
March 15.

Balance of taxes uncollected, for years 1874-

October 2.

Commitment of tax of 1882

1881. inclusive
1883.
March 15.

$36,54<i 43
254.519 66

Supplementary Collections

76 98
$291,143 07

('BEI)ITS.

1883.
March 15.

Amount collected and paid into the T re a sury,
including discounts and abatements

252.587 82

Balance of uncollected taxes for years 1874-82.
inclusive

38.555 25
8291.143 07

The amount of abatements ordered during the past year
by the assessors, and the proportion of the tax of 1882 now
remaining unpaid, is less than for many years, which would
indicate increasing prosperity among our citizens
Statement of Standing of Funds, 1882-83.
Funds.

Highway

Amounts
expended.

Appropriations Unexpended
and Credits.
Balances.

824,053 63

823.507 67

Schools

35,100 69

35.019 04

Pauper

19,943 46

20,241 69

$298 23

Incidental

14,410 17

16.932 15

2.521 98

4.744 97

4,800 00

55 03

16.879 26

16,715 00

9,17124

9,256 91

Salary
Fire
Police
Sewers
Water
City Agency

Overdrawn
Balances.

8545 96
8165

164 26
85 67

9,666 72

9.318 19

348 53

38.93182

38,408 00

523 82

8.822 51

9,825 00

1,002 49
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4.74S 75

5,000 00

19,750 29

20,454 90

704 61

Overlaying* . . . .

3,345 16

11.571 37

8.226 23

Dis. on t a x e s . . .

22,260 04

22,000 00

$231,828 71

$243,049 92

Interest

T o t a l unexpended balances
Overdrawn balances

251 25

2(i0 04
§13,145 47

$1,924 2(i

$13,145 47
1.924 2(i

Xet unexpended balance . . . . . . . . .

$11,221 21

Statement of D u e s to the City of Bangor, March 15,1883.
Balance of cash in Treasury

$13,169 OS

Uncollected taxes for 1874-1SS2. inclusive
Sewer assessments
>
.
Balance due from Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad Co.. on advances for coupons on City loan

38,555 25
1,602 91
227,565 95

The city also owns 4000 shares of t h e capital stock of the Bangor &
Piscataquis R. R., of which the par value is $200,000 00.
The assessed valuation of the city for 1882 is as follows:
Real Estate
Personal Estate

»

••

TotaK

$6,414,703
2,893,130
$9,307,833

Municipal estate, including Water Works
Total

800 000
-

$10,107,833

L i a b i l i t i e s o f t h e C i t y , M a r c h 15, 1 8 8 3 .
Municipal bonds due in 1885
1892
1894

$50,000 00
50,000 00
100,000 00

Water bonds due in

500,000 00

1905

$700,000 00
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The City holds Trust F u n d s , as follows :
For Bangor Fuel Society
Home for Aged Woman
Children's H o m e . . . liaugor Mechanic Association

-

-..
-• •

Wakefield fund for indigent women

[1883.
$1,C00
25,000
40.000
12.000
10,000

00
00
00
00
00

S;S8,000 00
showing aggregate direct liability for the City on Municipal Bonds and
Trust Funds to be $788,000.00, a reduction of $21,000 during the past
year.
Railroad Loans.
To the European & North American Railway Companj',
due J a n . 1,1894

$1,000,000 00

The interest on this loan is provided for by the lessees of the Roady
the Maine Central Railroad Company, and there is no anxiety that t h e
City will ever sustain any loss or inconvenience from this contingent
liability.
To the Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad Company, due
April 1, 1899, at 6 p e r c e n t . at 7 per c e n t . . .

-.

.-.,

$600,000 0O
325.000 00*
$925,000 00

As for several years past, the coupons for interest on these
loans is paid directly from the City Treasury, which has
caused a draft for the last year of §57,815.00. During the
same time the Treasurer of the Company has paid to the city,
from the earnings of the road, the sum of $58,750.00, being the
total interest annually accruing on the City Loan. The bal;mce against the Company on account of coupons, is $935
less than at the beginning of the year. The amount thus received is $13,750.00 in advance of that of the previous year.
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The Net expenditures during the past year for purposes of
a strictly municipal character are as follows :
Highways *
Schools
New High School House
Paupers. >
Fire
Incidental
Police
Sewers

23,950 00
14.702 00
16,664 00

<
<
,

<i

5,472 00
6.914 00

;

4,745 00
4.749 00

...

7,848 00

Salaries
Gas
State t a x

,

County t a x
Total

$22,546 00
26,131 00

i

39,361 00
14,287 00

n

.8187,369 00

SCHOOLS.

The report of your School Committee is very full and clear*
and should receive your study thoughtfully.
The Agent's report covers a large amount of earnest labor.
This report merits your careful investigation. The property
of this department is in excellent condition.
Mr. Jordan has labored with as much earnestness and zeal
for the welfare of the schools as heretofore, and his efforts
have been crowned with success, and are fully appreciated
by all.
I wish to call }'our attention, and that of the Agent, Committee, teachers and parents to the use of liquors and tobacco
amoug the scholars, and to suggest the feasibility of introducing into our course of teaching some instruction which
may lead pupils to give this evil serious thought and bring
them to a realizing sense of the injury it causes to health and
morals.

14
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This suggestion is worthy your candid consideration.
Mr. Bradbury, your Agent, has been unremitting in his
official business, and by reason of the changes necessitated
by the burning of the old, and the building of the High
School House, has been obliged to give his whole time and
thought for the benefit of the department.
Water has been put into school houses on Grove, State,
Centre and Pond streets, with proper conveniences and drains
age, improving the condition of these buildings for the health
of scholars and teachers.
The school property is insured for the sum of $ 118,000.00.
STREETS.

Our street department, the past year, has called for more
labor and expenditure than the preceding year.
A large amount of work was done on several Suburban
streets last season, and a quantity of gravel conveniently
piled by the side of said streets, for graveling same next summer.
Mr. Rollins has paid close attention to the street department, and with the large practical experience of the chairman of street committee and City Engineer, this branch of
our department has been prudently managed.
About two thousand square yards of paving were laid last
season, which is considered a permanent improvement. I
trust you will consider it best to order fifteeu hundred yards
laid the coming season.
An order passed June 27th, 1882, appropriating $500, to
be expended in removing the ledge in the line of Ohio street,
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near the grounds of the Children's Home.
should be done the present season.

15
I think this work

HEALTH.

Mr. Gale, as our Health Officer, has devoted much time to
incumbent duties. As the Holly water is introduced, corresponding drainage must be provided. People who wish to
enjoy this luxury should consider that provision must be
made for all waste, and that no premises can be tolerated
when a nuisance.
CITY SOLICITOR.

Solicitor Vose reports two cases in which the city is plaintiff, and four against the city. All of these are for small
amounts. His labors in the Bangor & Piscataquis railroad,
and in the "Hersey Bequest," have been untiring, and given
great satisfaction.
POLICE.

Marshal Reed, in his department, is constantly on duty.
And the safety of our people from fire, theft and other disturbance, is the result of vigilant service. The cost of this
watchfulness will average about forty-three cents per individual, per annum.
No grave offence, comparative!}7, committed in our city,
has been before our Police Court during the past year.
Arrests, search and seizure warrants, and fined $100 and
cost, and appealed, 54 ; number places searched and nothing
found, 13 ; number persons fined $30 for single sale and appealed, 7 ; arrests for drunkenness, 293 ; for drunken disturbance, 24; 125 gallons liquor seized and destroyed; 104
places of business found by the night police unlocked, and
taken in charge by said police.

16
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WATER.

There has been but little repair required on the water
works the past year. There is necessity for another main,
beyond which, no great expense is anticipated the present
year. Thirteen hundred dollars in excess of last 3'ear, have
been paid into our treasury from water collections.
I commend to your notice the reports of the Engineer of
Water Works and Water Board.
FIRE.

Chief Engineer Maddocks reports the property under his
care in good condition, you will notice the improvements he
suggests.
He reports forty-five alarms of fire.
Property destroyed by fire, $13,250.
Same insured for,
12,200.
CITY

PHYSICIAN.

Dr. A. W. Plummer, our City Physician, until Nov. 7th,
when circumstances beyond his control required his resignation, was faithful to his duties, as during the previous year.
It is a great loss to us where a physician and citizen of so
rare intelligence, and of gentlemanly deportment removes
from our city.
Dr. D. A. Robinson was elected to fill the vacancy, and
has carefully performed the duties of the office, thereby securing the confidence of our people, and giving satisfaction
to the department. For full information I refer you to the
report of each of these physicians.
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HARBOR.

Harbor Master Flynn reports the arrival at our port, of
all classes of vessels in 243 days of navigation, 2,078. Imports as follows:
Salt, 81,6-41 bushels; corn, 306,433 bushels; lime, 9,430
casks ; cement, 6,120 casks ; nails, 3,456 casks ; kerosene oil,
4,860 bbls.; coal, 37,308 tons ; lime rock, 1,110 t o n s ; pig
iron, 1,405 tons ; plaster rock, 1,040 tons; moulding sand,
780 tons ; steel rails, 800 tons ; superphosphates, 523 tons ;
hard pine, 875 thousand feet; foreign arrivals, 19 ; clearances, 40.
SEWERS.

A large amount of work has been demanded by this department.

Kepairing old sewers became important as the

health of whole neighborhoods was endangered.
Short sewers are needed on Hancock, East Summer, Cumberland and Pine streets, and should be built as soon as practicable.

Also one of great length should be built on Elm

street.
I think no work should be done this year on Meadow
Brook or Sanford sewers. I refer you to the report of City
Engineer.
PAUPER.

I still deem it vastly important that measures should be
taken to relieve the crowded and sickly condition of our poor
and insane.
Chairman Potter visited other cities last summer to gain
information concerning the treatment of insane people and
paupers. A verbal report was submitted.
3
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Our overseers have done their work faithfully, also Mr.
Sands and wife have looked well to the wa3fs of their household. All need your aid and co-operation.
The pest house has had no inmate at any time during the
past year.
CONCLUSION.

I have invited your attention to many subjects. You will,
I trust, carefully study all the reports of the departments, and
make yourselves familiar with the wants and recommendations therein found.
To-day you assume important duties. New to many of
you. Your actions will be closely watched. Be prompt at
all sessions, be careful, be just, be industrious. Have no
favorite location or section. Execute whatever is best, with
proper regard to economy. Undertake no impossibilities.
Bear in mind,
"Honor and shame from no condition rise,
Act well your part, there all the honor lies."

LYSANDER S T R I C K L A N D , Mayor.
Bangor, March 19, 1883.

ADDRESS OF MAYOR CUMMINGS.
Gentlemen of the City Council :
My predecessor, who delivered the inaugural address at
the organization of the City Council, for the ensuing munici
pal year, has fully explained to you the financial affairs of
our city. Time and examination will render you better acquainted with them. Your first duty will be to make the
appropriations. These should be as small as possible consistent with good government, and then see to it that they are
not overdrawn. The past year has been one of municipal
importance. Two important subjects that have agitated the
community, the disposition of the Hersey Fund and the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad bill, have been, I trust, satisfactorily settled.
Of equal importance perhaps to these is the utilization of
the surplus water power developed by the dam at Treat's
Falls. A broad and liberal view of this should be taken by
you, and every encouragement given to responsible persons,
consistent with the rights of the city and the perpetual continuity of our water supply. This I hold to be paramount
to all other considerations, for while our city lasts it is our
one blessing above all others. The last City Council were
almost unanimous in deciding that the only system to be encouraged by the city was that of a canal. In that recom-
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mendation I concur. If such a canal could be built I am of
the opinion that it would add largely to the wealth and prosperity of our city, for the development of the water power
at this point would show to the manufacturer that it is the
one great resource of Bangor.
On our highways I would advise putting a large force of
men and horses in May, June, July and perhaps ia August
and September, and doing the work in the dry season, especially, turnpiking and graveling. The work if done in the
fall or wet season is simply so much money wasted.
In our Pauper Department I would advise as much quiet
outside relief as possible. Keep our Alms House as empty
as we can. A person once an inmate of a public Alms
House loses his personal self-respect and with it that ambition
without which no man can become a good citizen ; it is easier
to sustain a person and keep him from falling than to raise
him after he is down. Wherever our citizens who are old
and poor can be employed upon our city work, I think it is
policy to so employ them, even if they are unable to do a
great day's work. Paid labor is better, safer and more economical than public charity, which is often a premium to idleness and dulls the moral sensibilities of its recipients.
Our schools are in the hands of the School Committee and
upon the managment of them you have only an indirect influence. The interior construction of our Primary and Intermediate school houses renders them totally unfit for the
purpose. Where an assistant is employed the class rooms
are small, unventilated and unfit for occupancy, and I think
I am safe in saying that an assistant risks her life in attempt-
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ing to teach in them. I would recommend that the Committee on Schools be instructed to lemedy the evil forthwith.
It shall be ray endeavor to conduct the affairs of the city
during the municipal year, so far as I am concerned, in a just
and economical manner. To do this I shall want your cordial and cheerful assistance. You should carefully scrutinize
all bills requiring the expenditure of money. Remember
that the City Treasury is the property of the citizens of Bangor, and in your custody for the ensuing year; let no bill
therefore pass that is not for the public benefit. Our streets
mu>t be kept in repair, public property taken care of, and a
sufficient police force maintained to preserve law and order.
Whatever is for the public use is within the scope of this
City Government. Private jobs should find no place here.
Hoping the coming year may bring health and prosperity
to our city, and relying on your assistance and co-operation,
to give our citizens a just, moral, quiet and economical government, and to improve our city in every way possible and
consistent therewith, will be my earnest endeavor. For my
own part I shall m#ke no promises of the future, as I have
no wish to look back at the close of the year upon their
broken forms. But rest assured that I shall do the best I can
not to disappoint the hopes of my fellow citizens who have
confided this trust to me.
F R E D E R I C K A. CUMMINGS, Mayor.
Bangor, March 26, 1883.

TREASURER'S

REPORT.

—*-»-»—
J O H N L. CROSBY, Treasurer,

DR.
1882.
March 15.

For balance of cash on hand, as per
account rendered this date

••$23,945 Gl

1883.
March 15.

Receipts for municipal year 1882-83,
viz : F r o m Treasurer's notes discounted
•
From J . L. (irosby. Collector of Taxes, include
ing abatements and discounts, as
per his account rendered this date,
viz:
1874
187.")
187<i
1877
•.
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882

83,566 67

$26
53
190
171
302
481
1,314
24,017
220.030

91
54
26
21
84
33
05
60
08
$252,587 82

From following Funds, credits in addition to
appropriations, viz:
Highway
Schools
Pauper
Incidental
Fire
Police
Sewers
Water
City Agency
Interest

$1,507
8.969
5.241
8,932
215
2.256
1,818
26,408
9,825
954

67
91
69
15
00
91
19
00
00
90
$66,129 42

Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad Co., for
coupons paid on City loan to said Co.,
being in full for one year
State of Maine, repayment of advances to
State pensioners
Amount received for redemption of real
estate sold for unpaid taxes

58,750 00
888 00
2,435 48

$488,303 00
Respectfully submitted,
J O H N L. CROSBY, City Treasurer.
Bangor. March 15. 1.XS3.

To the City Council.

1883. J
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In account with the CITY OF BANGOR,
1SS3. March 15.
By amount disbursed to various departments for
municipal year 1882-83, per Mayor's orders
viz:
Highway
Schools
Xew High School House
Pauper
Incidental
Salary
Fire
Police
Sewers
Water
City Agency
Gas
Interest
P e r m a n e n t Loan
T e m p o r a r y Loan
Overlayings for Abatements
Discount on taxes for 1882

.$24,053
35,100
23,950
19,943
14,410
4,744
16,879
9,171
9,666
38,931
8.S22
4.748
19,750
21,000
83,566
3,345
22,260

CE.

63
69
87
46
17
97
26
24
72
82
51
75
29
00
67
16
04
$360,346 25
39,361 60
14,286 69

Paid t a x to State of Maine, for 1882
Paid tax to County of Penobscot, for 1882
Paid coupons on City loan to Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad Company
Paid State pensions to citizens of Bangor
Refunded to purchasers at tax sales, amount received for redemption of estates sold

57,815 00
888 00
2,435 48
$475,133 02

Balance in Second National Bank, Bangor
Cash

$13,053 17
116 81

$13,169 9g
$488,303 00

Having examined the foregoing account of the City Treasurer for the
municipal year 1882-83, I find the same fully vouched and correctly
stated.
S. B . Y E A T O N . Auditor.

COLLECTOR'S REPORT.
—»-»-»—
JOHN L. CROSBY, Collector.

DR.

18S2.
March 15.
For uncollected balances of taxes as per account rendered this day. viz:
For 1874
1875
1876
1877
1S78
1879
1880
1881

'.

$125
270
486
684
1.018
1.379
3.628
28.953

30
12
90
55
74
17
63
02
$36,546 43

Oct. 2.

Commitment of tax for 1882, viz:
Highway
Schools
New High School House
Pauper
Incidental
Fire
Salary
Police
Sewer
Interest
Water
Gas
Discount on taxes
State, t a x , 1882
County t a x . 1882
Overlayings

$22,000
25,000
25,000
15,000
8.000
16,500
4,800
7,000
7,500
19,500
12,000
5,000
22.000
39.361
14,286
11,571

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
60
69
37
254,519 66

1883.
March 15.

Supplementary tax, 1881
" 1882

$24 40
52 58
76 98
$291,143 07

1888.]
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In account with the CITY OF BANGOR.

CR.

1883.
March 15.
B y amount paid City Treasurer,
from March 15th, 1882, to date, v i z :
Collection from t a x of 1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882

$8
11
72
174
265
749
23.275
202.775

Total cash collections,
Abatements allowed by Assessors, on taxes
of 1874—1882, inclusive
Less amount repaid t a x payers

00
50
12
66
42
02
00
60
$227,331 32

$3,345 16
348 70
2.996 46

Discount allowed on t a x of 1882, b y order
of City Council

22.260 04
$252,587 82

Balance of taxes uncollected this day, viz:
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882

•

98
216
296
513
715
897
2,314
4,959
28,542

39
58
64
34
90
84
58
82
16
38,555 25
$291,143 07

To the City Council.
Respectfully submitted,
J O H N L. CROSBY, Collector.
March 15, 1883.
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Statement of Standi
Amounts
Expended.

Funds.

Highway
Schools
Pauper
Incidental
Salary
Fire,.
Police
Sewers
Water
City Agency
Gas
Interest
Overlayings
Discount on taxes, • -

$24,053
35,100
19,943
14,410
4,744
16,879
9,171
9.666
38.931
8.822
4.748
19,750
3.345
^2,260

63
69
40
17
97
26
24
72
82
51
75
29
16
04

$231,828 71
Total unexpended balances
Overdrawn balances

of Funds, 1882--83.
Appropriations
and Credits.

$23,507
35.019
20,241
16,932
4,800
16,715
9,256
9,318
38,408
9,825
5,000
20,454
11,571
22,000

67
04
69
15
00
00
91
19
00
00
00
90
37
00

Unexpended
Balances.

$545 96
81 65

$
298 23
2.521 98
55 03

164 26
85 67
348 53
523 82
1,002
251
704
8.226

49
25
61
21
260 04

:243,049 92 $13,145 47

Xet unexpended balance

Overdrawn
Balances.

$1,924 26

$13,145 47
1,924 26
$11,221 21

Valuation of the City of Bangor, 1882.
Real estate of Residents
Non-Residents
Personal estate of Residents
Non-Residents

Total valuation for 1882
Municipal real estate, including Water Works,
wood lot at Orneville, etc
Total

$5,823,317 00
591,386 00
$6,414,703 00
2,853,330 00
39,800 00
—
2,893,130 00
$9,307,833 00
800,000 00
$10,107,833 00

1883.]
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S t a t e m e n t of D u e s t o t h e City of B a n g o r , M a r c h 15, 1883.
Cash on hand including Bank deposit
Uncollected taxes for years 1874-1882, inclusive,
Unpaid assessments for Sewerage, viz:
On sewers constructed in 1881 and 1882
On sewers eon -tructed from 1S75 to 1880

$13,169 98
38,555 25
!$ 260 23
1,342 68
—•

N . B . There are many other claims of this
class of various age and value, which cannot be definitely stated, but from which, as
opportunities favor, some receipts may be
realized.
Amount due from Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad Co.. for advances made for interest ou
City loan to said Co., viz:
Note of consolidated European and N o r t h American Railway Co., dated April 1,1873, for B.
it P . city loan coupons, paid by city prior to
that date
Coupons paid by City as follows:
In 1876-7
1877-8
187S-9
1879-80
1880-81
1SS1-82
1882-83

$25.315
58.005
59,070
58,065
58,595
58,290
57,815

$1,602 91

#65,218 10

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
$375,155 00

Less received of B . & P . R. R. Co.:
I n 1876-7
1877-S
1878-9
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82
1882-83

2,500
10,500
34,057
26.000
37,000
44,000
58,750

00
00
15
00
00
00
00

212,807 15 $162,347 85
$227,565 95

The City also owns 4000 shares, being a majority, of the Capital Stock
of the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad Company, the p a r value of which
is t wo hundred thousand dollars.

x,
,,

t,

,t

U

(t

.1

J u l y 1, 1905,
326—375, 456—495,

1—325, 376—545,

1—100,

1—50,

1—50,

Numbers of Bonds.

I W D E B T E D N E S S .

500 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

Denomination.

$700,000 00

45,000 00

O
W

H

455,000 "00

a
w
100,000 00

30

to

1-3

50,000 00

50,000 00

Amounts.

OS

N. B. All the above loans bear interest at six per cent., except Loan "A," due 1892, which was issued at seven per cent.
The coupons are payable semi-annually, and are provided for at the Merchants National Bank, Boston, and at the City Treas- ,—i
urer's office in Bangor, at the holder's option,
oo
oo

L,

J u l y 1, 1875,

J a n . 1, 1894,

J a n . 1,1874,

Water Loan

Sept. 1, 1892,

Sept. 1,1872,

A,

May 1, 1885,

May 1, 1865,

V,

When Due.

When Issued.

Loans.

B O I V D E D

MARCH 15, 1883.

STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES OF THE CITY OF BANGOR,

1883.J
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Trust F u n d s .
For the Bangor Fuel Society
Home for Aged Women
Children's Home
Bangor Mechanic Association
Wakefield Fund for Indigent Women..
Total

$1,000
25,000
40,000
12,000
10.000

00
00
00
00
00

$88,000 00

Total Bonds and Trust Funds

$788,000 00

Being a reduction of $21,000.00 duiing the past year.

Statement of Interest Payable in 1883-1884.
ON BONDS.

May 1. 1883.
July 1. •' .
Sept. 1, '• .

$1,500 00 Nov. 1,1883
18,000 00 Jan'y 1, 1884
1,750 00 Mar. 1, '•

$21,250 00

$1.500 00
18,000 00
1.750 00

Brought over

$21,250 00
21,250 0Q

Total

$42,500 00

ON TRUST FUNDS.

April 1, 1883
July 1. "
Sept. 1, "

$750 00 Oct. 1, *1883
l
1,530 00 Jan'y 1, L884
Mar.
1,
"
360 00
12,640 00

Brought over.
Total
Total Interest on Bonds and Trust Funds

$750 00
1,530 00
360 00
$2,640 00
2,640 00
$5,280 00
$47,780 00

The City has no liabilities in form of Temporary Loan or Floating
Debt, other than bills contracted during the present month.
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S t a t e m e n t of L o a n s in aid of Railroad Corporations.
To the. European and North American

Railway

Co.,

Six per cent, bonds Xo's 1 to 1,000, $1,000 each, due
J a n u a r y 1, 1894
Interest payable semi-annually, J a n . 1, and J u l y 1.

$1,000,000 00

The coupons on this loan, are paid at the holder's option, on presentation, at the Merchant's National Bank, Boston, or at the office of the
City Treasurer in Bangor, the requisite funds therefor being provided by
the Maine Central Railroad Company, who have leased the European and
North American Railway.
To the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad Co.:
Six per cent, bonds, Xo's 1 to 500, $1,000 e a c h . . $500,000 00
501 to 700. $500 e a c h . . . 100,000 00
Seven per cent, bonds, No's 1 to 325, $1,000 each 325,000 00
$925,000 00
All due April 1. 1899.
The coupons on this loan are due semi-annually, April 1, and October
1, and are paid by the City Treasurer, either at his office in B a n g o r , or
at the Merchants National Bank, Boston, at the holder's option.
N. B . These loans are secured by first mortgages to the City, of the
Road and equipment, of each Corporation.
As stated on a previous page of this Report, the amount advanced from
the City Treasury, for the Bangor and Piscataquis loan coupons, during
the municipal year 1882-1883, is
$57,815 00
Amount received from the Railroad Company, from its earnings 58,750 00
Which leaves the balance charged by the City to the Company, on this account,
$227,565 95
Showing a reduction of $935.00 since my last annual report, which it
is confidently anticipated, is the precursor of a steady diminution, aud
final extinction of this indebtedness.
The amount thus received by the City is $14,750 00 in excess of the
receipts of the previous year, and larger than for any year since the operation of the Road. The condition of the track and equipment is reported
excellent, and the prospect for business is more promising t h a n ever
before.
The speedy extension of the Road, which now seems assured, to the
terminus contemplated in its Charter, at Moosehead Lake, will, it is believed, establish the enterprise on a solid basis, and relieve the t a x payers of our city, from all burdens on this account, at no distant day.
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THE H E R S E Y F U N D .
A full statement of the proceedings of the City Council of the past
year, relative to this fund, is here made for the information of all interested in the bequest, and the benefits, which, it is believed, will inure to
the citizens of Bangor, as long as the City stands.
October 13, 1S82. was passed this o r d e r :
CITY OF BANGOR, O C T O B E R 13,1882.
ORDERED.

IN CITY COUNCIL.

That the expression of the high appreciation of the citizens of Bangor,
for the munificent bequest of the, late Hon. Samuel F . Hersey. to the
City of Bangor, and to the trustees of said estate for their management
thereof, and final transfer of the same to the said City, be, and the same
is hereby made manifest by submitting the investment and disposition of
said bequest, and of the income thereof, to the following named citizens
of Bangor, viz: The Mayor and President of the Common Council, for
the time b e i n g : the living ex-Mayors, viz: Chas. Hay ward, Hollis Bowman. Albert G. Wakefield. Augustus D. Manson, Samuel D. Thurston,
Joseph S. Wheelwright, Joseph P . Bass, Newell Blake. Frederick M.
Laughton, William B . Havford, and Augustus C. H a m l i n ; and William
H. McCrillis, H e n r y A. Wood. William T. Pearson, David Bugbee, Isaac
Strickland. Charles V. Lord and Daniel F . Kelliher, who are hereby authorized to give all parties desiring, a hearing in the premises, and report to
the present or n e x t City Council upon the subject matter herein submitted.
Amended as follows: T h a t the Joint Special Committee to whom was
referred the subject matter, be requested to act with the Committee of
Citizens and report at a subsequent meeting of the City Council, the
result and recommendations of such conference, and as amended, passed.
(The J o i n t Special Committee consists of Aldermen Adams and Snow,
and Councilmen Garland, Simpson and Pierce.)
The following is an extract from the will of Hon. S. F . Hersey, relating
to the disposition of the bequest, as expressed therein :
•' To convey and pay over to the City of Bangor, where I have been in
business for the last forty years, three-tenths part thereof; the principal
to be held in trust, and the income thereof, applied and appropriated by
said City, for the promotion of education, the health and good morals of
the citizens,accompanied with a suggestion of a public park always to
be maintained, and a retreat upon Penobscot Bay, where the sick and
indigent who would otherwise be deprived of such blessing, may enjoy
in the summer, pure salt air, wholesome food and pure water, without
money and without price."
The sum of $100,000 was paid to the Treasurer of the City of Bangor,
in settlement with the Trustees of. said estate, in cash, and in securities,
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at prices approved by the Mayor and Committee on Finance, on the 12th
day of August, 1882.
A meeting of the citizens and Committee named in the foregoing Order,
is called for Saturday, the 27th day of January, 1883, at the Common
Council room, City Hall, at half-past two o'clock, P. M. A full attendance is desired.
LY SANDER STRICKLAND, Mayor,
Chairman ex officio..
The Committee thus appointed, held several meetings, which were
fully attended, and at which free discussion was invited on all points
connected with the general subject, and they finally presented the following report:
To the City Council i f the City of Bangor:
The Advisory Committee, appointed October 13th, 1882, by the City
Council, to act in connection with a Joint Special Committee of the City
Council, in devising a plan for "ii vestment and disposition of the bequest of the late Hon. Samuel F. Hersey to the City of Bangor," having
given attention to the matter referred to them, respectfully present the
following report:
The first question considered by the Committee, was: What rights has
the City, as receiver of the amount paid by the Trustees of Samuel F.
Hersey's will, in adjustment of this bequest?
So far as the principal—one hundred thousand dollars—is concerned,
we are decided that the expenditure of any portion thereof, is in palpable violation of the spirit of the bequest, and of the letter of the agreement between the City and the said Trustees.
The second question considered, was : Has the City the right to expend
the income of the fund in question, prior to the year 1900?
The agreement of the City with the Trustees, does not, independently
of anything else, settle this point, the stipulation being, as reported by
the Committee of the City Council who conferred with the Trustees, that
the City Council should pass an Order "assuming the trust, and the
"administration thereof, according to the wishes of the testator, Samuel
" F . Hersey, as by him expressed in his said will, and codicil, relative to the
"provisions by him made for said City."
The "provisions made for said City" are, "that the principal shall be
helil intrust," and "the income thereof applied and appropriated by said
City" for certain purposes. It was indicated in the will that his trustees
were not to pay over the amount of the bequest to the City, until the
year 1900. But by a compromise, the City has received a certain sum,
anticipating the time when the bequest would have been payable, and
has assumed its duties sooner.
There is nothing in the agreement between the City and the Trustees.
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which is opposed to the City's right to expend the income .immediately,
and in the instrument of conveyance of the City's rights, the preamble,
presumably inserted to express the conditions and intentions of the
parties giving and receiving the deed, is given as the reason for the compromise, the statement that the City -'finds itself now in a situation,
•' where it can. with greater advantage to itself than at any future time,
" e n j o y , appropriate and permanently invest said funds, & c . <_tc."
The plain intent was that the City should stand in the same position it
was to have occupied in the year 1900.
The third question considered was : H o w shall this trust be executed by
the City, so far as relates to the custody of the principal received from
the Trustees of the will by said City, in adjustment of the bequest V
We recommend that the principal shall be forever held by the City of
Bangor, and kept distinct from any other moneys or funds held by said
City, for municipal or other purposes, meaning that it shall never be
expended or absorbed, so as to constitute any addition to the indebtedness of the City, but shall be separately invested in approved securities
—not intending, however, to forbid its investment in bonds of the City
of Bangor. All investments of this fund, to be made under direction of
a majority of a Board of Trustees, who shall assume said trust in the
name of the City of Bangor, (additional authority therefor, if requisite,
to be obtained from the Legislature of Maine.) constituted of the Mayor
and Treasurer of the City of Bangor, (ex-offieio,) and of three other
citizens of Bangor to be chosen by the City Council in the following
m a n n e r : The present City Council, in Joint Convention, shall elect
three trustees, respectively for six, four and two years, and thereafter
biennially, in the month of F e b r u a r y ; the vacancy caused by the expirration of each term of office, shall be filled by the election, in Joint
Convention as aforesaid, of one trustee, who shall serve for the term of
six years. And in case of a vacancy occurring from any cause, other than
the expiration of an official term, it shall, forthwith, be tilled by the
election in joint convention as aforesaid, of a trustee, who shall serve
until the expiration of the term in which the vac .ncy ma}- have occurred.
Xo member of the City Council shall be eligible to the position of
trustee, and the City Council shall reserve authority to remove, for good
and sufficient cause, any trustee, chosen as herein recommended by a
two-thirds vote of both Boards voting in joint convention.
The trustees shall be sworn to the faithful performance of their duties,
under the trust, and shall reeeive no compensation, provided, however,
that the City Treasurer shall have personal custody of the fund, and
shall be required to give a bond, in such sum. and with such surety or
sureties as shall be directed and approved by the Mayor and Aldermen,
and he shall be allowed, from the income of the fund, such annual com?
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pensation for keeping the records and accounts of said fund, and furnishing said bond, as shall be fixed by the said Board of Trustees, not at
any time to exceed live per cent, on the net income of said fund, and the
condition of said bond shall be. that he shall act in accordance with the
directions of the Board of Trustees, within their authority as herein
contemplated, and shall honestly discharge his duty as custodian of the
fund.
The fourth question considered is. how shall the income be expended?
There are certain ••directions," and certain ••suggestions," in the will, as
to its appropriation, the latter, doubtless, to provide for the application of
the surplus remaining, if any. after the accomplishment of the purposes
which were first in the mind of the testator, which are, " t h e promotion
ot education, the health and good morals of the citizens." Several objects have been suggested by members of the committee, and by others,
by the promotion of which, -'education, health and good m o r a l s . " one or
all, might well be subserved. It may well be claimed, that nothing can
be more favorable to health, so far as any voluntary conduct can establish it. than good morals, and that nothing can conduce to good morals,
more than a correct education; that books are the great distributors of
learning, and that the diffusion of learning among all the citizens, of all
conditions, can best be accomplished by providing for the free use of
these educators. A free public library, of books selected with reference
to general wants, will be a constant blessing to every one who will take
the trouble to enjoy it. We recommend therefore, the establishment of
such an institution. The question, whether any provision should be
made from the income of this fund for the erection of a building for the
occupancy of a library was fully considered, but with much reluctance
on part of several of the committee was negatived, as not within the
means afforded by the fund. It is not too much to hope, that the contagion of the illustrious example, afforded by our generous townsman, will
remedy this deficiency at no distant day.
The total annual income to be derived from this fund, as now or prospectively invested, is estimated at less than six thousand dollars. Securities producing so large returns, naturally command a large premium,
which being eventually a corresponding deduction from the principal,
requires the annual reservation of a proportionate share of the income
received, as a sinking fund to replace the amount, to the end t h a t the
sum of $100,000 may remain intact. This appropriation will leave
available, for the annual uses of the library, (approximately), four
thousand dollars, a sum which, according to the experience of similar
institutions, would be a very moderate provision for the maintenance of
a free library in B a n g o r . So that, if this object is to be suitably and
adequately cared for, no part of the income can be appropriated to
promote any of the other purposes suggested, however admirable.
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Tour Committee therefore recommend that the net income of the Hersey
Fund be annually appropriated, as follows:
First, to the creation of a sinking fund, to replace the amount expended,
or which may be expended, for premiums on securities.
Second, to the maintenance ot a free public library.
And we further recommend, that the Board of Trustees, hereinbefore
provided, shall, annually, in the montn of February, make report to the
City Council of the condition of tne fund, including all receipts ami
disbursements on account thereof.
LYSAXDER STRICKLAND.
For Committees.
This Report was adopted by the City Council. March G, 1883, and on
March 13, 1883, an O r d n a n c e was passed, which is as follows:
C I T Y OF B A X G O E .
An Ordinance to provide for the Administration of the "Hersey
B E IT ORDAINEI*.

Fund."

I N CITY COUNCIL.

By the City Council of the City of Bangor, as follows :
SECTION O N E . The fund- of one hundred thousand dollars heretofore
received from the Trustees of the will of the late Samuel F . Hersey, in
adjustment of his bequest to the City of Bangor, shall be forever held
in trust b y said city in the manner and for the objects hereinafter provided.
It shall be kept distinct from any other moneys held by said city for
municipal or other p u r p o s e s : and no part of the principal thereof shall
ever be expended, but shall be separately invested in such manner as not
to create an addition to the indebtedness of the city.
S E C T I O N T w o . The charge of the fund, for and oa behalf of the city,
shall be committed to a Board of Trustees, to be styled the ''Trustees
of the Hersey F u n d , " to be composed of the Mayor and City Treasurer.
ex-officio, who shall respectivelj'act as President and Clerk of said Board,
and three other citizens of said City to be selected in the following manner:
T h e present City Council, b y joint ballot, in joint convention of both
branches thereof, shall elect three persons, residents of said City, who
shall hold their office from the first Tuesday of February last, as follows:
One for six years, one for four years, and one for two y e a r s ; and thereafter at the regular meeting of the City Council in the month of February, biennially, there shall be elected in manner as above, one person
resident of said City, to be a member of said Board, to hold his office
for the term, of six years and until another is elected and qualified in his
stead.
No member of the City Council shall be eligible to the office of a
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member of this Board, and the election to the City Council of either of
said three Trustees, shall create a vacancy in said B o a r d ; and any
vacancy arising in said Board shall, for the unexpired term be filled in
the manner above presented by the City Council.
Any member of said Board, may be removed by a two-thirds vote of
both branches of the City Council, voting in joint convention.
The Trustees shall be sworn to the faithful performance of their
duties, under the t n u t . and shall receive no compensation, provided,
however, that the City Treasurer shall have personal custody of the fund,
and shall be required to give a bond, in such sum, and with such surety
or sureties as shall be directed and approved by the Mayor and Aldermen,
and he shall be allowed, from the income of the fund, such annual
compensation for keeping the recoids and accounts of said fund, ai,d
furnishing said bond, as shall be fixed by the said Board of Trustees,
not at any time to exceed five per cent, on the net income of said fund,
and the condition of said bond shall be, that he shall act in accordance
with the directions of the Board of Trustees, within their authority as
herein contemplated, and shall honestly discharge his duty as custodian
of the fund.
SECTION T H R E E . The City Treasurer shall irake no investments of
said fund or expenditures of any portion of the income thereof, without
the approval of said Board of T r u s t e e s ; and, subject to such approval, he
shall from time to time, set apart, and reinvest such portion of the
annual income of said fund, as shall, with its accumulations, make good
any deficiency in the principal, arising from past or future investments
at a premium above the par value of the s a m e ; the intent hereof, being
to keep said fund to an ever present cash value of 8100.000.
(SECTION F O U R . Said Board shall devote the remainder of the net annual income of said fund to the establishment and perpetual maintenance of a -'Public L i b r a r y . " in Bangor, either independently or in connection with some existing library.
SECTION F I V E . The said Board shall annually present to the City
Council at the regular meeting in F e b r u a r y , a report of their action under said Trust with a specific statement of all receipts and disbursements
on account of the said fund for the year then ending, and the manner in
which said fund is invested.
SECTION S I X . This ordinance shall take effect and go into operation
on approval by the Mayor without further promulgation.
[Passed March 13, 1883.]
In pursuance of this ordinance the City Council elected as Trustees,
Franklin A. Wilson, for six y e a r s ; Frederick M. Laughton, for four
y e a r s ; Samuel F . H u m p h r e y , for two y e a r s ; who with the Mayor, and
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City Treasurer, constitute the first Board of '-Trustees of the Hersey
F u n d . ' ' T h e state of this fund, at this date, is as follows :
Amount received from the Trustees of the estate of Samuel F . Hersey
$100,000 00
Income received as follows:
Interest on bonds
$1,140 CO
Interest on temporary city loans and deposits •.
435 49

Less paid accrued interest on bonds purchased

$1,575 49
772 49
$803 00
1,000 00

Dividend on bank stock
—

1,803 00
$101,803 00

Invested as follows:
Bangor City bonds
Premium paid

$39,000 00
7.150 00

250 shares 1st National Bank stock ( B a n g o r ) . . .
Premium paid

$25,000 00
6,562 50

46,150 00

Deposit at 2d National Bank, Bangor
Cash in Treasurer's hands

$31,562 50
24,000 00
90 50

$101,803 00
J O H N L. CROSBY, City Treasurer.
March 15, 1S83.

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
OF

CITY

OF

THE

BANGOB,

F o r t h e M u n i c i p a l Y e a r e n d i n g M a r c h 15th, 1883.
Complied under the Direction or tbe Mayor, agreeably to an Order of tbe City
Council, passed Marcb, 18S3.

•-•-•

PI I Gil WAY.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
Hire of teams and labor for sundry persons
Sale of swive. etc
Sale of derrick
Assessments for concreting
Building brick sidewalk, (1881)
School Department, for labor, gravel, etc
Incidental Fund, labor on parks, etc
P a u p e r Department, for manure, etc
Sewer Department, for hire of teams and l a b o r . .
Water Department, for labor

$22,000 00
$72
100
25
214
86
124
63
61
740
20

51
75
00
49
08
84
00
00
00
00
$1,507 67
545 96

Balance overdrawn

$24,053 63
EXPENDITURES.
Alonzo K. Rollins, salarj- as Street Commissioner
Chas. L . Marston. salary as Street Engineer
J . E . Rogers, same

$700 00
100 CO
50 00

Sundry persons, 12 months labor at $50
23 months labor at $40
56 months labor at $35

$600 00
920 00
1,9G0 00

$850 00

Amounts carried forward

$3,480 00

$850 00

40
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Amounts b r o u g h t forward
Sundry persons, 1:2 months labor at $33
4 months labor at 832
9 months labor at $30
9i months labor at $10
194 days labor at #1.50
3391 days labor at $ 1.25
21 days labor at $1. 2
29 days labor at 1.16|
1619 days labor at $1.00

[1883.

$3,480 00
396 00
128 00
270 00
96 60
29 13
4.238 55
25 62
33 83
1,619 CO

$850 00

10,316 79
Pauper Department, hay and straw
E . J . Hideout, same
Win. Smyth, same
Win. Jackson, same
A. J . Smith, same
A. J . Turner, same
F . Rogers, same
A. Lane, same
W. G. Rice, same
C. H. Bryant, same
A. F . Jordan, same
J o h n Hammond, same
S. S. Hewes, same
A. I. McLaughlin, same
J o h n Foster, same
W. S. Richardson, same
V. Whitley, same
Mr. Packard, same
W. P . Willey, same
Mr. Prescott, same
W. K. Xason, same
L. Tyler, same
S. D . Ames, same
H. P . Blaisdell, same
B. Ham. same
W. Hammond, same
Mr. Downing, same
T. Lane, same
Mr. Goodale, same
S. J . Finson, same
Geo. W. Reed, same
Amounts carried forward

134
59
50
49
42
38
31
24
23
19
46
15
13
12
12
12
10
10
8
7
6
10
9
6
5
4
5
3
2
3
2

84
83
79
88
00
31
76
97
82
34
04
40
10
97
60
56
53
49
40
78
99
50
82
04
93
78
34
60
48
20
89

$686 98

$11,166 79

1883.J

CITY OF BANGOR.

Amounts brought forward
Geo. W . C l a r k , same
F r a n k Barnes, same
B. W. Gubtil, grain
Wm. P . Hubbard, same

41
$686
2
2
1,420
137

98
86
69
18
17

128
90
75
16

55
40
60
15

$11,166 79

2.249 88
Bartlett & Fish, blacksmith work
Cowan & F o g g , same
J o h n L. Cosmey. same
Fogg & Frost, same,

310 70
Bangor F o u n d r y and Machine Co., repairs and
castings
J o s . TV'harff, repairs to carts
J o h n Mason, same

103 34
216 88
23 50
343 72

Thos. Jenness & Son, hardware
Kice & Skinner, same
X. H . B r a g g it Sons, same
C. B . Wyman, same
Wood. Bishop & Co., tinware

73
93
4
3

73
49
75
50
95
176 42

C. S. L o m b a r d & Co., harnesses and repairs
M. J . Madden, same

177 38
26 77

Morse & Co., lumber
Theo. Paine, same

634 36
2 60

High Head owners, gravel and sand
Wm. E m e r s o n heirs, same
J o h n Holyoke, same
Durgin Heirs, same
Eliphalet Brackett, same

151
103
37
14
10

00
30
00
70
00

274
208
148
77
34
27
17
16
10

75
12
50
75
39
50
08
02
00

204 15

636 96

316 00
A. W. Dudley, labor, men and teams
Wm. McFarland, same
Geo. W. Newcomb, same
S. J . Finsou, same
A. I>. Watson, same
f
B. S. H a m , same
T. J . Witherly, same
S. I. Kittredge, same
I. D . Stockwell, same
Amounts carried forward

f!

,

$814 11 $15,404 62
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Amounts brought
forward
V. Whitley, same
Chas. H. Morison. same
Chas. Hill, same
Alvah Osgood, same
A. C. Leighton, same
R. H. Hunt, same
•I. W. Straw, same
D. P . Wingate, same
E. W. Hasey, same
\V. P . Willey, same
Dan'l T. Orr, same
James Constantine, same
John Johnson, same
A. C. Leighton, building culvert
B.F.Ham.same
I. A. Crockett & Co., stone work
S. F . Jones & Son, same
Sawyer & Ryan, mason work
P . Batchelder, same
R. P . Young, same
J . S. Young, same

[1883.

$814

11
8

7
7
5
6
5
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
25
20
l(8
183
25
6
4
4

$15,404 62

75

62
13
84
00
00
75
00
68
50
00
00
25
00
00
40
58
68
00
38
00
1,309 67

A. K. Rollins, paid for 5 horses
1.131 74
S. B . Titcomb, one horse
275 00
Frank Barnes, difference in exchange of horses • • •
60 00
Ara Warren, drugs and medicines
42 40
Wm. E . Mann, same
1 85
Cant Dog and Axe Co., pickaxes
21 00
Peleg Jones, same
3 00
Bangor E dg e Tool Co., sharpening tools
1 73
R. J . Riley, repairing bri idges
53 42
Geo. W. Mansur, carpentry and material
28 75
Lowell & Tibbetts, same
14 87
\V. & L. Cutter, same
4 25
C . N . D r e w , p r u n i n g trees
245 00
Wm. H . Hill, tin work
6 04
Bangor Gas Co., coal tar
288 00
Hincks & Nealley. rope
14 62
Bacon. Robinson & Co., ice
5 55
Wheelwright, Clark & Co., netting
13 50
Bangor Bridge Co., tolls
27 84
Amounts carried forward

$2,238 56

$16,714 29

1883.]
CITY OP BANGOR.
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A m o u n t s b r o u g h t forward
$2,238 5G $16,714 29
T. \V. Baldwin, sundry bills of labor
5 25
J . F . P a r k h u r s t & Son, whip lash
1 50
H. Mayville. painting
10 90
Mrs. C. A. Woodbury, repairing blankets
9 00
J . W. J e n k s , veterinary services
13 75
M . I . C o n n o r , saws
2 75
H. P a r k e r , brooms
40
L. Tyler, watering trough
3 00
H a r d y & Bartlett, road machine
161 05
Geo. Tyler, blade and point for same
8 00
Getchell, Leighton <fc Co.. plumbing
3 30
Thompson & Kellogg, supplies
7 46
Sewer Department, building sewer
208 00
Fire Department, use of horses
150 00
Water Department, water service
32 50
P a u p e r Department, wood
6 25
L. A. Marshall, paving- (bal. of last year's b i l l . ) . .
98 90
Mt. Waldo Granite Co., paving blocks, (same) . . .
45 71
Flye & Marshall, paving E x c h a n g e St
1,361 29
N e w York and Maine Granite Co., paving blocks. 2,832 83
A. K. Rollins, sundry small bills paid as per
voucher
138 94
—
$7,339 34
$24,053 63

SCHOOLS.
RECEIPTS.

Amount of Appropriation
$25,000 00
State School Mill t a x
$8,433 81
State High School t a x
250 00
Tuition from Non-Resideut scholars
107 00
Books sold, broken glass &c
96 43
Unexpended balance of N e w High School fund
transferred to School Department
1,049 13
E r r o r of overcharge in Mayor's Order
82 67
Balance Overdrawn
81 65
10,100 69
$35,100 69
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RECEIPTS AND E X P E N D I T U R E S .
EXPENDITURES.
SALARIES.

School Committee
Wm. F . Reed, Truant Officer
Simon P . Bradbury, School Agent

$250 00
100 00
750 00
$1,100 00

SALARIES OF TEACHERS.
HKiH

SCHOOL.

Clias. M. J o r d a n , Principal
Jennie A. Philbrook, Assistant
Lizzie L. Clark,
"
Ida J . Brown.
'•
Ella M. Boyce,
••

$1,199
499
424
424
424

97
96
97
97
97
$2,974 84

GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Clias. M. J o r d a n , Principal
Helen R. F o x , Assistant
Maria F . Smith,
"
Fannie E . Wright, '•
Lilian B . Cole,
'•
Carrie M. Richardson. Assistant,
Adelaide A. Bakeman,
"
Alice P a t t e n , Assistant
Flora E . Wharf, ••
Emma A. Blaisdell, Assistant
Mary H . Burr, Assistant
Carrie E . Hodgdon, Assistant
Sarah H. Shaw, Assistant
Annie M. Pease,
"
Sarah A. H a m m a t t . •'
Mary E . Costellow, "
Alary E . Cochran, •'
Mary E . Glass,
"
Nancy A. Oilman, *••
E m m a F . Lewis,
"
Alary S. Snow,
"

450 00
369 97
344 97
344 97
344 97
133 60
236 37
344 97
344 97
344 97
124 57
220 40
369 97
344 97
369 97
344 97
344 97
344 97
344 97
344 97
344 97
$6,759 461

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS.

Therese M. Dillingham
Annette M. Hincks
Charlotte L. Holden
Carrie M. Spratt
Helen M. Cates
Amounts carried forward

$306
306
306
306
306

00
00
00
00
00

$1,530 00

$10,834 30

18rf3.J

CITY OP BANGOK.

Amounts brought forward
Azubah F . Blaisdell
Mary E . Garrity
M. Isabel Eames
Hattie L. Gray
Kate E . Xewhall
E t t a M. Bussey
Carrie E . Hodgdon
Alma F . Silsby
Adelia A. Walsh
Maggie E . Walsh
Xaucy W. Silsby
Alma L . Davis
Mary R. Shaw

45
$1,530
30G
110
195
30(5
110
105
110
195
221
S5
110
195
306

00
00
50
50
00
50
50
50
50
00
00
50
50
00

$10,834 30

$3,978 00
PRIMAUY SCHOOLS.

Fannie E . Titcomb
Lizzie L. Morrill
Hattie T. Vose
Florence M. Oummings
Angie L . Jones
Evelyn E . Getchell
Annie M. Lander
Nellie E . Coombs
Mary Stewart
Miriam S. Cates
E t t a M. Bussey
Mary C. Robinson
Alice M. Lawrence
Laura J . Sargent
Louise H . Savage
Vesta M. Xash
Carrie A. D a n b a r
Phebe E . Danforth
Mary E . Garmon
Angelia Chase
Mabel L . Thissell
E m m a L . Ames
Mary A. E a t o n
Sara M. Prescott
Elizabeth M. Pond
Addie M. Spencer

$306 00
306 00
127 50
195 50
289 00
306 00
306 00
110 50
195 50
306 00
110 50
195 50
306 00
306 00
306 00
306 00
144 50
161 50
306 00
306 00
110 50
195 50
306 00
306 00
51 00
255 00
$6,120 00

Amount carried

forward

$20,932 30
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Amount brought forward

[1883.
$20,932 30

ASSISTANTS.

Ida M. Stewart
Lizzie A. Hatch
Frances J. Gould
Addie M. Spencer
Florence M. Cummiiigs
Mary R. Spratt
Mary Stewart
Mary Alexander
Phebe E. Danforth
Clara R. Wood
Annie E. Hurley
Gertrude Simpson
Mary A. Holden
Etta L. Davenport
Alice B. Brown
Addie P. Cobb
Lottie M. Davenport

.'....

$216 00
5 00
175 00
36 00
47 00
92 50
65 00
136 00
92 00
216 00
216 00
216 00
216 00
216 00
171 00
145 00
115 00
$2,375 50

SUBURBAN SCHOOLS.

Nettie F. Gates, 35 weeks
Mary C. Robinson, 20 weeks
Ella M. Robinson, 10 weeks
Jennie A. Brown, 30 weeks
M. Isabel Ames, 10 weeks
Emma D. Hincks, 20 weeks
Hattie L. Mosher, 30 weeks
Maggie E. Walsh. 20 weeks
Alma L. Davis. 10 weeks
A. H. Bakeman, 10 weeks
Emma L. Ames, 10 weeks
Amanda P. Hastey, 20 weeks
Joanna S. Eveleth, 30 weeks
Minnie A. Ferguson, 16 weeks
Hattie E. Glass, 30 weeks
Alice Bucknam, 30 weeks
Hattie S. Phillips, 20 weeks
Olive A. Stevens. 20 weeks
Heman Griffin, 10 weeks
Evelyn B. Kenney, 10 weeks
Amount carried forward

$231 00
120 00
60 00
180 00
70 00
140 00
210 00
122 00
70 00
70 00
60 00
120 00
180 00
96 00
200 00
190 00
120 00
130 00
120 00
70 00
—

2.559 00
$25,866 80

1883.J
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Amount brought forward

$25,866 80
PENMANSHIP.

Chas. P . Fessenden

$599 96
599 96

N. B.

Total amount paid teachers, $25,366.76.
JANITORS.

E . S. Blake
Chas. H . Morrison
S. P . Bradbury paid sundry persons

$504 08
390 75
669 35
$1,564 18

MATERIALS, IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS.

Chas. B . Morse, Carpentry and material
Geo. W. Mansur & Co., same
Geo. G. Rice, same
Chas. Sinnott. same
W. & L. Cutter, same
Z. T. Dillingham, same
.Lowell & Tibbetts, same
Hanson Gray, same
J o h n Brown, painting and material
Marston & Gorham. same
E . S. Gorham & Son, same
E . F . Shaw, same
J . H . Eldridge. same
C. H . Still tevant, mason work
J . W. Flanders, same
S. F . J o n e s & Sons, stone work
M. Lynch, repairing locks &c
Leighton, Davenport & Co.. plumbing
Getchell, Leighton & Co., same
Thos. Jenness & Son. hardware
Bangor Gas Light Co., pipe
Bangor F o u n d r y and Machine Co., castings
Morse & Co., Lumber
Dole & F o g g , same
J a s . B . Fiske, cement
Dole B r o t h e r s , repairs on furniture
1. W. Royal, miscellaneous repairs and material..
S. P . Bradbury, paid sundry persons material and
repairs, as per vouchers

$317 07
162 20
158 69
106 64
86 96
20 58
9 03
7 37
65 41
49 62
38 38
31 73
48 23
533 50
8 10
71 26
10 65
670 70
350 56
2 15
14 40
11 94
39 74
5 53
99 20
10 55
22 15
104 73
#3.057 07

Amount carried forward

$31,088 01
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[1883.

Amount brought forward

$31,088 01
FUEL.

Pauper Department, wood
Mor-e & Co.. same
N. Blaisdell, same
E. Gordon, same
Lewis I. Kittredge, same
James Connors, same
W. E. Lord, same
A. W. Dudley, same
D. P. Wingate. same
T. R. Thompson, same
E. P. Ferguson, same
Chas. Clark, wood
Hincks & Co., coal
Bacon, Robinson & Co., same
S. P . Bradbury, paid sundry persons for hard
wood and kindlings as per vouchers
Preparing and housing fuel,

737 50
303 37
119 33
81 46
36 56
39 37
35 32
21 06
27 77
30 56
16 75
23 25
139 71
7 50
113 57
$254 30

1.793 08
254 30

FURNITURE.

Dole Bros
Geo. W. Merrill
A. H. Robeits & Son, curtains &c
S. P. Bradbury, paid for sundries

$181
28
27
4

75
50
10
20
241 55

SUPPLIES.

D. Bugbee & Co
Chas. Hight
S. P. Bradbury, paid for brushes, brooms, pails,
tinware, &c, as per vouchers

$62 72
15 15
112 27
190 14

BOOKS AND STATIONERY.

D. Bugbee & Co
Chas. Hight
Jas. D. Glynn
S. P. Bradbury, paid sundry bills

gillO
75
10
31

91
75
68
92
229 26

MISCELLANEOUS.

S. Chalmers & Co., hire of teams, gravel, &c
R. S. Page, same
Highway Department, same
Highway Department, concrete
Amounts carried forward

45 38
25 00
50 37
74 47
$195 22

$33,796 34

1883.]

CITY OF BANGQH.

Amounts brought forward
F . H . Duffy, labor on grounds
V*'. H . Pritctiard, stove work
J a s . F . Maloney, same
A. Noyes & Co., same
E . T. Xealley, microscope
Water Board, water service
School Committee, horse hire
S. P . Bradbury, sundry small bills, paid as per
vouchers
Charged this D e p a r t m e n t by error, in order No.
210. credited above

49
.$195 22 $33,796 34
5 75
35 07
37 52
15 45
70 10
358 00
60 00
444 67
1.221 68
$82 67
82 67
$35,100 69

N E W H I G H SCHOOL B U I L D I N G , ABBOT S Q U A R E .
RECEIPTS.

Amount of appropriation

$25,000 00
EXPENDITURES.

Chas. B . Brown, construction of superstructure,
as per contract
$16,400
Same, a m o u n t allowed for e x t r a labor and material
694
XV. E . Mansur, plans for building
314
Martin & Chalmers, masonry and earth-work
532
Calvin L. Sturtevant, masonry
195
Sawyer & Ryan, same
23
Fletcher & Butterfield, stone work
10
S. F . J o n e s & Sons, same
9
R. S. P a g e , labor on grounds
217
Chalmers & Co., same
11
F. S. Gratien. brick
110
Kendall & Roberts, boiler for steam heating
580
S. & J . Adams & Co., paid freight on same
15
Walworth Mf'g Co.. expense of man to B a n g o r . .
17
Leighton, Davenport & Co., plumbing and setting
steam apparatus
1,901
Gelchell. Leighton & Co., plumbing
23
Buffalo Hardware Co.. desks and freight on same 1,556
Geo. W. Merrill & Co., furniture
202
Dole Bros., same
61
Amount carried forward

7

00
77
00
41
39
20
00
85
30
00
50
00
00
50
11
73
50
25
50

$22,876 01

'>()
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Amount brought forward
$22.87G
A. H . Roberts & Son, carpeting, &c
176
VVm. II. Edmunds, clocks
40
John H . Eldridge, painting and glazing
50
E. F . Shaw, same
31
M. Lynch, bells, hanging same, &c
27
Edward ( l a r k & Co., ornamental railing for roof.
116
Haynes, Pillsbury & Co.. hardware
26
Bangor Foundry & Machine Co., castings, &c
41
Moise & Co.. lumber
75
S. P . Bradbury, sundry small cash bills
237
Same, amount allowed b y City Council, for services, superintending building
250

01
57
00
11
45
65
53
89
81
94
91
00
$23,950 87
1,049 13

Balance unexpended

$25,000 00

PAUPER.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
Collected by Thos. \V. Vose, City Solicitor
Keceived for support of paupers belonging to
other towns
Tile sold Sewer Department
Sale of wood, stumpage. & c . from
wood lot
Board of persons at Alms House
Farm products sold
Live stock sold
Service of stock
J u n k sold, and sundry receipts

$15,000 00
$465 66
1.215 76
71 50
1,277 42
148 12
717 92
1.272 01
43 00
30 30
5,241 69

Total
EXPENDITURES.
O. H . Ingalls, salary, Overseer of Poor
D. W. Potter same
Zebulon Grover. same
A. S. Sands, salary as Superintendent at Alms
House

$20,241 69
$300 00
200 00
200 00
600 00
1,300 00

Amount carried forward

$1,300 00

1 8 S3.]
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Amount brought forward

$1,300 00

EXPENSES AT ALMS HOUSE.

A. S. Sands, cash paid for sundries
Same paid Chas. Iloxie for yoke of oxen
F r a n k Garland, groceries
Thos. R. Savage & Co.. same
Whitney & Cameron, same
Thurston, Bragg & Co., same
A. F . Merrill, same
C. H a y ward & Co.. same
Geo. I. Weseott, same
.1. A. Boardman & Co.. same
Albert Bean, meat
Riee & Buswell, same
Chas. E . P e r r y , s a m e . . ,
Leightou & J o n e s , same
A. E . J o n e s , same
B. W. Gubtil, grain, feed, Ac
.1. C. Towle & Co.. same
E . Chick & Co., same
J a m e s Cunningham, same
R. B . Dunning, agricultural implements, seeds, Ac
Highway Department, manure
T i m o t h y Sullivan, same
C. G. Sterns A Co.. wood
M. Condon, hauling wood
F . F . Filandan, ashes and freight on same
T. Lyford, boots, shoes. &c
E . A. Buck, same
E. J . Davis & Co., same
Dudley & Shaw, same
F . A. Curtis, same
•• — •
Leigliton Bros., same
•
•
Connors Bros., same
Geo. Joss, same,
H . S. Sands, clothing
Robinson A Arey. same
Wheelwright. Clark & Co.. same
Williams & Getchell, d r y goods
SanTl B . Stone, same
Joseph F . Snow, same
-J. C. White, same
Amounts carried forward

S935 22
210 00
590 43
319 00
294 21
253 9G
102 00
84 53
72 4*
43 01
558 79
447 41
220 07
37 7")
23 SO
301 09
2*0 90
108 77
40 03
177 20
01 00
: 0 00
130 09
130 00
104 60
18 42
12 15
15 65
11 50
11 15
12 95
17 C5
21 05
94 93
48 75
07 26
41 76
9 00
70 8S
118 82
$6,258 :<2

*1,300 00
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Amounts brought forward
S. S. Patten, fancy goods
S & J. Adams & Co., same
Win. P. Dickey, hardware
N. H. Bragg & Sons, same
T. Jenness & Son, same
A. H. Roberts & Son. carpets &c
J. S. Kicker, table ware, lamps, &c
Wood, Bishop & Co., kitchen ware
W. H. Pritchard, stove work
Bacon, Robinson & Co., coal and ice
Dole & Fogg, lumber
Hodgkins. Hall & Co., same
C. A. Washburn, window sashes
Morse & Co., plaster
Dole Bios., furniture
Geo. W.Merrill & Co., same
Ai a Warren, drugs and medicines
W. E. Mann, same
W. L. Alden, same
C. Sweet & Bro., same
N. S. Harlow, same
John Grady, mason work
Grady & Riley, same
Sawyer & Ryan, same
A. C. Leighton, labor
E. Jordan, harness work
Benj. E. Walker, painting and material
Marston & Gorham, paint
Getchell, Leigliton & Co., plumbing
Leighton, Dayenport & Co.. same
J. 3. Cassidy, blacksmithing
Wm. F. Delano, same
Bangor Water Board, water service
Hinckley & Egery Iron Co., grates
S. T. Thompson, tinware
C. V. Baker, labor at Alms House
R. E. Hathorn, same
A. E. Hathorn, same
V. R. Cowan, same
Nellie Cassidy, same
Eveline Stanchfield, same
Amounts carried forward

[1883.

$6,258 32
44 57
97 85
65 26
8 88
66 06
18 61
19 84
23 76
28 00
20 27
183 77
27 09
34 30
10 17
147 55
15 00
10 35
19 43
25 37
14 13
25 20
315 00
150 00
87 50
149 00
5 40
97 00
25 35
38 91
146 67
23 75
17 21
116 00
8 31
13 25
375 00
300 00
220 0O
70 00'
192 00
74 75

1,300 00

$9,588 88

$1,300 C0»

1883.]
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Amounts brought forward
Allie S. Towle, same
Tena McPheters. same
Hattie McCorrison, same

63
$9,588
40
18
17

88
00
75
00

$1,300 00

$0,664 63
EXPENSES OUTSIDE ALMS HOUSE.

O. H . Ingalls. cash paid for sundries

$1,826 53
$1,826 53

H. Pond, groceries
R. Hixon. same
Deaue & Peirce. same
J . C. Thortidike. same
E . Cobb & Son, same
Thompson & Kellogg, same
Chas. York, same
J . C. Norton, same

1,023
665
285
186
176
170
137
87

59
91
!-'8
74
47
56
75

Maine Insane Hospital, support of insane paupers
State Reform School, support of p a u p e r s . . . . . . . .
Maine Industrial School, same
City of Lewiston, same
City of Augusta, same
T o w n of Oldtown, same
Town of Shirley, same
Town of Carmel. same
Town of Glenburn, same
Mark Shibbles, same
Mrs. E . Drew, same
L y m a n Tyler, same
Childrens' Home, same

1,619 26
117 00
97 50
62 42
53 88
129 26
104 19
13 33
26 24
60 00
45 00
27 00
53 76

Dr. W. L. Sampson, Monson, medical attendance
Abel Hunt, coffins, robes, &c
J . \V. Tebbetts, same
Thos. J . Cole, burial of paupers
Water Board, water service, Overseer's office..-D . W. P o t t e r , horse hire
Geo. L. Moor, pressing hay
Sterns & Co., wood
W. D . Spencer, same
M. Condon, hauling wood
•
E . H . Bailey, same
H i g h w a y Department, same

61
20
5
20
5
50
32
368
29
222
112
46

$2,734 17

2,408 84

Amount carried forward

50
50
50
00
00
00
65
74
25
35
70
50

974 69
8rtS,908 86
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Amount brought forward
Asa Parker, hauling wood, Orneville
E . & A. Hathorn, hauling and cutting
Orneville
E . & X. A. R. R. Co.. freight on wood
M. C. R. R. Co., same,
Orneville, Town of, t a x on wood lot
John McVey, cook, Orneville

118,908 86
93 00
wood,
380
162
341
52
5

00
32
68
60
00
1,034 60
298 23

Balance unexpended

820.241 (J'J

INCIDENTAL.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
Rent of City Hall
Court street building
House on Fourth street . . .
Licenses for exhibitions
Billiard rooms
Dogs
.
Advertising non-resident taxes
Sale of lots in Pine Grove ( emetery
From State of Maine, foi- rent of A r m o r y for
" Jameson Guards"' and 2nd M. V. M
State of Maine, railroad and telegraph t a x
Insurance collected on High School house
Same on City Hall
Costs in legal suits
Balance unexpended on appropriation for p a r k . . .
Stumpage at Cemetery
E r r o r in order 710

$8,000 00
$145
100
3<i
257
30
511
10
40

60
00
82
00
00
00
50
00

175
5,349
2,003
44
187
11
28
3

00
77
22
34
yy
11
00
00
S.932 15
$16,932 15

EXPENDITURES.
S. C. Hatch, Assessor, 100 days
Thos. S. Moor, same, 156 days
Charles Ames, same, 210 days
V. Brett, copying tax book, 50 days

560
546
735
175

00
00
00
00
82.016 00

Amount carried

forward

$2,010 00

1S33.J

CITY OF BANGOR.

Amount brought forward
A. Kirkpatrick, Assistant, Assessor, Ward 1,24 days
James Mayhew,
same.
••
2.25 days
David E . Costellow.
same,
••
3,25 days
Hosea K. L e g r o ,
same.
"
4.24 clays
Alfred O. Stewart,
same,
••
5,25 days
Charles P . Hodgkins. same.
'•
G. 24 days
William E . Lord,
same,
••
7,25 days

fj;3
SS2.016 00
48
50
50
48
50
48
50

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Samuel E . Yeaton, Auditor
Charles D . Crosby, preparing account of receipts
and expenditures
A. E . H a r d y , abstract of conveyances of real estate

11 00
60 00

Victor
Same,
Same,
Same,
Same,
Same,
Same,

42
32
50
54
3
51
1

344 00

32 50
103 50

Brett, preparing poll lists
clerk of Aldermen, revising lists
clerk of committee of accounts and claims
preparing pension applications
administering oaths to subordinate officers
recording births and deaths
sundries

Simon P . Bradbury, cleaning ward room
Victor Brett, paid for postage stamps
Bangor Post Office, same
J . L. Crosby, Treasurer, same

00
00
00
00
75
60
45
234 80
9 00

26 56
106 00
24 50
157 06

Same, (monthly expense account), viz:
Paid Mrs. Shaughnessy. cleaning City Hall. Offices,
and Police Station, etc
Mrs. Martin for same
Sundry persons, sawing wood
Recording deeds, telegrams and expressage
Soap, matches, pails, coal, etc
Book* for use in Assessors' and Treasurer's offices
Labor in yard, carting inbbish, etc
Pencils. &e
Paid Charles E . Bagley, janitor at City Hall
Bangor Gaslight Company, for gas at City H a l l .
Same, Police ( ourt
Same. Grammar School House

205
8
52
7
10
4
16
1

00
75
00
38
30
00
75
25
305 43
480 00

407 00
1 25
4 25
472 50

Amount carried forward

$4,122 29

f)6

[1883.

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.

Jl,122 29

Amount brought forward
Ward Clerks, v i z . :
A. W. E m e r y , Ward
W. E . Mansur.
'•
H.R.Chaplin,
"
C. P . Hodgkins, "
F.L.Phillips,
"
J . F . O'Leary,
"

4
5
6
0
7
7

6 00
6 00
3 OIJ
3 00
3 00
3 00
24 00

Paid for wood at City Hall, viz.:
J . L. Crosby, cash paid for same
Geo. W. Wood
Chas. L . Snow,
J o h n Fitzgerald
Pauper Department
S. C. Archer
E . C. Jackson
Chas. W. Wilson
Geo. R. Staples
W. R. Spencer
(60i cords in all.)
A. H . Babcock. 17i tons coal
J o h n L . Triggs, ice at City Hall
Geo. L. Damon, safe for assessors
E . Howard Watch and Clock Co., for cleaning and
repairing public clocks
H. R. Cowan, same
E . F . Shaw, regilding and painting same
Willard Cutter, amount appropriated towards " I l luminated clock" on Universalist Church
Bangor Gaslight Co., gas for same to J a n . 1, 1883

18
32
2
44
55
103
5
17
66
33

60
73
25
00
40
48
50
00
70
30
378 9 6
111 88
16 CO

55 25
49 42
31 30
76 77
250 00
18 25
480 99

Charles E . Hill, rent for "National H o u s e , " temporarily used for schools
Phoenix Insurance Co., (R. Kelleher, A g t . ) policies on school p r o p e r t y
R. Kelleher, Agt. policies on High School H o u s e .
Same, on Alms House
Bangor Water Department, for sprinkling streets,
fountains, watering t r o u g h s , &c

225 00
639 20
153 00
105 44
1.105 50
2,228 U

Amount carried forward

$7,362 26

1888.]

CITY OF BANGOU.

57

Amount brought forward
J a m e s Greenacre, rent of A r m o r y " J a m e s o n
Guards"
Strickland & Stetson, rent of A r m o r y , 2d Regiment
Grand A r m y of the Republic, Memorial Day
Fourth of J u l y celebration

.$7,302 26
200 00
80 00
100 00
500 00
880 00

Paid Thomas W. Baldwin, for services as City Engineer and Superintendent of Sewers, 1£ days,
$3.50
Same, 1614 days. $4.00
Assistant. 23i days, $2.50
Same, 1064 days, 82.00
Sundry cash items
J . P . B . Wheelden, allowed for horse hire for 1881
T. H". Baldwin, same for 1882

4
646
58
213
1
100
100

37
00
13
00
00
00
00
$1,122 50

Paid Charles L. Marston, for gravel and stone on
lot near Merrill's Mills
Same for amount expended on Streets and Highways
Same on account of Appropriation for improvement of P a r k s
Highway Department for labor on P a r k s
Chas. L . Marston. paid repairs on fence at Center
Park, caused by hurricane

300 00
196 25
437 00
63 00
68 25
$1,064 50

Boutelle <fc Burr, advertising
J . P . Bass & Co., same
Benj. A. Burr, printing reports, etc
Sam'l G. Robinson, printing
Thos. W. Burr, same
J o h n H . Bacon, same
O. F . Knowles & Co.. same
S. S. Smith & Son. same

325
122
240
26
178
71
4
150

32
76
00
25
11
65
00
22
$1,118 31

Maverick & Wissinger, N . Y . , engraving and paper
D. Bugbee & Co., blank books, binding and stationery
Glynn & Reynolds, stationery
Knight. Adams & Co., Boston, same
Amounts carried forward

10 00
360 67
18 30
15 89
$404 86

$11,547 57

58
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Amounts brought forward
Hoyt. F o g g & Dunham, 6 copies Maine Year Book
C. C. Chamberlain. N . Y\, for patent document
envelopes

[1883.

#404 86 $11,547 57
7 50
24 35
436 71

Paid Geo. \V. Merrill & Co., for chairs, repairing furniture, etc.. etc
Dole Bros., repairs
A. II. Roberts & Son. table cover, work on carpets, etc

114 00
'2 10
10 02
12(1 72

Lowell & Tibbets, material and labor at City Hall,
City Stables, etc
Morse & Co., plank at City Hall
Z. T. Dillingham, material and labor, City Farn.
school house
F. H . Duffy, grading and sodding at same p l a c e . .
E . F . Shaw, painting at City Hall, etc
H. H. Mitchell, painting City stables
Haynes, Pillsbury & Co.. lead, oil and glass for
same
B. Washburn, plastering, mason work, new chimney, etc.. at City Hall
R. J . Riley, repairs on slate ro f
Flye & Marshall, paving on Central street
J . A. Crockett & Co.. granite for same
Samuel Guess, whitewashing
Sawyer & Ryan, repairs
Same, material and labor, placing watering troughs
on E . M. Square and Main street
R. S. P a g e , moving stone t r o u g h s . .
S. F . Jones, for cutting same
Same, repairs, City Hall avenue
Getchell, Leighton & Co., for hose, repairs on
roof, plumbing, etc., etc
Leighton, Davenport & Co., plumbing
Charles E . Dole, gas fitting, City Hall
Michael Lynch, locks, keys, etc
T, Jenness & Son, lead, nails, etc
A. Noyes & Co.. repairs on stoves, etc

250 07
40 82
13
54
217
63

80
58
80
79

74 02
715 48
439
15
40
49
7
3

47
03
34
48
00
25
554 57

110
12
22
10

20
00
00
16
154 36

55
5
57
13
42
18

31
15
83
35
46
55
192,65

Amount carried forward

813,728 06

1SS3.]

CITY OF BANGOR.

Amount brought forward
Paid Barker. Vose & Barker, cash advanced by
them in legal cases
J o n a . Burbank. witness tees
Z. L. Bmgiloii. damages from alleged defect in
highway
Town of B r e w e r - t a x e s on real estate
E. C. Danforth. c a i t i n g earth
Thompson & Kellogg, soap. &c
Joseph S. Smith, expended in small pox case
D. W. P o t t e r , travelling expenses in relation to
proposed Hospital
W. E . Mansur. same, and making sketch, &c
State Reform School, (one quarter)
X. B. The remaining three-quarters are charged
in Pauper Fund.
J a m e s L. Grant, building hearse h o n s e a t Mt. Hope
Cemetery
Morse & Co.. lumber for same
Dole & F o g g , same
Bangor Planing and Moulding Mill, for same
Theodore Paine, cedar posts and shingles
T . J . Cole, labor
E . S. Gorham & Son, painting

5'J
$13,728 OG
25 25
4 94
15
11
2
4
25

00
53
75
70
00

24 56
31 00
39 00
183 73

130 SO
103 98
16 60
16 60
64 00
7 50
30 00
369 48

B. J o n e s , for labor. Maple Grove Cemetery
E . H . Allen, labor. Pine Grove Cemetery
C. F . & H. B . Thorns, repairing hearses
J o h n Mason, same
J o h n F . Tolman, same
Staples & Ring, repairing and painting same.
Edward J o r d a n , repairing harness

8
7
1
6
48
16
1

25
50
50
15
00
05
45

\V. C. Mason. M. D., examination insane c a s e s . . .
Same, surgery. Police office
D. Hennessey, M. D., same
A. W. P l u m m e r , insane cases
•Same, vaccine virus
Same, contagious disease

6
3
6
5
6
14

00
00
00
00
00
00

88 90

40 00

.$14,410 17
2.521 98

Unexpended balance

«16,932 15

107540

60
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[1883.

SALARY.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation

$4,800 00

EXPENDITURES.
Lysandf r Strickland, Mayor
Victor Brett. City Clerk
O. F . Youngs, Clerk of Common Council
John L. Crosby, City Treasurer
Same. Collector of taxes
Thomas \V. Vose, City Solicitor
John J- Flynii, Harbor Master
Henry Gale, Health Officer
A. XV. P l u m m e r . City Physician
D . A. Robinson, same
Henry R. Cowan, Superintendent of clocks
T. A. Heiskell, City bell ringer

$500
700
100
500
1,704
400
150
300
156
93
60
80

00
00
00
00
97
00
00
00
50
50
00
00
4.744 97
55 03

Balance unexpended

$4,800 00

FIRE.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
816,500
Sale of manure and condemned hose
51
Charged Highway Department for use of horses
150
E r r o r in order N o . 864
13
Balance overdrawn
164

00
50
00
50
26
$16,879 -2&

EXPENDITURES.
SALARIES.

Otis D. Maddocks, Chief Engineer
J o h n Mason, Assistant Engineer
Samuel A. Fellows, same
James F . Maloney, same
Joseph E Merritt, Engineer of Steamers

$300
75
75
75
300

00
00
00
00
00
825 00

Amount carried forward

$825 CO

18S3.J
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Amount brought forward

$825 00

STEAMERS " L I B E R T Y . ' ' ' - U N I O N " AND ••VICTORY."

Ambrose Merrill, driver and steward
$540 00
Same, for washing ai d repairing bedding
30 00
B. F . J o r d a n , driver of hose cart, to April 12
17 56
H. D. Buzzell. same, to December 7, 1882
100 00
F. E . Quimby, fireman, steamers
72 00
Bangor Gas Light Company, for gas c o n s u m e d . . .
204 50
X. G. Stickney. for coal
164 90
Bacon. Robinson & Co., wood and charcoal
14 60
Same, coal
• •"
26 00
Chas. L. Suow, wood, etc
9 25
Geo. L. Moor, hay and straw
193 96
Hopkins and Stanford, grain, etc
213 16
Morse & Co., meal
185 64
Same, lumber
9 99
Chas. S. Lombard & Co., harness repairs
42 08
\V. G. Wilde, veterinary services.
G 50
Cowan & F o g g , horse shoeing
61 25
Fogg & Frost, same
• 12 00
W. & L. Cutter, carpenter work
14 40
Lowell & Tibbets, same
23 65
B. N . & H . B. Thorns, repairs
68 95
J o h n Mason, same
<
26 50
Getchell, Leighton & Co., plumbing, etc
21 5S
Leighton, Davenport & Co., same
5 08
Thos. Jenness & Son, lanterns, etc
7 87
Geo. T. Allamby, bell, etc
9 86
A. G. Fickett. repairs on suction
3 00
M. Lynch, keys, &c
1 00
Penobscot Eiver Steam Boiler Works, for new
boiler, tubes, d-c, for steam lire engine No. 2.
652 21
Joseph E . Merritt, labor on same
75 00
Same, repairs on hose cart
1 00
A. P . Chick, painting and stock
51 22
E . F . Shaw, same
1 00
W. H. Pitchard. work on furnace
1 50
Bangor Water Works, for water service
141 00
$3,008 21
UNION HOSE COMPANY.

Wages of 25 firemen, year 1882, $50 each
Company, paid cash for hauling hose cart
Amounts carried forward

$1,250 00
30 00
$1,280 00

$3.833 21
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Amounts brought forward

[1883.

$1,280 00

M. Moriarty. Steward, 1882
F. D . Pullen. rubber coats
Bangor Gaslight Co.. for gas consumed
A. II. Babcock, for coal
Getcliell. Leighton & Co., plumbing, etc
Lowell & Tibbets, carpenter w o r k - . . •
W. & L. Cutter, same
John Mason, repairs on apparatus
E . F . Shaw, painting
J a m e s Norwood, same
W. H . Pritchard, pipe and lead
J . F . Maloney, repairs on stoves, etc
K. J . Riley, mason work
Michael Lynch, keys, etc
Samuel Guess, whitening cellar
(lias. B. Wyman, paints and oils
Bangor Water Works, for water service

50
20
39
46
11
58
3
1
68
4
16
IS
10
8
13
15

.$3,833 21

00
00
75
47
44
24
37
40
90
78
85
60
45
10
00
50
00

—

$1,661 85

HOLLY HOSE COMPANY NO. 7.

Wages of 15 firemen for year 1882, $50 each
E . G. Randall, Steward, 1882
J . F . P a r k h u r s t . rent of hose house to Feb'y 1, '83
H. O. Pierce, cash paid for hauling hose cart
Dean & Pierce, for kerosene oil, etc
Hincks & Co., for c o a l . . .
F. D. Pullen, for rubber coats
S. A. Fellows, repairs
J . F . Maloney, stoves, e t c
Hanson Gray, repairs on apparatus
J o h n Mason, repairs on apparatus
Morse & Co.. lumber
Bangor Water Works, water service
i....

$750
50
120
19
12
27
18
3
27
5
12
2
10

00
00
00
00
70
25
00
15
95
80
50
29
00
$1,058 64

CHAMPION HOOK AND LADDER COMPANY.
Wages of 15 firemen for 1882, at $50 each
$750 00
Wages of 1 fireman, 2 months of 1883
8 33
Charles S. Clark, driver for 1882
465 00
Bangor Gaslight Co.. for gas consumed
22 75
Bacon, Robinson & Co.. for coal
45 50
Hopkins & Stanford, grain
38 05
Amounts carried forward

$1,329 63

$6,553 70

1883.J

CITY OF BANGOR.

Amounts brought f«rward
Kent & Fisher, hay and straw
Geo. L. Moor, same
Cowan it F o g g , shoeing horse
Fogg & Frost, same
\V. G. Wilde, veterinary service
C. IS. Lombard & Co., harness work
W. S. Xickerson. oil, soap, etc
R. J . Riley, mason work
C. E . Dole, gas-fitting
Rice it Skinner, axe handles
Bangor E d g e Tool Co.. axes
J . F . Maloney. repairs on stove, etc
W. & L. Cutter, repairs to house
Lowell & Tibbets. same
J o h n Mason, repairs to apparatus
B. X . & H. B . Thorns, same
Thos. Jenness it Son, sundries
XV. H. Pritchard, repairs on stove, etc
M. L y n c h , keys, etc
XV. E . J a m e s , repairs
Samuel (juess, whitening cellar
A. H . Roberts it Son, window shades
Bangor Water Works, water service

(>?>
«1 ..529 03
8 77
49 68
S 50
1 00
7 50
10 00
5 10
13 45
6 25
1 00
12 00
1 75
9 43
68 66
11 75
15 50
55
1 38
50
2 00
8 00
9 75
15 00
—

$0,553 70

$1,597 15

EUREKA HOSK CO.. NO. 9.

Wages of 15 F rem en for year 1882, at $30 e a c h . . .
Charles M. Smiley, Steward
J . C. Boweii. rent of land for hose house
F. Overlook, wood
A. Xoyes & Co.. repairs on stove
O. F . Knowles & Co., printing certificates
W. H. Knowles. paid for hauling hose cart
B. X. & H . B . Thorns, repairs on apparatus
Company paid for oil, etc

$450
30
12
6
3
6
3
3

00
00
00
00
50
00
40
75
60
$515 31

ELIJAH LOW HOSE COMPANY, NO. 8.

Wages of 15 firemen for 1882, $50 per annum, 10
months, 13 days
C. H . Drinkwater, Steward
Company, cash paid for hauling hose cart, etc
F . D. Pullen, for rubber coats
Amounts carried forward

$652
43
29
15

00
68
25
00

$739 93

$8,666 16
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Amounts brought forward

[1883.

$739 93

A. II. Babcock, for coal
Getchell, Leighton & Co., plumbing, etc
J o h n Mason, repairs on apparatus
W. & L. ( u t t e r , repairs on house
P . Bachelder. mason work
Currier & Hook, Hag
B. N. & H. B . Thorns, repairs on a p p a r a t u s
Bangor Gas Light Co., for gas consumed
Win. MeCarty, wood
J a m e s Norwood, painting
E. F . Shaw, same
Bangor Water Works, water service
M. Lynch, keys, locks, etc

.

20
3
7
1
7
5
2
16
2
17
4
10
4

$8,666 16

31
27
75
19
50
00
25
00
00
50
83
00
50
$842 03

GENERAL EXPENDITURES.

Bangor Water Works, for 153 hydrants
$6,120 00
K. W. Kimball, for 1000 feet leading hose and
suction
933 00
Matthew Moriarty, care of hose for 1882
200 00
W. & L . Cutter, repairs on reservoirs
11 42
Thomas Wall, cleaning same
12 00
Lowell & Tibbets, repairs on same
43 38
T. Jenness & Son, lanterns, etc
7 15
J o b Collett. files
1 84
Patrick Keefe, soap
333
C. B . Brown, brooms
3 50
Leighton Bros., repairing coats
11 35
F. O. Buzzell. washing carriage cover
50
C. E . Lyon & Co., cotton and thread
1 L5
F. D. Pullen, 3 rubber coats for engineers
15 00
N\ S. Harlow, vitriol, etc., for telegraph
7 35
7,371 07
#16,879 26

POLICE.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
Fees received from City Marshal
County Treasurer
Police J u d g e

$7,000 00
299 06
1,156 65
801 20
$9,256 91

1883.J

CITY OF BANGOR.

E X P E N D ] TUBES.
Ezra C. Brett. J u d g e Police Court
William F . Reed, City Marshal
Thomas F . Allen, Policeman
Daniel J . Colson. same
Patrick J . D o h e r t y . same
Sylvester Gordon, same
Charles E . 3Ic( oy. same
James Xickerson. same
Alvin Reed, same
Allen I I . C. Rice, same
William Weymouth, same
Wiufleld S. Costigau. same
J a m e s T. Mayville. same
F r a n k C. Maxfield, same
Benjamin E . Walker, same
George W. Dollev. same
J . Lewis Howe, same

»JO
$!>00 00
900 00
600 00
550 00
000 00
600 00
500 00
000 00
600 00
600 00
600 00
575 35
600 00
575 35
93 43
39 45
24 65
$8.!I58 23

William F . Reed, cash expenditures, viz.:
Conveying persons to Industrial School
Travelling expenses in pursuit of sundry criminals
T e l e g i a m s . postage, board and transportation of
prisoners, delivering notices etc
Thus. Jenness & Son. padlocks, lanterns, oil, etc.
T h o m p s o n ^ Kellogg,food forprisoners,tramps,etc
Snow & Averill, same
Dole Brothers, furniture and repairs
A. Xoyes & Co., repairs on stove
H. F . Hanson, 31. D.. attendance on prisoners
Bangor Water Works, for water service

1 55
53 70
21
22
38
31
13
1
3
25

95
15
92
59
50
65
00
00
$213 01
85 67

Unexpended balance

89,256 91

SEWERS.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
Collected by City Treasurer, viz.:
On sewers constructed in 1882
1881
• • p r i o r to 1881
Amounts carried forward

$7,500 00
$564 42
15 00
1,016 14
$1,595 56

$7,500 CO

fit)
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Amounts brought forward
Bricks sold
Charged Highway Department
E r r o r in order

Balance- overdrawn

$ 1.595 56

[1883.
$7,500 00

7 50
208 00
7 13
1,818 19
348 53
2,166 72
«9,666 72

EXPENDITURES.
Thomas W. Baldwin, Superintendent of sewers,
for labor, constructing and repairing sewers,
cleaning cesspools, and petty cash items
$4,830 11
B. C. Additon, for brick
258 48
A. H . Gould, same
812 80
Henry Lord, same
749 70
James B . Fiske, cement
713 60
R. S. Pa g e , sand
127 22
Hinckley&EgeryIronCo..cesspooItopsandgrates
565 90
Bangor Foundry and Machine Co., funnel s t o p . . 2 00
Levi Fletcher, same, (stone)
7 30
Pauper Department, for drain tile
71 50
Highway Department, earth work
740 00
Water Department, for water for flushing sewers
400 00
Leighton, Davenport & Co., drain pipe, etc
132 96
Getchell. Leighton & Co.. same
3417
Morse & Co., for plank, etc
8 60
Joseph Wharff, for repairs
6 00
Bangor E dge Tool Co., repairing and sharpening
picks
9 58
John Mason, repairs on tools, etc
67 00
Lowell & Tibbets, material and labor
16 77
Haynes. Pillsbury & Co.. nails and h a r d wa r e
10 24
Rice & Skinner, nails, hardware, etc
12 50
Wm. H . Hill, lanterns, etc
4 31
Thompson & Kellogg, oil and pails
11 85
Wood, Bishop & Co., funnel irons, etc
5 17
Henry McLaughlin, blasting powder etc
15 39
J o h n Grady, mason work
2 80
Bartlett & Fish, blacksmith work
3 80
Webb & Nason, same
2 15
Amount carried forward

$9,621 90

1883.]

CITY O F BANGOR,

Amount brought forward
D.Casey
J a m e s Tobin rubber coat
EU D, Thurston, rubber boots
Buck <fc Thurston, same
D . P . Wingate, use of carts
J . D. Glynn & Co., stationery
P . T . Jones, picks (1879)

<37
$9,021 90
1
5
6
5
20
4
3

70
00
00
00
00
12
00
$9,666 72

BANGOR WATER WORKS.
RECEIPTS.
A m o u n t of appropriation
$12,000
Water rates received of G. W. Snow, Co'lleotor... 18.050
Charged other Departments, as follows:
Highway
$32 59
School!
358 00
Pauper.-.
121 00
Incidental
1,105 50
Fire
6,311 00
Police
25 00
Sewers
400 00
City Agencv
5 00
8,358
Balance overdrawn
523

0(!
00

00
82
$38,931 82

EXPENDITURES.
SERVICE ACCOUNT.

P a i d for l a b o r . . , $1,422 75
Hinckley & E g e r y Iron Co
414 80
T. H.•& T. Cunningham & Co., pipe and c o c k s - .
720 95
iLeighton, Davenport & Co., plumbing and materials
173 71
"Chadwick Lead Works, pipe
123 95
Getchell, Leighton & Co., plumbing and materials
43 07
Sawyer -& R y a n , mason work
38 33
W a l w o r t h Manufacturing Co., eocks
52 08
H o l l y Manufacturing Co., valves, etc
24 00
National Meter Co., one new meter
23 50
•Union Meter Co., repairing meters
19 25
Amouttt carried

forward

$3,056 39
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Amount brought forward

->3,056 39

(ico. Woodman, jack plate
liacon, Robinson tfc Co., coal
Rice & Skinner, hardware, etc
For freight
.
Boston Lead Co.. pipe
For trucking.
For blacksmith work
E. Downing, charcoal
T. Jenness & Son, hardware
For wood
('. Hay ward & Co.. oil
X. H . B r a g g & Sons, hardware
E . F . Shaw, painting
M. Moriarty. care of hose
Highway Department, labor of teams, e t c . . . . . .
For furnace kettle
M. Lynch, repairing locks
J. Burbn.nk, brass work
For hogshead
Hincks & Co., weighing pipe
.

12
16
18
19
10
22
22
11
2
7
3
3
1
5
20
1
1
3
1

80
50
67
82
26
31
20
62
68
00
49
69
38
00
00
00
00
20
10
75
-

*3.240 86

RUNNINff EXPENSES AT WORKS.

Salary of Win. W. Fellows, Engineer, and assistant, from February, 1882. to March, 1882
Same, 11 months, from March, 1882, to F e b . , 1883
Same, for paid sundry bills for labor, e t c
C. Hay ward & Co., oil
Vacuum Oil Co., oil
Rice & Skinner, gear grease
Same, hardware.
C. Richardson i& Co., gear g r e a s e . . . .
G. A. Sproul, wood
R. A. Sproul. same
E . & M. Quinn, same
T. McCarty. same
Hinckley & E g e r y I r o n Co., iron work
Bacon & Robinson, coal
T. Jenness & Son. hardware
J . E . Merritt. machinist work
W. S. Xiekerson, paints
Amounts carried forward

$112
1,356
46
26
10
28
3
13
47
231
146
12
16
16
38
17
1

50
63
69
17
37
64
77
34
25
37
92
50
90
25
38
80
86

."S2.127 34

!$3,240 8(J
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Amounts brought forward
W. S. Bolton, labor
B. F . Foster, labor
Leighton. Davenport & ( o., sheet iron
Bangor E d g e Tool Co., repairing axes

6(1

,.,.

82,127 34
3 75
11 25
80
80

$3,240 80

2,143 1)4
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.

Labor on boom
Same on sluice
Bangor ( a n t Dog Co., iron work
Cutler & E d d y . logs for boom
Thos. Sullivan, for •• wrecking 1 ' below d a m . . , . . Hinckley & E g e r y Iron Co., lumber, and making
patterns
Same, iron work
Morse & Co.. lumber
,..
T. MeCarty. removing and burying carcass of horse
Wm. H o w a r d , rent of shore for storage of boom
J . E . Green, care of fish way
.....,,.
Rice & Skinner, a x e s .
•
Bangor Bridge Co., tolls
Trucking
Dole & Fogg, lumber
Haynes & Pillsbury. hardware.
Levi Fletcher, monuments for land m a r k s . . .

$173
10
166
201
201

21
50
21
72
00

77
6
15
20
18
88
9
6
3

30
54
07
00
00
00
i)0
80
25
85
2 67
3 00
1,004 92

LAND DAMAGES.

P a i d F . Howe
B. A. B u r r .

$85 00
598 12
683 12
HORSE ACCOUNT.

J . W. Low. for horse purchased
-.
E . H . Ca-s. feed
E d w a r d J o r d a n , new harness
E d w a r d J o r d a n , collar and hames. and harness
work
D. P . Wood, sleigh robe
<
Z. L. Bragdon, horse shoeing
T. Mc.aloon, same
•
Amounts carried forward

-

$175 00
100 97
26 50
17
13
17
8

00
00
85
95

$365 27

$7,072 84
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Amounts brought forward
*
0. S. Lombard, & Cov, repairing harness
C. F. & ft. B. Thonis, carriage work
E. Allen, h a y . . . . .
.
H. M. Mudgett, same
Warren Pratt, same
Carlos Sinclair, same
•
...
J. L. Mallory, straw
Medicine for horse
J. H. Eldridge, paint

>

$365 27
8 35
14 00
8 40
8 74
10 27
11 34
2 83
1 50
65
—

[1883.
$7,072 84

.$431 33

OFFICE ACCOUNT.

Paid for postal cards, printing and s t a m p s . . . . . . .

12 63
12 63

SALARIES.

Salary of Superintendent
Same of Clerk and Collector

800 00
600 00
—

Interest on water l o a n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,400 00
30.015 00
$38,931 83

CITY

AGENCY.

RECEIPTS.
Cash on account of sales at Agency, received
from Edward Jordan, Agent

$8,825 00

EXPENDITURES.
W.rA.Clayton, State Commissioner, for liquors, etc $7,847 53
Edward Jordan, for incidental expenses, including rent, etc
>
469 98
Same, salary as City Agent
500 00
Bangor Water Works, water service
5 00
Balance unexpended.

$8,822 51
1,002 49
$0,825 00
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GAS.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation

$4,S00 00

EXPENDITURES.
Paid Bangor Gas Light Co., viz.:
25 lamps, 12 months, $37 00 per annum
76 •'
3
27 00
"
76 "
9
"
26 00
••
3 "
6
••
26 00
"
E x t r a gas burned

$925
513
1,482
39
5

00
00
00
00
42
2,964 42

Paid Globe Gas Light Company, (of B o s t o n . ) :
97 l a m p s , 7 months, $15 00 per annum
1 "
4
••
15 00
••
7 ••
7
"
18 00
"
1 12
"
36 00
'•
(bridge)
105 "
5
••
averageing 94 nights
each. 9.870 nights. 7c
5 lanterns, cases and cartage

848
5
73
36

75
00
50
00

690 90
28 27
1 682 42

W. G. Duren, repairs, setting posts, painting, &c
T. Jenness & Son. paint, etc
Haynes, Pillsbury & Co., glass
C. Robsbaw, care of lantern on bridge 10 mos.
to Nov. 1, '82

65 23
4 70
19 48
12 50
101 91
4,748 75
51 25

Unexpended balance

$4,800 00

INTEREST.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
Received on non-resident taxes
.'
on Bank deposits

$19,500 00
14 50
940 40
$20,454 90

EXPENDITURES.
Coupons on Municipal Loans
Interest on T e m p o r a r y Loans
Interest on Trust Funds
Balance unexpended

$13,320 00
1,510 29
4,920 00
$19,750 29
704 61

$20,454 90
N. B. The Coupons on "Water Loan" Bonds are charged in the Water fund.
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P E R M A N E N T LOAN.
EXPENDITURES.
Loan " H , " dated J u n e 14, 1802, due J u n e 14, 1882:
Bonds No. 1-10, $1,000 each
.§10,000 00
Loan " S . " dated Au g . 12. 1862, due Aug. 12. 1882 :
Bonds No. 1-11, $1,000 each
11,000 00
$21,000 00
Paid from fund in the Treasury, not otherwise
appropriated.

TEMPORARY LOANS.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of Treasurer's notes discounted
EXPENDITURES.
Paid City Treasurer's notes as follows :
March 10, 1SS2. s months
March 10, 1882, 8 months
April 27. 1882, 6 months
April 27, 1882. 6 months
June
1, 1882. 5 months
June
9, 18S2. 5 months
J u n e 15, 1882. 5 months
July
3, 18S2, 4 months
Aug. 4. 1S82, on demand
Sept. 28. 1882. on demand

.$83,566 67

-85,000
5,000
6.000
4.000
5,000
5.000
20.000
1.5(0
10.000
22,066

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
67
$83,566 67

DISCOUNT ON TAXES.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
Balance overdrawn

$22,000 00
260 04
$22,260 04

EXPENDITURES.
10 per cent, discount on $221,944.34 is
5 per cent, discount on $1,376.35 is
Less fractional gains

$22,194 43
68 81
22,263 24
3 20
$22,260 04
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OVERLAYINGS.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
EXPENDITURES.
Amount of abatements on taxes, allowed by Assessors, as per certificate.
For 1S74
1875
1S76
1S77
1S7S
1879
1880
- -•
1881
1S82
Balance unexpended.

.$11,571 37

$26
45
178
99
141
248
571
756
1.278

91
54
70
09
08
10
03
60
05
$3,345 16
8,226 21
$11,571 37

REPORT
OP

THE

SUPERINTENDING SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
To THE CITY COUNCIL:

At the expiration of another municipal year, we have the
honor of presenting our annual report.
With our schools well in hand at the beginning of the
year, our teachers mostly tried and efficient, and no new
theories to develope, the year has been one of steady work
upon the line indicated in our last report, and consequently
of gratifying progress.
THE N E W H I G H SCHOOL HOUSE.

The embarrassment caused by the burning of the High
School building, Feb. 18, 1882, continued till near the close
of the fall term, and was seriously felt, especially by some
classes of the East Side Grammar School. But it was cheerfully endured by teachers and pupils, and their work was
not permitted to suffer greatly thereby. Knowing the building committee were doing all in their power to relieve them,
their courage and patience were equal to all demands, and
were at last fully rewarded in their occupancy of the spacious
<tnd inviting quarters in the new building, which make the
loss of the old ones a substantial gain. Too much praise
cannot be given to all who have contributed to make the
defeat of the elements a year ago, a victory to-day, and the
auspicious dedication of our new High School Building in
November last, of itself, marked an era in our educational
advancement.
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PERSONNEL.

The teachers in the High School remain the same as last
year, and there have been but two changes in the Grammar
Schools. Miss Carrie M. Richardson and Miss Mary H. Bunresigned, and the vacancies were filled by the promotion of
Miss Adelaide A. Bakeman and Miss Carrie E. Hodgdon,
respectively. Harmony has existed throughout the year between all these teachers and their efficient Principal, Mr. C.
M. Jordan. His resources and executive ability have been
most severely taxed by the exigencies of the fire and removals,
in addition to the ordinary demands of so many classes, situated so far apart, and some of which have been unusually
full and exacting. But his own invincible energy, and the
full confidence and hearty co-operation of the twenty-two able
teachers under him, have carried them all through successfully,
and made the past year one upon which the future will find
it hard to improve.
There have been fewer changes than usual in the lower
schools, though the number of teachers is two in excess of
last year, being eighty-two in all. Two changes have been
made by death; Miss Lizzie A. Hatch a promising young
teacher, and assistant in Larkin street Primary, died June '60,
after an illness of weeks, cut off in the morning of life;
and Miss Carrie E. Dunbar, who had been for years the
Principal of the Union street Primary, the largest school in
the city, died almost at her post, October 9. She had only
been out of school since the Thursday previous, and had
even called in again on Friday, so interested was she in her
work. Monday, at 9 A. M., before her scholars knew she
was dangerously ill, or the School Committee and Agent
knew she was sick, she had gone to her rest.
PROMOTIONS.

The Committee have personally conducted all examinations
for promotions from the Intermediate to the Grammar schools,
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and from the Grammar to the High. In the four years of
the Grammar School course, the Principal and teachers conduct them and advance the pupils, subject to an appeal to
the Committee for cause.
The scholars entering the Grammar schools in September
last, were uniformly better qualified to advance, than those
of the year previous, and correspondingly better work is
being done by them. Those who from age, size, absence, or
other causes, have lost their grade, are provided for in the
Ungraded schools, which are working admirably, and meeting
a want long felt in our school system.
TEXT BOOKS.

There has been no change made in text books within the
year, and no new book not previously authorized has been
introduced.
TEACHERS' MEETINGS.

These have been sustained with undiminished interest.
The teachers have uniformly attended them, and made them
occasions of pleasure and profit. Several very excellent addresses have been given upon practical topics, by invited
gentlemen, in addition to the general discussions, which are
still varied and attractive.
MATTERS O F R E F E R E N C E .

A petition numerously signed was presented to the Superintending School Committee some time last fall, praying for
the lengthening of the terms of the Suburban Schools to
correspond with those in the city. Though by no means a
unanimous petition, as some of the Suburban Schools were
not represented on it, it was one of such weight as to demand
respectful consideration. But involving as it would, an additional expense of about five hundred dollars per year, for
which no provision had been made, the Committee realized
that however just its claims, no favorable action could then
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be had. Therefore, without question upon its merits, it was
referred to the incoming Committee and your Honorable
Body, for the consideration and action which it demands.
And in the matter of one or two additional male teachers
to have supervision of our Grammar Schools, or one of them,
as discussed in the City Council within the past year, the
Committee would respectfully represent that considerations
of economy alone have heretofore determined their action,
and they will be glad in the coming year to make any advance which your liberality may warrant.
CONCLUSION.

At the last Teachers' Meeting it was said by the Chairman
of this Committee that better work was being done by our
schools at the present, than at any previous time within his
acquaintance with them, covering three years. Even the
criticisms that are being made upon them are in their favor,
being uniformly caused by scholars pushed instead of scholars
neglected. And it may be added in praise of as noble a
corps of teachers as any similar city can boast, that though the
standard of scholarship is being uniformly elevated, and the
demands upon the scholars correspondingly increased, no infractions of discipline worthy of serious notice have been
reported within the year, and no grave complaints are being
made against any teacher. Nearly every school and class
seems to think its teacher is the best, and if left to the
parents and children a large number of our teachers would
be unanimously reelected to fill their present positions, if
made vacant to-day.
It is earnestly hoped that the services of such teachers will
be properly valued by your Honorable Body, and no considerations of economy be permitted to discriminate against
them.
The efficient School Agent, Mr. S. P. Bradbury, has been,
uniformly ready to render the Committee all the assistance
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in his power, and we are under obligations to him for many
courtesies.
To his detailed and comprehensive report we beg to refer
you for a more extended notice of the event of the year in
the dedication of the new High School Building, the improvement made in some of our school premises on account of the
sickness from which we have suffered, which belongs more
pioperly to his department of the work, and for all the statistics of the school year.
R. L. H O W A R D ,
^
D. A. ROBINSON,
| Superintending
RICHARD KELLEHER, V
School
HENRY LORD,
Committee.
JAS. D. MULVANEY,

RE

PORT
OF THE

SCHOOL AGENT.
To

THE CITY C O U N C I L :

The receipts and expenditures of the School Department
for the past municipal year are as follows:
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation
$25,000
8,433
State school mill tax
State high school fund
250
Tuition from non-resident scholars
107
Books sold, broken glass, etc
96
E r r o r in Mayor's order, for teachers' salaries
82
Unexpended balance of new High School House
fund, transferred to School Department
1,049
Balance overdrawn
81

00
81
00
00
43
67
13
65
$35 100 69

EXPENDITURES.
Salaries of Teachers
Salary of School Agent
Salary of S. S. Committee
Salary of T r u a n t Officer
Salaries of Janitors
Material and repairs
Fuel
P r e p a r i n g and housing same
Desks and other furniture
School supplies
Books
Miscellaneous

$25,459
750
250
100
1.564
3,057
1,793
254
241
180
229
1,221

43
00
00
00
18
07
08
30
55
14
26
68
35.100 69
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Whole number of legal scholars in city, April 1, 1882, as returned by assessors
Whole number of scholars registered
Percentage registered of whole number in city

81
">.347
3,003
5(1

HIGH SCHOOL.

Number registered in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term
Average Attendance Summer term
Fall Term
Winter term
Percentage of attendance in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term

160
105
157
153
157
14!)
96
!)5
95

GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.

Number registered in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term
Average attendance in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term
Percentage of attendance in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term

687
701
731
592
670
054
86
88
90

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS.

Number registered in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term
Average attendance in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term
Percentage of attendance in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term

548
598
565
427
504
501
78
84
89

PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

Xumber registered in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term
Average attendance Summer term
Fall term
Winter term
Percentage of attendance in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term

11

1,169
1,038
955
895
839
796
76
81
S3
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SUBURBAN SCHOOLS.

Number registered in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term
Average attendance in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term
Percentage of attendance in Summer term
Fall term
Winter term

310
309
299
229
241
244
74
78
81

Number of schools in city—1 High, 16 Grammar, 2 Ungraded, 13 Intermediate, 20 Primary, 13 Suburban
Number of scholars registered under 6 years of age
over 16 years of age

65
211
164

Teachers required in each school:
High,
1 principal, 4 assistants
Grammar,
16
Ungraded,
2
1
"
Intermediate, 13
3
"
Primary,
20
8
"
Suburban.
13
Writing,
1

5
16
3
16
28
13
1

Total,
Number of different teachers employed during the year,
males 4, females 92

82
96

Number of scholars to each teacher:

Summer term.
Fall term,
Winter term

HIGH SCHOOL.
Whole Number.
32
33
31

Average Number.
31
31
30

GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.

Summer term,
Fall term.
Winter term,

38
40
41

33
35
36

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS.

Summer term,
Fall term,
Winter term,

34
37
43

28
32
39
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PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

Summer term,
Fall term,
Winter term,

40
37
48

33
30
40

SUBURBAN SCHOOLS.

Summer term
Fall term,
Winter term,

24
24
23

TUITION. INCLUDING SALARIES OF TEACHERS, FUEL,

18
18
19
JANITOR SER-

VICES, ETC.

High School
Grammar Schools
Intermediate Schools
Primary Schools
Suburban Schools

Per Week.
59 cts
30 cts
25 cts
24 cts
34 cts

Per Year.
$21 24
10 77
9 04
8 84
10 11

The school year has differed from preceding ones, in conseqnence of the burning of the former High School Building,
in February, 1882, which necessitated providing accommodations elsewhere for the High and three Grammar schools,
which was done successfully, and although teachers and
scholars worked at great personal discomfort, they did so
uncomplainingly, and with much credit to themselves, in
taking up the duty and going forward with it so cheerfully.
On the 28th of November they were all settled in their
new quarters, since which time school work has gone on with
great success, and with far more comfort than before, both
with teachers and scholars.
The schools have been more or less interrupted by sickness
the past year, the first of which occurred in the Grove street
schools in April, where the diphtheria seemed to prevail to
such an extent as to alarm the neighborhood, and the Mayor,
in consultation with the Aldermen and visiting citizens,
ordered them closed until the danger subsided. They resumed in about four weeks. Other schools suffered, but
were not closed.
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On the 24th of April, you directed the School Agent to
introduce Holly water to the school houses.
In compliance with that order it was put in to Grove,
State, Centre, and Pond street houses, and proves a success,
not only as a comfort and convenience, but invaluable in a
sanitary point of view ; for, by moving off the unsightly
out-houses, the grounds are made cleaner, besides greatly
improving their looks. This work should be continued until
all the houses are served, where it can be practically doue.
As no special appropriation was made for this purpose, the
item in the expenditures for " material and repairs," is larger
than last year, and some necessary repairs were omitted in
consequence of this outlay, which will require early attention.
Some of the school house lots, particularly in the suburban
districts, are not inclosed ; it is desirable that they should be
if for no other reason, to preserve the boundaries which are
liable to be lost, or become a question of dispute.
Your able and vigilant Superintending School Committee
have been untiring in their labors to bring the schools into
their present successful operation.
The discipline of the schools is generally good. Mr. Jordan, our efficient Principal of the High and Grammar Schools,
in addition to his other accomplishments, is a thorough disciplinarian, and when transgressors are sent to him to be interviewed for delinquencies, they rarely come for a second
dose, though sometimes they take leave of absence, but
when reported they immediately fall into the hands of our
ever alert City Marshal, Mr. Reed, who is also Truant Officer, and he very soon convinces them that "the way of the
transgressor is hard."
The City have reason to be proud of their eighty odd
teachers. They work hard and faithfully for very modest
compensation.

£
QC

1808
1869
1S70
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1S76
1877
1878
1S79
1880
1881
1882
1S83

Year ending
Starch 1.
ftl.072
2,000
1,990
2.214
1,817
2.012
1.838
2.924
2.928
2,774
1,601
1,985
1,238
1.317
1.800
1.793

Fuel.
89
30
76
10
83
57
05
77
52
24
S2
75
79
00
31
08
S139
194
3S4
180
237
205
350
411
530
091
527
471
249
246
209
229

31
99
33
78
48
80
09
65
00
10
78
34
23
09
03
20

Books.
$1,728
1.405
4,290
2,217
7,437
2.057
5.041
12,004
3,084
2,232
2,757
2.198
1.713
2,134
1,872
3,057

39
53
83
29
80
29
32
73
04
02
50
45
26
06
91
C7

Repairs.
$20,144
21.020
24.420
21,103
24.944
20.510
27,341
27.504
29,518
31.537
28.472
21.978
22.024
23.202
23.709
25.459

34
91
91
80
50
40
50
00
43
57
35
23
01
37
88
43

Paid
Tuaeher3.
S25.2S4
20.777
34.117
31.270
.38.007
34.273
30.303
48.558
40.051
41,511
36.951
29.030
28.522
30.508
31.715
35,100

44
91
50
93
57
31
06
89
92
65
50
42
00
83
91
69
5.390
5.347

5.449
5.382
5.314
5.293
5.2S4
5.302
5.254
5.123
5.412
5.580
5.302
5.390
5,479

N u m b e r of
Total
E x p e n d i t u r e s . Legal Scholars.

3.572
3.570
3.424
3.323
3.267
3.182
3.326
3.327
3.367
3.503
3.495
3.163
3,180
3.120
3.072
3.003

Number
Registered.

35
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
32
32
34
30
36

L e n g t h of
School vcar
in w e e k s .

Showing the Expenses of the School Department, the Number of S c h o l a r s ^
in City, the Number Registered, &e., from 1868 to 1882.

TABLE,
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EXE RCISES.

Graduating exercises of the class of '82, Bangor High
School, were held at City Hall, Friday evening, June 23d.
Prayer.
Music—Selection—High School Orchestra.
Salutatory—Clias. E. Hellier.
•Essay—Advancement in Mechanical Arts—Mary R. Spratt.
Declamation—Flogging in the Navy—Clarence L. Cummingg.
Music—Bend of the River—Annie L. Semple.
*Essay—A Peep into Literary Workshops—Minnie E. McCarth}'.
French Recitation—Le Meunier Sans Souci—Inez H. Patterson.
Essay—All the World's a Stage—Hattie M. Skinner.
Music—Moonlight on the Lake—Misses Semple and Staples, Mr. Burnham, Mr. Davis.
*Essay—Whitewash—Annie Graves.
Recitation—Launch of the Ship—Mary G. Allen.
Class History—Mary Alexander,
Music—Selection—Mary A. Staples.
Class Prophecy—Mannie P. Hasty.
Essay—To-day is King—with Valedictory Addresses—Grace A. Wingate.
Music—Cornet Solo—Edward C. Adams.
Awarding of Diplomas.
Class Song—Mannie P. Hasty.
The days of our school life are over,
The last hour fadeth away;
And only a moment is left us.
Before our farewells we say.
Our memory shall ever keep sacred
The thought of each teacher and friend;
And we'll ever recall with true pleasure,
Our school days, that now must end.
But let not this hour of parting
A time of sadness be;
For we know when life is ended,
And we cross the chilling sea—
When our bark Is safely landed
On the golden strand above,
We shall join the heavenly school
Where the golden rule is—love.
Benediction.
•Excused.
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NAMES OF GRADUATES.

Mary G. Allen, Mary Alexander, Florence M. Bragg,
Maggie M. J. Connor, Hattie M. Dunbar, Annie Graves,
Nellie F . Hurley, Mannie P. Hasty, Inez L. Matthews, Minnie E. McCarthy, Cassie T. McCann, Inez H. Patterson,
Helen V. Ring, Annie L. Semple, Hattie M. Skinner, Mary
R. Spratt, Mary A. Staples, Grace A. Wingate, Nina L.
Wright, Usher Burnham, Clarence L. Cummings, Leslie W.
Cutter, John H. Davis, Chas. E. Hellier.
The event of the year has been the erection of the new
High School Building in Abbot Square. It was dedicated
bj- an informal meeting of the Mayor, City Council, and
School Committee, November 27th, with an address of welcome by the Mayor, and an earnest prayer by the Rev. H. L.
Griffin, of the Hammond St. Church, after which, the Chairman of the Building Committee gave a historical sketch, and
delivered the keys to the School Agent, who received them
with suitable response.
Mayor Strickland is a constant friend of the schools, and
rendered valuable service on the Building Committee.
To your Committee on Schools this department is largely
indebted. The able Chairman, James Adams, Esq., Alderman from Ward Three, at the outset of his administration,
adopted a wise and prudent policy, never withholdinga needed
favor, nor allowing an improper expenditure, always ready
to do the right thing to promote the interest of the schools,
in which he has been cordially supported by his associates on
the Committee, Councilmen Harlow and Haynes.
A new philosophical apparatus, microscope, and some other
articles are just now being supplied to the High School, to
replace those which were burned.
Respectfully,
S. P. BRADBURY,
School Agent.
Bangor, March, 1883.
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DEDICATION OF T H E N E W HIGH
SCHOOL BUILDING.
[From the Whi^ & Courier of November iSth.]

At nine o'clock Monday forenoon, the doors of the new
High School building in Abbot Square were thrown open to
the public, and our large, handsome and commodious temple
of learning was inspected during the day by a throng of
visitors. The attendance embraced many ladies, and numerous prominent citizens.
The main building is 80 by 92 feet, and the walls on the
front are 31 feet high, while the top of the main roof is 48
feet above the underpinning, and the tower rises to a height
of 57 feet. The roof is a steep hip, relieved in the centre
by a tower like projection to be surmounted by an ornamental iron cresting. On the front of the tower is a triple dormer window which is quite ornamental. The sloping roof is
laid with slate, while the deck or flat portion of the roof is
covered with felt and composition. On each end there is a
triple dormer window. The building is of wood, clapboarded
and painted an artistic shade of olive. Light is supplied by
eighty-seven large windows, and these are surmounted by
handsome caps. The roof of the main portico is slated, and
has an ornamental iron cresting on top. The main cornice
is bracketted, and the finish is throughout neat and tasty,
while not especially elaborate.
The main front entrance is through a portico 8 by 15 feet
in size, and surmounted by a roof. We enter a large vestibule, and notice that the double doors swing outward, as do
all the doors in the building. We next enter a large hall 14
feet wide and running back 26 feet, where junction is made
with the grand hallway, which is 18 feet wide and extends
the entire width of the edifice, 80 feet. At each end of the
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hall there is a side entrance opening out on verandas 40 feet
in length, the one on the southerly side being partly covered.
The verandas are each 8 feet in width, and are connected by
plank walks with the main entrance from Harlow Street.
The first floor is devoted entirely to the use of Grammar
schools. To the right of the main entrance is the Principal's office, which is 10 by 18 feet. On this floor are five
school rooms, one 30 by 35 feet in size, and four of them 30
feet square. Each of the school rooms is lighted by five large
windows, each window having twelve lights, the glass being
14 by 22 inches. Each room has a large wardrobe, averaging
14 by 20 feet, so arranged as to admit of thorough ventilation,
and also a smaller wardrobe for teachers. On each floor
there are two washbowls and on each story a stand pipe with
hose connection for use in case of fire.
The second floor is reached by two broad stairways, six
feet in width, with hard pine treads and risers, and with
massive black walnut newels and railings. On the front of
the building on this floor is the Principal's office, which is 12
by 19 feet in size, and is lighted by three windows. This
floor is used exclusively for the High School pupils, and there
are five school rooms, 30 feet square, one 25 by 30 feet, and
the main High School room, which is 46 feet, 6 inches, by 48
feet, 6 inches, and entirely unobstructed by pillars or columns.
The large room is lighted by nine windows, while the other
rooms have five each. On this floor there are wardrobes,
washbowls and hose connections, similar to those described
on the lower floor. The spacious hallway on this story is 18
by 50 feet and is very thoroughly lighted by a mullioned
window on the southerly side of the building. The attic is
leached by a large stairway from the second floor, and is not
finished, as it will not for the present be used for school purposes. There is a large amount of space here and the heavy
timbers and trusses used in the constiuction of the building
12
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are plainly seen. In the centre of the ceiling of the hallway is a large register, 6 feet in diameter, which is connected
with a large dome ventilator of galvanized iron, which surmounts the roof.
All the school rooms and halls have floors of hard wood.
The boards were tongued, grooved and blind nailed, and the
floors are smooth enough for dancing purposes. The walls
of the school rooms are sheathed up three feet from the floor
with matched and beaded sheathing, and blackboards extend
to a height of four feet above the sheathing entirely around
the walls. All the windows have double sashes, which will
keep out the cold, and at the same time give good ventilation. The arrangement is so perfect that fresh air is admitted
without creating a draft. The floors are very heavily timbered with spruce beams, 15 by 3 inches, and thoroughly bridged.
The outside walls are stud plastered and,
on the outside of the boarding, sheathing paper has been
placed under the clapboards. The finish throughout the
building is pine, with oak graining. All the windows have
inside blinds of pine, finished so as to show the natural wood.
Each story is 14 feet high in the clear.
The basement is reached from the first floor by two stairways, and is accessible from the outside by doors on the
south and rear. The floor is cement concrete three inches
thick, and the basement is divided off into several rooms,
there being separate apartments supplied with sanitary con
veniences, a large boiler room 2(J by 29 feet, a large space for
the storage of wood, and a well lighted room on the southeast corner, which is 30 feet square, and is as yet unappropriated. The chimney is a double wall of a thickness of
eight inches, and rises to a height of about 70 feet. The
building is heated throughout by steam, generated by a
tubular boiler of 50 horse power. The steam is transmitted
through the building by means of a large amount of pipe,
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and there are four radiators in the large High School room,
while there are two in each of the others, and the halls are
also kept well heated by radiators.
The appearance of the structure from Harlow Street is
very presentable, and it is an edifice which does our city
credit. The grounds have been materially improved, a large
amount of grading has been done in front of the building,
and a substantial plank walk twelve feet in width extends
from Harlow Street to the main entrance, while branches
eight feet wide extend to the side entrances. The spacious
halls, broad stairways, and wide doors swinging outward
give ample opportunities for egress, and in cases of fires or
panics there is no chance for danger. The underpinning is
of brick aod granite, and slopes off from two and one-half
feet on the front to twelve feet in the rear. The building is
supplied with Holly water, and a tile drain extends to the
Kenduskeag Stream. The conductors are of corrugated galvanized iron.
The workmanship is of the first order. The building will
accommodate about four hundred and fifty pupils, two hundred from the High School, and the remaining two hundred
and fifty from the Grammar School. There have been purchased four hundred and fifty school desks. These desks are
of cherry and maple, of handsome design and very superior
manufacture.
In all appointments it is highly creditable, and the
unanimous expression of the visitors was that of praise and
congratulation.
At 3 o'clock in the afternoon, d.edication ceremonies commenced. The exercises were held in the main High School
room, and a large audience was gathered together, the seats
being all occupied, while members of the City Government
and School Committee, and numerous prominent citizens
occupied chairs around the main desk, where presided His
Honor Mayor Strickland.
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OPENING ADDRESS BY T H E MAYOK.

Mayor Strickland called the assemblage to order and addressed them as follows :
Ladies, Gentlemen and Scholars—In the name of our city
I bid you welcome within these walls. Whereas, the fire
last February drove you, teachers and scholars, from this,
your school home, may you, ou your return to this commodious building, obtain in health and learning, a larger and
wiser growth, as these halls and rooms are larger and more
inviting than those from which you were driven.
PRAYER.

Rev. H. L. Griffin; pastor of the Hammond Street Church,
was called upon and invoked an earnest supplication to the
Throne of Grace.
HISTORICAL P A P E R BY A L D E R M A N ADAMS.

Alderman Adams, Chairman of the Building Committee,
read the following historical paper:
In consequence of the burning of the High School Building on Abbot Square, on the 18th of last February, it became
a necessity to provide new accommodations for that branch,
and also more room for our increasing Grammar Schools.
February 28th, the School Committee sent in a communication upon the subject of building a new school house,
which was referred to Committee on Schools (Alderman
Adams, and Councilmen Harlow and Haynes) for municipal
year of 1881-82. March 7th, the Committee reported, recommending a reference of the communication and subject
matter to the next City Council. Order passed the same
date for School Agent to clear away the debris in Abbot
Square. March 29th, the new City Council for the municipal
year 1882-3, received the above communication, and referred
it to the Committee on Schools, (being the same members as
the previous year). April 4th, order passed for Committee
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on Schools to lay before the City Council some plan for the
erection of a new High School Building, or for repairing the
old one, with authority to cause plans and specifications to be
made. April 24th, the committee reported and an order was
passed in Board of Aldermen for a special Committee with
the Committee on schools to cause a building to be erected
in accordance with plan submitted, and Alderman Marston
was appointed in the Board of Aldermen, but the Common
Council failed to concur in this order, as there was some
difference of opinion as to the character or style of building
and location of same, some members thinking a better site
than Abbot Square could be found. Accordingly an oi'der
was passed for Committee on Schools to examine such other
sites as might be found eligible, and report the difference in
probable expense of purchasing and building thereon, and of
rebuilding in Abbot Square. Ma}r 2nd, another order was
passed for Committee on Schools to procure plans and estimate the cost of rebuilding the High School House, in Abbot
Square and enlarging the same, also to report upon other
available properties, with cost of building on same, and
Councilmen Clark and Jones were added to the Committee.
May 9th, the Committee reported it inexpedient to change
the location of the High School Building, as no other site
could be secured for a reasonable price, superior, or equal to
Abbot Square, and submitted a plan for rebuilding and enlarging the old building in said Square, and an order was
passed directing the Mayor, Committee on Schools and School
Agent, to procure working plans and specifications for a new
building in accordance with the report of the above Committee, and they were authorized to proceed at once to cause
said building to be erected, with full authority to make all
necessary contracts and agreements, and do any other acts
necessary to carry out said instructions. The order also instructed the Committee to advertise for proposals for building
the same, either whole or in p a r t ; also to procure necessary
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apparatus for heating same by steam. It was estimated that
the contemplated building would cost about $25,000, and in
the appropriation for municipal purposes and expenditures,
that amount was included July 6th, as a separate fund called
the "Abbot Square High School House Fund."
The Committe at once advertised for proposals, according
to plans and specifications furnished by W. E. Mansur, architect, of this city, and May 22nd, let the stone work and
excavation for the foundation to George and William Martin
and John L. Chalmers. June 9th, a contract was made with
Charles B. Brown; of this city, to erect the building all
complete except the heating apparatus, for the sum of
$16,400. The boiler was made by Kendall & Roberts, of
Cambridgeport, Mass. The steam fitting and piping was
done by Leighton, Davenport & Co., of this city. The furniture was made by the Buffalo Hardware Company, and set
up by Dole Brothers, of this city.
Having commenced at the foundation, and continued the
work until we have the building complete, furniture in place,
steam on, and knowing the pressing need of our schools, I
herewith for, and in behalf of the Building Committee, surrender this building to S. P . Bradbury, Agent for the School
Department, to whom the Committee render many thanks
for the zealous and energetic manner in which he has attended
to the details of the erection and furnishing of the building,
and to whom the public are largely indebted for its early
completion.
RESPONSE BY THE SCHOOL AGENT.
Mr. S. P . Bradbury accepted the keys from Alderman
Adams and i esponded in the following language:
His Honor the Mayor, Alderman Adams and Building Committee :
As School Agent, and in behalf of the School Department,
I accept this building with its ample, convenient and comfortable rooms, its graded grounds and spacious walks, and
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thank the City Government for its prompt and generous
response to the wants of this all important department, in its
hour of need.
I feel safe in pledging you that the schools will ever make
good use of your timely and liberal provision. This act of
yours not only meets the immediate and pressing want, but
supplies the lack we have long felt, and will, I have no doubt,
be fully appreciated by all our citizens.
From the time when Abigail Ford, the first school teacher
of Bangor, taught her school in a room near what is now
known as the Water Works, about a hundred years ago to
the present, we have made good progress in our schools.
Then, as I have been told, the pupils rejoiced on board or
plank seats made by auger holes with legs stuck in them, no
backs or desks, of course, or any other comfort. While here
to-day our schools have adjustable seats with backs, elegant
and commodious desks, equally adapted for comfort and convenience, spacious rooms perfectly warmed and ventilated,
having the required amount of light and from the right direction, broad halls and stairways, thi'ee large outside doors
opening outward. Each room has a teacher's wardrobe, with
generous and well regulated ones for the scholars. Holly
water in abundance for thirst and cleanliness, also for fire
and sanitary uses, all arranged in the most convenient manner.
Thirty years ago when the High School Building which
the flames so warmly embraced on the 18th of last February,
was erected, we thought our stride was a long one, and truly
it was commendable and a great advance upon what we had
before. But alas for ingratitude, for notwithstanding the
good, the dear old house had doue, I have heard the remark
scores of times since the fire, " peace to its ashes," and this,
" that fire was a blessing in disguise."
From every quarter I hear the remark that the house we
now open is very satisfactory. W e do not to-day rejoice in
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huge piles of brick and mortar, or massive towers, neither do
we court praise for the modest effort we have made. But
we do claim that we have all the comforts and useful appliances that we have in our new and splendid Grammar School
building on the west side, of which we are all proud. While
that one has eight regular school rooms, this has ten, and
they are about two feet larger; the inside arrangements and
finish in this are fully as good as that, and such as it is, the
cost is one-half of that on the west side, for although the
bills are not all in, I am happy to say that there is no doubt
but that we are safe within our appropriation.
Your Committee on schools, which you also made your
Building Committee, with the addition of His Honor, the
Mayor, was an able one, and eminently worthy of the trust.
For one, I thank you, gentlemen of the City Government,
for your mark of confidence in placing me upon i t ; I thank
you for your generous and ample appropriation. In the
humble part I have taken, it has been my aim to watch every
stage of the work, and see that your money was properly
and economically expended, and not a dollar has been wasted
to my knowledge, and the work, with very trifling exceptions,
is well and faithfully done.
Charles B. Brown, Esq., the contractor, has maintained
his life-long character for energy and good management,
and although he received quite an amount of sympathy when
he took the job for having taken it so low, I think the public will never know from him whether it was profitable or
otherwise, for he believes in filling his contract all the same
whatever price he may have agreed to. We have been able
to procure the most of our labor and material from our own
people. Our architect, W. E. Mansur, is oue of our own
boys and gives promise of taking high rank in his profession.
The sub-contractors have acquitted themselves creditably.
The steam works were done by Leighton, Davenport & Co.,
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and are worthy of the reputation of that firm. The basement walls, plastering and chimney, done by Mr. Sawyer, are
good work. The painting, glazing, graining and varnishing,
were done by Mr. Eldridge, and the work shows for itself
that it was done by a man who knew his business. Getchell,
Leighton & Co., maintain their wide reputation for plumbing
and iron work. They supplied the new style of ventilator
at the top of the building. The flat roof was done by Geo.
W. Mansur, and is a most perfect and satisfactory job.
Mr. Bunker, who has been Mr. Brown's foreman and overseer, has ably superintended the work and is well worthy of
commendation. Mr. C. H. Sturtevant, who set the boiler,
showed himself the master of his business that he is. And
there are a host of good fellows, first-class workmen, who
have acquitted themselves right manfully on the work. The
tables are from that old and well known house of Geo. W.
Merrill & Co., who need no praise of mine. The desks and
seats are through the agency of the enterprising firm of Dole
Brothers, and show for themselves to be first class, and were
placed at a much lower price than we have seen offered
elsewhere.
The city may well feel proud and satisfied with our schools,
which are now taking very high rank under the watchlul
care of your efficient Superintending School Committee, who
are untiring in their efforts to serve the interest of the
schools in the best possible manner.
With the efficient corps of teachers you have in service,
from Mr. Jordan who presides with so much ability over the
Hi"h and Grammar schools, down to the assistant in a primary class, we have reason to look for good results. And here
allow me to say of the eighty odd teachers on my pay roll,
there are no workers in the community more painstaking or
who do their duty and earn their money more faithfully and
concientiously than our school teachers.
13
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ADDRESS BY REV. R. L. HOWARD.

Rev. R. L. Howard, Chairman of the School Committee,
then delivered the following address :
I feel very inadequate, Mr. Mayor, members of the City
Government and citizens of Bangor, to stand before you today to give expression to the proprieties and voice the
thoughts of this occasion, and nothing but my official relation warrants my doing so, though I certainly share with you
the pleasurable emotions of the hour.
Your thoughts, gentlemen of the Building Committee, who
have planned, who have labored and brought forth such a
result as this, must be to some extent those of self-gratulation as you tread these noble rooms, which are their own
encomium and yours. And I presume all here are gratified.
That there is but one feeling, one thought, and that is congratulatory, glad, hopeful.
I think, gentlemen, as I look upon the work which you
have wrought in this spacious and well appointed building,
that the fire which became your opportunity, has been a
blessing to the cause of education in our city. That there
are no regrets to be spoken over the ashes and wreck of
February last, or over the money which has gone, not to
repair damages, but to increase facilities and multiply conveniences, for the sake of the cause of popular education
the best interests of the State, and the highest good of the
darlings of our own homes. I think every pupil who shall
enjoy this building, every teacher who shall be assigned to
duty here, and every parent who really cares for the health,
comfort, and advancement of his child, will rise up and bless
you for this, which in your wisdom you have done.
And, gentlemen, in this practical exemplification of the
wonderful remedial powers of our race in bringing, more
than Phoenix-like, this educational temple from the ashes of
nine months ago, you have symbolized many of the hopes
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centered here. Out of ignorance, here wisdom and knowledge are to be brought; out of the blank tablets of inexperience and simple capacity are to be brought the scrolls of
distinguished ability and well earned fame ; out of the undeveloped mind and heart are to be brought sterling principle
and enduring moral worth ; out of the tender child are to be
brought the perfection of a stern and rugged manhood and
a patient and heroic womanhood ; and, may I not add, out
of all this shall there not come a helping power to bring a
higher civilization, and a grander National future than the
world has ever known? Shall not this to some extent be an
augury as well as a symbol of more than we see to-day, till
it shall be said of you, gentlemen, as it was of him who
rounded Peter's dome and groined the aisles of Christian
Rome,
'• You builded better than you knew—
The conscious fame to glory grew."

There is one other thought to which I wish to give expression, and that is one of additional responsibility. There is
an inherent demand in every true heart, I think, to be put in
harmony with our better environments. Or the rule works
upward as well as downward, if that is a better way to put
it. And so as I look at these halls and inviting school surroundings to-day, I am reminded of what a man said to
whom I once sold a beautiful Bible, costing, I believe, $15.
Meeting him about a year after, he said that Bible had cost
him over $250. " First," said he, " I had to buy a table to
correspond with it, then a carpet, then new furniture, and
lastly paper aud pictures for the walls." So more is expected it may be of your Committee; of all in charge.
New children we, you do not want, or better. We already
have as good as the earth has ever been blessed with, or God
has given, proof of which, if you need it, you can obtain by
visiting this building any day in term time.
New teachers, we hope we shall not be soon called upon to
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furnish. Those who have graced and hallowed the old and
poorer rooms will not be eclipsed, we believe, by anything
here, however perfect. And that same harmony with environments will bring forth additional fruit in them, if any needs
to be borne. But in text books, hours, care and oversight,
maps, apparatus, etc., there is a correspondence to all this.
And that, so far as the Committee is concerned, I think I am
safe in saying, we deeply revere, and shall hope to be governed accordingly.
On you, however, gentlemen and citizens of Bangor, a
part of the correspondent future must fall. This is no
promise of a retrograde to-day, but of an advance. Really
of every needed advance on all the lines of education and
progress. And, gentlemen, I trust we shall all see to it, be
willing and prompt to see to it, that this fair building, so well
planned, so speedily completed, so pleasantly opened, and so
auspiciously dedicated, shall not prove in the future to be a
promise to the eye, to be in any sense broken to the heart.
But may every hope borne of this hour, every expectation
legitimately attaching to this fair High School Building, and
these Grammar School rooms, and attaching correspondingly
to the teachers who shall patiently and skillfully toil here,
to the pupils who shall sit studiously at their feet, attaching
to your School Committee or to your.-elves, citizens and
parents of Bangor, be most fully realized. And for it all we
will most devoutly thank our Father above, who makes all
these things possible to us and to our children in His infinite
love.
After the completion of the regular exercises, speaking
followed by gentlemen present. The Mayor called upon the
School Committee and there were responses by Hon. Henry
Lord, Dr. D. A. Robinson and Mr. James D. Mulvaney.
Mr. Lord advanced some very pertinent suggestions on the
false economy of withholding proper financial support from
our schools. Remarks followed by Capt. C. A. Boutelle,
Rev. Mr. Battles, Rev. Mr. Eldridge, Rev. Mr. Jewell, S. C.
Hatch, Esq., Alderman Joseph F . Snow and Principal Jordan. The tenor of the addresses was favoring more liberal
appropriations for educational purposes.
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TABULAR VIEW—Continued.
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Union Square.

State Street
Center S t r e e t . . .
Division Street.
Grove Street.. -.
Pearl Street
Salem Court
Hancock Street.
Larkin Street. ••
Union S t r e e t . . •
Third Street
Pond Street
West B a n g o r . . .
Thomas H i l l . . . .
Larkin S t r e e t . . .
Union Street. . •
Pond Street

a> ** *J

Weeks

$450 00
Charles M. J o r d a n , Principal..
66
91 370 00
Helen R. F o x
35
94 345 00
Maria F . Smith
47
91 345 00
Fannie E . Wright
44
90 345 00
Lilian B . Cole
38
92 345 00
Alice Patten
36
72 370 00
32
Adalaide A. Bakeman, Ungrad
94 345 00
3
Flora E . Whaiff
95 345 00
35
90 345 00
E m m a A. Blaisdell
54
83 370 00
Carrie E . Hodgdon
28
89 345 00
Sarah H . Shaw
61
82 370 00
Annie M. Pease
28
93 345 00
Sara A. Hammatt. U n g i a d e d . . 31
93 345 00
Mary E . C o s t e l l o w . . . '
32
94 345 00
43
Mary E . Cochran
86 345 00
345 00
42
Mary E . Glass
90 345 00
42
Nancy A. Gilman
6 00 per 93
E m m a F . Lewis
week
Snow
IMary
N T E S.
RM
E D I A T E SCHOOLS.
Mary Alexander, Assistant.
S u m m e r Term—13 W e e k s .
Therese M. D i l l i n g h a m . . .
Annette M. Hincks
Charlotte L. Holden
Carrie M. Spratt
A zubah F . Blaisdeli
Mary E . Garity
Hattie L. Gray
Carrie E . Hodgdon
Mary R. S h a w . .
Adeiia A. Walsh
Nancy W. Silsby
Helen M. Cates
Kate E . Newhall
Ida M. Stewart, Assistant.
E t t a L. Davenport, "
lAlice B. Brown,

42 38 90
33 27 82
36 33 92
34 sick ness
36 31 86
35 31 89
36 20 56
63 52 83
58 50 86
32 26 81
70 62 89
23 18 78
50 39 78

$8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
6 00
6 00
6 00
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T A B U L AR VIEW—Continued.
INTERMEDIATE

Where Located.

SCHOOLS—Continued.

Teachers.

I*

n

F a l l Term—13 W e e k s .
State Street
Center S t r e e t . . .
Division S t r e e t . . .
Grove S t r e e t . . . .
Pearl Street
Salem Court
Hancock Street.
Larkin Street...
Union S t r e e t . . .
Third Street
Pond Street
West B a n g o r . . .
Thomas' H i l l . . .
Larkin S t r e e t . . .
Union Street. ..
Pond Street

Therese M. D i l l i n g h a m . . .
Annette M. Hincks
Charlotte L. Holden
Carrie M. Spratt
Azubah F . Blaisdell
M. Isabel Ames
Hattie L. Gray
Etta M. Bussey
Mary B . Shaw
Adeiia A. Walsh
A l m a F . Silsby
Helen M. Cates
Alma L. Davis
Ida M. Stewart, Assistant.
Etta L. Davenport, "
Alice B . Brown,
"
W i n t e r Term—10 W e e k s .

State Street.
Therese M. D i l l i n g h a m . . .
Center Street
Annette M. Hincks
Division S t r e e t . . . Charlotte L. Holden
Grove Street
Carrie M. Spratt
Pearl Street
Azubah F . Blaisdell
Salem Court
M. Isabel Ames
Hancock S t r e e t . . Hattie L. Gray
Larkin Street
Etta M. Bussey
Union S t r e e t . . . . Mary R. Shaw
Third Street
Maggie E . Walsh
Pond Street
Alma F . Silsby
West B a n g o r . . . . Helen M. Cates
Thomas' Hill
Alma L. Davis
Larkin Street
Ida M. Stewart. Assistant.
Union S t r e e t . . . . E t t a L. Davenport, "
Pond Street
Alice B . Brown.
"

54
33
41
45
33
36
44
68
68
3
82
1
40

40
28
39
41
29
27
3.5
59
55
30
71
14
36

70
85
95
91
88
75
80
87
81
81
87
82
90

$8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
6
6

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
00
00
00

85
86
93
93
91
90
93
93

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
6
6

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
00
00
00

84
82
87
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TABULAR VIEW—Continued.

Where Located.

SCHOOLS.

Teachers.
XX

Average
Attendance.
Percent, of
Attendance.

PRIMARY

S u m m e r Term—13 W e e k s
Fannie E . Titcomb
Abbot Square
Division S t r e e t . . . Vesta M. Nash
Anna M. Lander
Center Street
Miriam S. Cates
Grove Street
Forest. A v e n u e . . . . Mary E . Garman
Lizzie L. Morrill
Salem Court
Sara M. Prescott
Pearl Street
A lice M. Lawrence
\ ork Street
Angie L. Jones
York Street
Hattie T. V. se
State Street
Etta M. Bussey
City Farm
Mary A. Eaton
Larkin Street
Louise H . Savage
Main Street
Carrie A. Dunbar
Union Street
Nellie E . Coombs
Third Street
Evelyn E . Getchell
Pond Street
Union Square.
Addie M. Spencer
West B a n g o r .
Mabel L. Thissell
Thomas' Hill.
Angelia Chase
Bower Street.
Laura J . Sargent
Main S t r e e t . . .
Frances J . Gould, Ass't
Pond S t r e e t . .
Cummings. Ass't
Third
treet..
Grove SStreet
,'<Florence
lara R. M.
Wood.
M >ry Stewart.
Union
Street
Pearl Street
lAiinie
E
.
Hurley,
Phebe
E . Simpson.
Danforth.
Gertrude
Salem Court.
Mary
A.
Holden,
York Street
Abbot S q u a r e . . . Addie P . Cobb.

52

91

55
38
53
57
27
48
56
08
41
24
17
35

93
SI
84
86
79
80
88
84
79
67
77
82

50 40 92
07 54 81
7!l sick ness
38 28 72
69 02 90
71 53 75
84 78 93
40 30 78
44 38 76
25 22 88
80 64 80
48 38 79
103 80 71
GO 56 85
59 46 88
30 28 78
40 30 71
40 41 84
58 43 74

P a l l Term—13 W e e k s .
Fannie E . Titcomb
Abbot Square
Division S t r e e t . . . Vesta M. Nash
A n n a M . Lander
Center Street
Miriam S. Cates
Grove Street
Mary E . Garman
Forest Avenue
Lizzie L. Mori-ill
Salem Court
Sara M. Prescott
Pearl Street
Alice M. L a w r e n c e . . . .
York Street
Angie L . Jones
York Street
Florence M. Cummings.
State Street
Mary C. Robinson
City F a r m
Larkin Street 14Mary A. Eaton

58
47
03
00
34
00
64
81
52
36
22
42
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TABULAR VIEW—Continued.
PRIMARY

Where Located.

SCHOOLS—Continued.

*Z

Teachers.
KX
Pall Term—Continued.

Main Street
Union S t r e e t . . . .
Third Street
Union S q u a r e . . .
Pond Street
Wesc Bangor. • • •
Thomas' H i l l . • • •
Bower S t r e e t . . . .
Union S t r e e t . . . .
Main Street
Third Street
Abbot S q u a r e . . .
Grove S t r e e t . . . .
Salem Court
Pearl Street
York Street

Louise H . Savage
P h e b e E . Danforth
Mary Stewart
Addie M. Spencer
Evelyn E . Getchell
Eunua L. Ames
Angelia Chase
Laura J . Sargent
Mary K. Spratt, Assi s t a n t . . .
Frances J . Gould,
Lottie M. Davenport, "
Addie P . Cobb,
Clara R. Wood.
Gertrude Simpson,
Annie E . Hurley,
Mary A . Holden,
Winter Term—10 Weeks.

Abbot Square
Fannie E . Titcomb
Division S t r e e t . . . Vesta M. Nash
Center Street
Anna M. Lander
Grove Stn et
Miriam S. Cates
Forest A v e n u e . . . Mary E . Garman
,
Salem Court
Lizzie L. Morrill
Pearl Street
Sara M. Prescott
York Street
Uice M. Lawrence
York Street
Angie L. J o n e s
State Street
Florence M. Cummings.
City F a r m
Mary O. Robinson
Larkin Street
Mary A. Eaton
Main Street
Louise H. Savage
,
Union Street
Phebe E . Danforth
Third Street
Mary Stewart
Union Square
Addie M. Spencer
Pond Street
Evelyn E . Getchell
,
West Bangor
Emma L. Ames
Thomas' Hill
Angelia Chase
,
Bovver Street
Laura J . Sargent
,
Frances J . Gould, Assistant.
Main Street
Gertrude Simpson,
Union Street
Lottie M. Davenport, •'
Third Street
Addie P . Cobb,
Abbot Square
Clara R. Wood,
Grove Street
Mary R. Spratt,
Salem Court
Annie E . Hurley,
"
Pearl Street
Mary A. Holden,
York Street

73
84
04
28
40
44
38
42

56
62
40
23
34
35
34
36

77
74
63
82
85
80
89
86

$8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

63
40
59
57
;-2
54
54
74
47
38
19
35
0!)
79
61
30
36
34
37
37

56
36
50
48
23
46
4
65
40
31
15
30
58
61
47
25
30
29
29
30

89
90
85
84
72
85
87
88
85
82
79
80
80
77
77
83
83
85
78
SI

$8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
8 50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
6 00

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
00
00
00
00
00
6 00
6 00
6 00
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T A B U L AR VIEW—Continued.
S U B U R B A N SCHOOLS.

a.' Z

Where Located.

Teachers.

3 'So » S P a3 a) i- i-.

Summer Term—10 W e e k s
Odlin District
Alice Bucknam
Tyler District
Hattie E . Glass
Minnie A. F e r g u s o n . . .
Fuller District
Avenue District.. J o a n n a S. E v e l e t h . . . .
Alma L. Davis
North Bangor
Finson D i s t r i c t . . . E m m a L . Ames
Six Mile F a l l s . . . . Jennie A. Brown
Sherburn District. M. Isabel Ames
Central D i s t r i c t . . . Nettie F . Gates
Hill .Side
Mary C. Bobinson
Bagley D i s t r i c t . . . Adalaide A- Bakeiuan.
Stillwater Avenue
Alt. Hope District Hattie L. Mosher
Walsh
Fall Term—10 W e e k s .

16
15
11
24
27
15
20
37
42
22
17
27
37

12
11
9
18
19
11
18
26
30
15
11
19
30

70i
71
68
65
70
81

Olive A. Stevens
Odlin District
Ella M. Bobinson
Tyler District
Minnie A. Ferguson,
Fuller District
Nettie F . Gates,
Avenue District... Joanna S. Eveleth
N o r t h Bangor
Alice Bucknam
Finson D i s t r i c t . . . Hattie S. Phillips
Six Mile F a l l s . . . . Jennie A. Brown
Sherburne District
Hattie E . Glass
Central District
Hill Side District. Nettie F . Cates
Amanda P . Hasty
Bagley District
Stillwater Avenue E m m a D . Hincks
Mt. Hope District Hattie L. Mosher
Maggie E . Walsh
Winter Term—10 W e e k s

19
1
20
17
20
20
17
32
43
22
19
28
35

Jennie A. B r o w n . .
Odlin District
Alice Bucknam
Tyler District
Nettie F . Cates
Fuller District
Avenue District.. J o a n n a S. E v e l e t h .
Olive A. Stevens. •
North Bangor
Finson District. . Hattie S. P h i l l i p s . .
Six Mile F a l l s . . . . E l l a M . Robinson..
Sherburne District Hattie E . Glass
Central D i s t r i c t . . . Heruan W. Griffin.
Hill Side District. Amanda P . H a s t y .
Bagley D i s t r i c t . . . E m m a D . H i n c k s - .
Stillwater Avenue Hattie L. Mosher..
Mt. Hope District Evelyn B . Kenney.

16
19
9
21
26
15
16
25
45
25
20
25
37

75
73
S2
75
70

$6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
7 00

III

t: oo
00

15
14
13
13
15
17
14
24
34
18
16
21
27

79
82
65
76
75
85
82
75
79
82
84
75
77

6
6
6
6
7
6
6
7
7
6
7
7
7

12
15
7
18
22
11
15
22
38
18
16
20
30

75
79
78
86
85
73
94
88
84
72
80
80
81

00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
7 00
6 00
6 00
7 00
12 00
6 00
7 00
7 00
7 00

COURSE OF S T U D Y
OF THE

PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF THE CITY OF BANGOR.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
Beading and Spelling.—Appleton,s First and Second Readers, and
Swinton's Supplemental. Hookers's Child's Book of Common Things.
Swinton*s Primary Spelling Book.
Printing and Drawing.—The pupils should be taught to draw straight
and curved lines, and to combine them in the letters of the alphabet and
simple geometric forms. Copies should Ife placed upon the blackboard
by the teachers. The first class is required to practice scrip writing.
Arithmetic.—White's Primary Arithmetic. Frequent use of objects is
recommended as an assistance in conveying an idea of the relation of
numbers.
Vocal Music.—National Music Charts.
Object Lessons.—An exercise each day. Sheldon's Lessons on Objects,
and Sheldon's Elementary Instruction are recommended as guides to
teachers.
In Second Class.—Finish Second Reader. Commence Hooker in the
Second term, and read thirteen chapters. Complete six month's work
in the Speller. Through Subtraction in the Arithmetic.
First Class—Finish first year's work in Spelling within the year.
FIRST TERM.

Hooker to 25th Chapter, inclusive.
Products not to exceed seven figures.

Arithmetic. Multiplication.—

SECOND TERM.

Hooker to 34th Chapter, inclusive. Arithmetic, Division.
THIRD TERM.

Complete Hooker and review Arithmetic.
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS.
Beading and Spelling.—Appleton's Third Reader and Book of Tales.
Swinton's Primary Spelling Book.
Writing.—Revised Duntonian.
Drawing.—Exercises in simple geometric forms, from copies plfcced
upon the blackboard by the teacher.
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Vocal Micsic—National Music Charts. The use of Music Reader is
permitted.
Object Lessons.—An exercise four times a week. Sheldon's Lessons on
Objects, and Sheldon's Elementary Instruction are recommended as
guides to teachers.
Arithmetic.—White's Intermediate, and Thompson's Intellectual.
Geography.—Swinton's Primary.
In Second Glass.—•Third Reader unlimited. Six month's work of
second year in the Speller.
Arithmetic.—First Term.—Notation and Numeration, with review of
Addition and Subtraction.
Second Term.—Multiplication and review.
Third Term.—Long Division to two figures in division aud review.
Geography.—First Term.—Fifteen pages.
Second Term.—Sixteenth page, to thirty-third, inclusive.
Third Term.—Thirty-fourth to forty-first, inclusive.
In First Class.—Finish Reader and Speller, and finish Long Division
and review, with use of Thompson's Intellectual Arithmetic.
Geography.—First Term.—Finish United States and Territories.
Second Term.—South America, Europe and Asia.
Third Term.—Finish book and review.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS—Course of four years.
FIRST YEAR.

Spelling.—Swinton's Word Book.
Writing.—Duntonian System.
English Language.—Swinton's New Language Lessons.
Geography.—Warren's Brief Course.
Vocal JIusic.
Arithmetic.—White's Complete, and Thompson's Intellectual.
Oral Instruction.—Lectures by masters on studies pursued.
Beading.—Appleton's Fourth Reader.
Xatural Science.—Hooker's Child's Book of Nature, Part 1.
SECOND YEAR.

Reading.—Appleton's Fourth Reader.
Spelling.—Swinton's Word Book.
Writing.—Duntonian System.
English Language.—Swinton's New Language Lessons.
Oral Instruction.—Lectures by masters on studies pursued.
Geography.—Warren's Brief Course.
Vocal Music.
Arithmetic—White's, Complete, and Thompson's Intellectual.
Natural Science.—Hooker's Child's Book of Nature, Part II.
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THIRD YEAR.

Beading.—Appleton's
Fifth Reader.
Spelling.—.Swinton's
Word Book, and Word Analysis, flfty-one pages.
Grammar.—Swinton's
N e w English Grammar.
Composition.
Arithmetic.—White's
Complete.
United States History.
Geography.—Warren's—continued.
Writing and Declamation
Oral Instruction.—Lectures
by masters on studies pursued, including
General History and Mechanics.
Natural Science.—Hooker's
Child's Book of Nature, P a r t I I I .
FOURTH YEAR.

Reading.—Appleton's
Fifth Reader.
Grammar and
Composition—continued.
Physiology and
Hygiene.—Steele's.
Book-keeping and Writing.
Arithmetic.—White's
Complete.
Spelling and Word
Analysis—continued.
History.—Reviewed with composition on kindred subjects.
Oral Instruction.—Lectures
by masters on studies of the year, including
Science of Government, Commerce and Manufacture.
Declamation and Vocal Music.
Geography.—R e v ie wed.
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Ill

Course of Study—Bangor High School.
English Department.
Classical and English.
("Algebra.
Algebra.
First
Natural Philosophy.
Natural Philosophy.
Term ) Maine Scholar's Manual.
Fall.
| English Composition—Kead'g. Maine Scholar's Manual.
L Latin (Grammar and Reader.)
English Composition—Read'g.
f Algebra.
Algebra.
Second
Physical Geography.
I Natural Philosophy.
Natural
Pliilosphy.
Term
I Maine Scholar's Manual.
Maine
Scholar's
Manual.
Winter.
English
Composition—Read'g.
Algebra. Composition—Read'g. English
Algebia.
Third
'.•atiii (Grammar
and Header ) Physical Philosphy.
Natural
Philosophy.
Geography.
Richardson's Tem'ce Lessons Natural
Term
Richardson's Tem'ce Lessons.
I English Composition.
Summer [ Latin (Grammar and Reader.) English Composition.
Physical Geography.

(

First
Term
Fall.
Second
Term
Winter.
Third
Term
Summer.
First
Term
Fall.
Second
Term
Winter.
Third
Term
Summer.

Geometry.
[Geometry.
Natural History.
J Latin (Cassar.)
Greek.'General History.
j General History.
English Composition
lEnglish Composition.
[Geometiy.
Geometry
Natural History.
I Latin (Caesar.)
eek.*General History.
1 General History.
[.English Composition.
English Composition.
Botany.
f Botany.
Natural History.
1 Lalin (Ccesar.)
Greek."General History.
English Compositon.
; General History.
[English Composition.
rGeology.
Geology.
French.
French.
) Latin (Virgil.)
j Rhetoric
Greek American Literature.
i Arithmetic.
Khetoric.ot Government.
.Science
[-Science of Government.
French
Arithmetic.
French.
American Literature.
) Latin (Virgil.)
Greek. Rhetoric.
i Rhetoric
[ Arithmetic.
lArithinetic.
Science of Government.
Science of Govenment.
French.
French.
I Latin (Virgil.)
I Rhetoric.
eek American Literature.
I Arithmetic.
Rhetoric.

Arithmetic.
English Literature,
[English Literature.
lihetoric.
! Rhetoric.
French
Greek. I Astronomy.
' French.
Arithmetic.
S I
I Latin (Cicero)
iKnglish Literature.
fl Arithmetic.
English Literature.
Rhetoric.
Second ! Rhetoric.
|French.
Greek.'Astronomy.
Term •! French.
'Arithmetic.
Winter. | Lalin (Horace)
f English Literature.
English Literature.
.Arithmetic.
z I
lihetoric.
Ithetoric.
Third
French.
Term \ French.
I
Latin
(Horace)
Greek.
Mental
Philosophy.
Summer. I Arithmetic.
Arithmetic.
I
•NOTE—CLASSICAL COURSE. Pupils preparing for College take all the
branches of the Classical and English Course during the first year. At the beginning of the second year tbey commence Greek, and after this, besides Latin,
Greek and Mathematics requisite for admission to College, they are required to
take only History and Ancient Geography.
Only those pupils who take all the prescribed studies of either course are entitled to receive a Diploma.
First
Term
Fall.
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GENERAL EXERCISES BY ALL THE SCHOOL.

1. Exercises in Reading and Elocution once a week throughout each
course.
2. Exercises in Composition every two weeks.
TEXT-BOOKS AUTHORIZED.

Latin.—Allen & Greenough's Latin Grammar. Leighton's Latin Lessons. Jones' Latin Prose Composition. Chase & Stuart's Casar, Virgil, Cicero and Horace. Allen & Greenough's Ovid.
Greek.—Goodwin's and Crosby's Anabasis. White's Greek Lessons.
Sedgwick & Keen's Homer's Iliad. Jones' Greek Prose Composition.
Science.—Steele's Phyics. Wood's Object Lessons in Botany. Hooker's Natural History. Steele's Geology. Steele's Astronomy. Hopkin's.
Mental Philosophy. Guyot's Physical Geography. Richardson's Lectures on Alcohol. Maine Scholar's Manual.
Mathematics.—Bradbury's Elementary Algebra. Wentworth's Geometry. Robinson's Arithmetic.
English Language.—Collier's English Literature. Hart's Rhetoric.
Parker's Exercises in Composition. Underwood's American Literature.
Hudson's Literary Reader. Young's Government Class Book.
History and Geography.—Swinton's General History. Mitchell's Ancient
Geography and Atlas. Baird's Ancient Geography and Mythology.
French.—Otto's French Grammar. Williams' English into French.
Les Princes de l'Art. La Petite Fadette. Ficciola. Un Philosophe
sous les Toits. Notes sur l'Angleterre.

EXTRACTS
FROM THE

REGULATIONS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OF THE

c m r o r B-A-isro-oiRDTTTIES O F T H E T E A C H E R S .

School Hours.—The teachers are required to observe the
school hours punctually, and to discharge to the best of their
ability, the daily duties of instruction and discipline.
Moral Influence.—They should exercise a diligent guardianship over the deportment and character of those entrusted
to their care, and endeavor to inculcate principles of kindness, truthfulness, purity, industry, frugality and temperance.
Responsibility outside of the School room.—They shall have
in charge the conduct of their scholars during recess, and
while within the school grounds.
Ventilation.—They
shall see that the school-rooms are
properly ventilated, the windows being thrown open during
recess and the time allotted to physical exercises, and that
the temperature is maintained at a proper standard.
Care of Buildings and Grounds.—They shall exercise a
general supervision over the rooms, entries, grounds, and
out-buildings of their several schools, reporting to the Agent
any damage or defacement which they may sustain.
Discipline.

I N T H E DISCIPLINE OP T H E I R SCHOOLS, THEY

SHOULD ENDEAVOR TO AVOID ALL IRRITATING
AND ALL HARSH AND IMPROPER PUNISHMENTS.

15
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Record of Cases of Punishment.—They
shall keep a record
of all the cases of corporal punishment occuring in their
several schools, stating in full the date of the occurence of
each case, together with the name of the pupil, the offense,
and the nature of the punishment inflicted ; and they shall
make a return of the record to the Committee with each
school-register; and the Agent shall furnish the necessary
blanks for the records required.
Suspension of Pupils.—In case of the supension or dismissal of any scholar for breach of discipline, or the withdrawal of any scholar from school while under censure for
misconduct, the teacher shall give immediate notice to the
parent or guardian of the scholar, and to the Agent.
Time of Opening the Rooms.—All the school-rooms should
be opeu and the teachers present, fifteen minutes before the
time prescribed for the commencement of each session.
Deficiency of Books.—Whenever a scholar is not furnished
with suitable books, proper notice should be given by the
teacher, first to the parent or guardian of such scholar, and
afterward to the Agent.
Register—All the teachers are required to keep a schoolregister, containing the names of all scholars and such other
facts as may be required. The register shall be open at all
times to the inspection of the Committee, and a return of the
same shall be made to the Committee when required.
Vacancy.—When a vacancy occurs in any school by reason
of sickness or absence of any teacher, the teacher shall at
once notify the Committee of the school, or school Agent,
and said Committee or Agent shall fill the vacancy.
Notice of Intended Resignation.—Should
any teacher wish
to resign, one month's notice of the intended resignation
should be given to the Agent.
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Classification.—The annual schools shall be classified as
Primary, Intermediate, Ungraded, Grammar and High
schools.
Suburban Schools.—Unclassified Suburban schools shall be
maintained during summer and winter.
Special Schools.—The Committee may, at any time, establish other schools, aside from the above grades, if the interest
of education seems to demand it.
General Exercises.—In all schools the exercises shall commence every morning with reading from the Scriptures by
the teacher or the pupils, or both, which may be followed by
prayer or singing, at the discretion of the teacher.
Incidental instruction in regard to manners and morals
should be afforded in all the schools.
Exercises in vocal music and physical exercises should be
introduced every session into the schools.
Omission of Studies.—No pupil of any school shall be excused from any study or exercise of the regular course, until
special permission has been granted by the Committee of the
school.
Number of Classes.—In each grade above the Primary,
there shall be as many classes as there are years alloted to
the grade in the "prescribed course, and no irregular classes
shall be formed; and all scholars, who, from inconstant attendance, want of application to their studies, or other cause,
shall fail to maintain a fair standing in their class or grade,
shall be placed in the class or grade next below.
Tardiness and Absence.—For tardiness or absence, the
teacher shall require a written excuse from the parent or
guardian, and in default of it, may inflict such penalty as
may be approved by the Committee of the school.
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Absence Three Half-Days.—If a scholar is absent three halfdays in any one month, the teacher may require the excuse
to be signed by the Committee of the school.
Absence Five Half-Bays.—A scholar who is absent from
school five tuceessive half-days, without a good excuse, or fails
to appear at the examination without a good excuse, or withdraws from the school while under censure, shall be considered as no longer a member of the school, and cannot be admitted to his class until he has obtained a written permission
from the Committee of the school or from the Agent, and
made up the lost lessons to the satisfaction of the teacher.
This rule does not apply to the Primary and Intermediate
schools.
Admission after Suspension.—A scholar temporarily dismissed by the teacher for insubordination, may be forbidden
to return to the school without the written consent of the
Agent or the Committee, of the school.
For any act of marked disobedience or contempt, the
teacher may require such consent to be signed by a majority
of the Committee. But under no circumstances is any
teacher authorized to expel a pupil.
Advertising.—No subscription of money, or advertising of
books, public lectures or shows, shall be allowed in any
school, unless permission is granted by the Committee.
Examination.—The annual examinations of all the schools
shall take place as near the close of the school year as may
be convenient; and the examinations may be conducted by
means of written questions and answers, in any grade in
which a majority of the Committee deem such a method expedient.
Diplomas.—Diplomas shall be awarded by the Committee
at the annual examination, to such members of the graduating class of the High School as have honorably completed
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the prescribed course of study, and passed a satisfactory examination.
Rule for Promotion.—An average of scholarship of sixty
in a scale of one hundred, in all the studies pursued, is required to entitle a scholar to promotion to an upper class.
Names of scholars not attaining such rank will be sent to the
Committee for their consideration, and whatever action they
ma}' deem advisable in each case.
No scholar can be transferred from one school to another
while under censure.
Admission to the High and Grammar Schools.—All scholars
in the first classes of the Intermediate and Grammar Schools,
who have obtained an average rank of eighty in all the
studies pursued, shall be admitted to the Grammar and High
Schools without further examination ; those who have not
obtained a rank of forty shall not be entitled to an examination ; those who have obtained a rank between forty and
eighty will be examined by the Committee.
Admission at Irregular Times.—Applicants for admission
to the annual schools after the commencement of the year,
shall be examined and admitted to such schools as they may
be found qualified to enter.
Suitable Age— Vaccination.—No child who is under the age
of five years, or who has not been vaccinated, is entitled to
attend any public school.
Sessions.—There will be one session of the High School
each day of the term, continuing from half past eight A. M.,
till one o'clock P . M.
There shall be two sessions of all the schools below the
High School each day of the term, continuing from nine till
twelve A. M., and from two till five P . M., from Febiuary to
October inclusive ; and from nine till twelve A. M., and from
two till half-hast four P . M., from November to January inclusive.
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Recesses.—One recess, not exceeding twenty minutes in
length, shall be given each session.
In the High School such additional short recesses shall be
given as the Committee may deem expedient.
In the Primary Schools, instead of one recess, there may
be two recesses of ten minutes each.
Terms.—For all the annual schools there shall be three
terms each year, as follows, unless otherwise ordered : Fall,
Winter and Summer.
Holidays.—The sessions of the schools shall be suspended
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons; also during two weeks,
including Christmas Day and New Year's D a y ; also on
Washington's Birthday, Fast Day and Memorial Day.
With the above exceptions, the regular sessions of each
school shall be held every week-day of the term, unless suspended by special permission of the Committee.
No other text books than those authorized by the Committee, can be introduced into the schools.
All matters of complaint against teachers, or grievances on
account of the conduct and discipline of the schools, should
be referred to the Agent or Committee of the school, if below the Grammar School, or to the Principal, Agent, or
Committee if above, and no parent or guardian will be permitted to interrupt a school in its sessions or bring any teacher
to a personal account during school hours.

RE PORT
OF THE

C H I ENGINEER OF I I FIRE DEPARTMENT.
CHIEF ENGINEER'S OFFICE, j
BANGOR, March, 1883.
j
To T H E H O N O R A B L E M A Y O R AND C I T Y COUNCIL :

In accordance with the Ordinance, I herewith submit the
annual report of the Fire Department, for the year ending
March 20th, 1883, containing the state and condition of the
same, and cost of maintenance, also all accidents by fire, the
owner and occupant of the building, loss and insurance, and
cause, as near as could be ascertained.
The force of the Department is as follows:
One Chief Engineer, three Assistant Engineers, one Engineer of Steamers, one Fireman, three Drivers, seventy
Hose-men and fifteen Ladder-men, making a total of ninetyfour men.
A P P A R A T U S I N THE DEPARTMENT.

Three steamers, one Babcock and one hose carriage, in reserve. Four hand hose carriages, one two-horse hose carriage, and one hook and ladder truck with horse, in service.
The force is classified as follows:
A Permanent Force who devote their whole time to the
interest of the city, and a Call Force who only devote their
time when called by an alarm of fire.
PERMANENT

FORCE.

One Engineer of Steamers, one Steward and Driver, one
driver of horse hose, one driver of hook and ladder truck.
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FORCE.

One Chief Engineer, three Assistant Engineers, one Fireman, seventy Hose-men, fifteen Hook and Ladder men.
HOUSES.

The houses are in very good repair, except the Steamers'
house on Harlow street, which needs a new floor and some
other slight repairs ; with a small amount the other houses
can be put in good repair.
HORSES.

There are five in the Department: four at Steamers' house,
Harlow street, and one at Hook and Ladder house, State
street. At the present time all are in good condition, and
ready for service ; the Ladder horse is getting old, but does
his duty as well as any horse can with the load he has to
haul to fires; we have one span that is young and smart, but
I think too heavy to run on a hose carriage to fires I would
recommend to sell or exchange, and get a pair that is about
two hundred pounds lighter; the other span at Steamers'
house is the very best.
HOSE.

There are in the Department, 6,500 feet cotton rubber lined
hose, of which 1.50 feet are condemned ; also 700 or 800 feet
of old leather hose, that is worthless for fire service. I would
recommend the purchase of 500 feet or more this season.
With good hose, the department is successful; with poor
hose, the results are unsatisfactory.
F I R E ALARM T E L E G R A P H .

With our abundant water supply, and with a good Fire
Department, which we have, I would recommend a Fire
Alarm Telegraph. In cities much smaller than ours, where
an electric fire alarm is maintained, firemen aspire to a higher
standard than in places not possessed of such advantages.
The fact that every company being notified at the same*time
of a fire, and of its exact location, is a guarantee, that every
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firemen will exert himself with all possible expedition. The
advantages derived from the fire alarm are so many and so
obvious that they need not be mentioned. It saves the first
five or ten minutes otherwise usually lost at the beginning of
a fire, which no fireman need be told are valuable beyond
compute. In many cases we loose six or eight minutes on
account of not knowing where to find the fire, which is very
valuable time to loose at the start.
APPROPR1ATION.
Appropriated
Cr. H i g h w a y Department, use of horses
- by order
-i
b y cash
'• by note on sixty days

$16,500
150
13
51
96

Expenditures including water

$16,811 75
16,673 01

Leaving an unexpended balance of
FIRES

AND

00
00
50
50
75

$138 74
ALARMS.

It is a pleasure to continue to report small losses by fire
in a city that certainly has its share of combustible property.
I trust we may continue in the future to report small losses,
and a small number of fires.
During the year there were forty-five fires and alarms,
about the same as last year. Some of the fires were of a
threatening character, but by prompt action were soon controlled, and I am proud to remark that the Department continues to sustain its splendid reputation.
The causes of fires as near as can be ascertained, are as
follows.
Defect and burning out of chimneys
Alarms from out of town
Stoves
Burning brush
Ashes in wooden b o x
Boiler

1G

8
6
2
2
4
2
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Matches
Sparks
Incendary
Lamp
Spontaneous combustion
False alarms
Ranges
Lightning
Unknown
Pipe or matches
Total loss by
Insurance paid on same

fire

Loss without insurance

45
813,250 00
12,200 00
$1,050 00

REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS.

The past season we have repaired one of our steam fire
engines, at a cost of $600, which makes the engine as good
as new. Old Union, No. 1 needs overhauling and put in
good repair: then we should have three good and reliable
steam fire engines, that would be ready for any emergency.
The apparatus in use is in very good condition. The amount
expended this year has been some larger than for years past,
on account of repairs on steamer, and increased pay of firemen, which was not allowed when the appropriation was
made. We have bought one thousand feet of cotton rubber
lined ho^e the past season, which, in case of a large fire,
would be of great value to the city.
In making these suggestions, you are most respectfully
reminded that the Board of Engineers are responsible for
the workings of the department, with such appliances as the
City Council may see fit to furnish them.
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SCHEDULE OF FIRES AND ALARMS.
March 21.
March 22.
March 28.
April 3.
April 12.
April 24.
May 12.
May 13.
May 14.
May 16.
erson.
May 16.
May 1G.
J u n e 14.
J u n e 21.
J u n e 21.
J u n e 28.
July
4.
J u l y 10.
J u l y 16.
J u l y 17.
J u l y 21.
J u l y 21.
J u l y 26.

Smith's printing office, Kenduskeag Bridge.
Slight fire on E s s e x street.
Slight fire on Walter street, owned by J . S. Squares.
Fire on Maple street, house owned by Geo. Maxfield.
Alarm on H i g h street, residence of Pfaff.
Alarm on Hammond street, house owned by E . S. Prescott.
Alarm on Ha m pde n Road. Cause, brush.
Fire on Milford street, house owned b y M. Taylor.
Alarm on Main street. Cause, lamp exploded.
Fire on E x c h a n g e street, building occupied b y W. S. NickFire in rear of Kenduskeag Avenue, owned by Martin.
Alarm, Ohio street, house owned b y Orin Tyler.
Alarm, rear of Kenduskeag Avenue, Martin.
Alarm. Cause, out of town, in Brewer.
Alarm. Cause, fire in Oldtown.
False alarm, caused by ringing bell for church.
False alarm, caused by fire crackers.
Fire on Kossuth street, house owned by J a m e s Grant.
F i r e , corner Fruit and State street, owned b y Wm. Conners.
Alarm, on Columbia street, house occupied by McGlade.
Alarm, on Main street. No. 28, Miss McCann.
Alarm. Cause fire out of town.
Alarm. Cause unknown.

August 9. Alarm, cause, fire in Brewer.
August 12. Fire on Carr street.
August 15. Fire on Centre street.
August 15. Alarm, cause, fire out of town.
Angust 16. Alarm. American House, H a r l o w street.
August 21. Fire on N e w b u r y street, greenhouse owned by Sekenger.
August 22. Fire on Boynton street, house occupied by Mrs. Gross.
August 23. Alarm, caused by sparks from Muzzy Foundry.
September 2 Fire, H a y Market Square, Files & J o n e s , and G. W.
Merrill & Co..
September 4 Fire on Hammond street, P . McConville.
October 31. Alarm, cause, chimney burning out.
November 16. Alarm on Hancock street.
November 21. Alarm, City Hall building.
December 9. Alarm, Penobscot E x c h a n g e .
December 16. Fire on Somerset street, house owned by Mrs. J o h n
Chapman.
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1883. January 1. Alarm, cause, Are in Brewer.
January 11. Alarm on Division street, house owned by B. A. Burr.
January 15. Alarm on Broadway, J. D. Robinson.
January 16. Alarm on Exchange street, Parker & Peakes' shoe factory.
January 19. Alarm, cause, chimney burning out.
January 30. Fire on Patrick street, house owned by Dunn & Coleman.
March 13. Alarm on Hammond street, E. F. Shaw's paint shop.
CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, gentlemen, permit me to remind you again
of the necessity of maintaining our present good fire department and keep it well equipped.
The board of engineers avail themselves of this opportunity to express their thanks to the officers and members of the
companies composing the department; to the Police Department for their hearty co-operation with the firemen in saving
and protecting the property of our citizens.
Finally the board desire to acknowledge their gratitude to
his honor the Mayor, the Board of Aldermen, and the gentlemen of the Common Council for the confidence reposed in us,
and sincerely hope and trust that nothing shall occur during
the remainder of our official term to give them a cause for
regret.
Respectfully Submitted,
O. D. MADDOCKS,
Chief Engineer.

FIRE DEPARTMENT OF BANGOR.

OTIS D. MADDOCKS, Chief Engineer.
JOHN MASON,
)
JAMES F. MALONEY, [ Assistant Engineers.
SAMUEL A. FELLOWS, J

HOLLY WATER WORKS,
Consisting of 234 miles street mains. 156 post hydrants.

COMPANIES COMPOSING THE DEPARTMENT.
Union Hose, No. 1
25 men.
Holly Hose, No. 7
15 men.
Elijah Low Hose, No. 8
15 men.
Eureka (Volunteer) Hose, Cottageville
15 men.
Champion Hook and Ladder, No. 2
16 men.
Total

86 men.
AT STEAMERS' HOUSE—HARLOW STREET.

Joseph Merritt
Engineer of Steamers.
F. Quimby
Fireman.
B. F. Jordan
Driver of Hose Truck.
Hezehiah Buzzell
Steward and Driver.
This house is connected with the Water Works by Telegraph. Also
over the city by telephone.
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PROPERTY IN STEAMERS' HOUSE—HARLOW STREET.

Steamer Union No. 1,
1 desk,
Steamer Victory N o . 2,
2 sinks,
Steamer Liberty No. 4,
1 hemp carpet.
Babcock chemical engine, Grey- 5 engineer's caps. belts and trumphound N o . 5,
ets,
4 horses,
5 hose arbors,
3 sets double harnesses,
3 chisels,
1 two-horse sled with hose sled,
2 oil cans,
4 buckets,
1 crow bar,
1 axes,
1 cross bar,
1 machine lathe and chuck,
1 anvil,
2 sets whiffletrees,
1 spare suction,
1 heave line,
5 hammers,
5 pair blacksmith tongs,
2 claws,
1 forge,
1 force p u m p and hose,
1 rivet set,
2 screw plates,
1 set hammer,
2 nippers,
3 saws,
2 hose punches,
3 wrenches,
3 coal hods.
1 12-iiK'h splitting machine,
1 duster and brush.
1 pair tin shears,
1 coal shovel,
3 oil cans.
3 rubber coats,
1 thirty gallon can,
15 round drills,
1 heating apparatus, (steamers)
1 drill chuck,
1 30-inch double Backus water mo1 swedge block,
tor,
1 spare pole for steamer,
1 line shafting, 13 feet long,
1 mandrel cone,
1 flue set,
1 stock,
3 hangers in running order,
6 bits,
1 marline spike,
1 inch expansion bit,
1 hydrant,
2 planes,
2 wrenches.
1 draw-shave,
9 square drills,
3 heading tools.
1 telegraph b o x , 12 inches long,
1 drill,
20 cups,
2 screw drivers,
20 cast steel turning tools for lathe,
3 stoves,
3 hose coupling tops,
2 tables,
2 pipe tops.
2 glasses.
1 compass saw,
13 chairs,
1 filing clamps,
2 bedsteads and clothes.
I power
grindstone,
1 bed lounge,
PROPERTY IN UNION HOSE
COMPANY'S
HOUSE.
1 steam gauge on motor.
2 woolen
35
rubber carpets,
coats, 37 hose hats.
1 hand lantern,
26 belts, 26 set spanners,
1 set blocks and falls,
1 four-wheel hose carriage,
2 carriage jacks,
1 two-wheel hose carriage,
2 shovels,
3 stoves,
1 p u m p , 2 pails,
3 oil drips, 5 oil cans,
1 hammer, 1 screw driver,
2 axes,
2 sponges,
2 hose reels,
2 carriage wrenches.
1 flag and halyards,
1 sprinkler, 2 brooms,
4 hose brushes,
2 dust pans,
1 tub.
2 dusters,
1 oil can.
15 chairs,
1 door gate.
1 monkey wrench.
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PROPERTY IN ELIJAH LOW HOSE CO.'S, NO. 8—STATE STREET.

3 stoves,
1 four-wheel hose carriage
1 coal hod,
1 two-wheel hose carriage,
1 shovel,
3 hose pipes,
1 broom,
1 wrench,
2 oil cans,
1 jack,
15 chairs,
15 rubber coats.
1 table.
15 fire hats,
1 lantern.
15 belts,
15PROPERTY"
pairs spanners,
IN HOLLY HOSE COMPANY'S HOUSE—HAMMOND STREET.
1 jack,
1 carriage.
2 lanterns,
500 feet hose,
1 oil can,
15 hats,
1 screw driver,
15 coats,
1 wrench,
15 spanners,
2 new ladder straps,
25 feet small hose,
1 old ladder strap,
14 chairs,
1 pail,
1 table.
1 wash dish,
1 stove.
1 sprinkler,
1 settee.
1 hose reel.
1 large shovel,
1 broom,
1 small shovel.
1 duster,
2 large pipes,
1 hydrant wrench.
1PROPERTY
small pipe,
IN CHAMPION HOOK AND LADDER'S HOUSE—STATE STREET.
1 harness,
3 extension ladders.
2 28 feet ladders,
1 ladder truck,
1 26 feet ladder.
1 set sleds,
1 24 feet ladder.
1 blanket,
1 20 feet ladder,
1 halter,
2 It! feet ladders,
1 flag and halyards,
1 17 leet ladder,
1 sprinkler,
2 12 feet ladders,
2 stoves,
1 26 feet ladder, (old)
1 rake,
1 12 feet ladder, (old)
1 fork,
2 large hooks,
2 brooms,
11 small hooks,
2 oil cans,
6 axes,
1 duster,
1 crowbar,
1 sink,
2 wrenches,
1 oil lamp.
5 lanterns,
2 pails,
20 fire hats,
2 torches,
16 rubber coats,
1 carriage jack.
1 horse,
PROPERTY IN EUREKA HOSE COMPANY'S HOUSE, NO. 9—COTTAGEVILLE.

1 two-wheel hose carriage,
500 feet cotton hose,
550 feet leather hose,
15 rubber coats,
15 hats,
9 belts.

11 spanners,
1 hydrant wrench,
2 stoves,
3 ladder straps,
2 hose pipes,
1 axe.

REPORT

CITY UNDERTAKER.
To T H E C I T Y COUNCIL :

The undersigned would respectfully submit the following
report for the year ending March 1st, 1883.
PROTESTANT.

D i e d i n M a r c h , 1882
April,
May,
June,
July,
August,
Sept..
Oct.,
Nov.,
Dec,
Jan.,
1883
Feb.,

CATHOLIC.

19 Died in March, 1882
9
April.
19
May,
17
June.
19
July.
21
August.
24
Sept.,
15
Oct.,
14
Nov.,
22
Dec,
18
Jan.,
1883
13
Feb.,
210

20
15
16
11
13
19
16
16
14
19
8
16

183

AGES.
PROTESTANT.

Under 1 year,
From 1 to 5 years
5 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 30
30 to 40
40 to 50
50 to 60
60 to 70
70 to 80
80 to 90
Over 90 years,

CATHOLIC.
19 Under 1 year,
10 From 1 to 5 vears
5 to 10 "
13
14
10 to 20
20
20 to 30
10
30 to 40
24
40 to 50
23
50 to 60
26
60 to 70
34
70 to 80
12
5
80 to 90
Over 90 years,
210

32
29
9
12
24
20
8
10
13
17
8
1
183
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PROTESTANT.

Consumption
Fever
Old Age
Heart Disease
('ongestion
Dropsy
Pneumonia
Paralysis
Tumors
Apoplexy

CATHOLIC.

37
1G
17
12
1
10
11
5
1
."i

Cancers

Consumption
Fevers
Old Age
Heart I Hsease
Cancers
Diphtheria
( roup
All other causes

40
8
22
0
4
12
17
05
183

6

Diphtheria
All other causes

12
74
210

Remains brought to the city for interment
Remains carried from the city for interment
Interments at Mt. Hope Cemetery
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
Pine Grove Cemetery
Oak Grove Cemetery
Maple Grove Cemetery
Catholics brought to the city for interment
I atholics carried from the city for interment

.-

24
49
139
180
6
8
8
41
3

Respectfully submitted,
T. J. COLE.
City Undertaker.
Bangor, March, 1883.
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R E P O R T
OF

THE

H A R B O R MASTER.
Gentlemen—I respectfully submit the following report for
the year 1882.
The port opened to navigation April 9th, and closed December 8th, thus remaining open 243 days, during which time
2,078 vessels of all classes arrived. Of this number 19 were
steamers, 12 barks and barkeiitines, 20 brigs and the remainder schooners.
The following table shows the principal imports:
Salt, bush
Corn, bush
Coal, tons
Lime, casks
Lime Rock, tons
Kerosene Oil, bbls
Cement, casks
Pig Iron, tons
Plaster Rock, tons
Nails, kegs
Moulding Sand, tons
Steel Rails, tons
Superphosphates
Hard Pine, M

81.641
306,433
37,308
9,430
1,110
4,860
6,120
1,405
1,040
3,456
780
808
523
S75

Total Tonnage
Foreign arrivals 19; foreign clearances 40.

446,401

Respectfully submitted,
J O H N J . FLYNN,
Harbor Master.

R E P O R T
OP

THE

WATER BOARD
To

THE CITY COUNCIL:

The Bangor Water Board respectfully submit their sixth
annual report, accompanied by the reports of George W .
Snow, Collector, Frank E. Sparks, Inspector, and William
W. Fellows, Engineer at the Water Works.
Water has been the sole motive power for the year; and
but very little expense has been incurred by reason of accidents to either dam, machinery or mains.
The number of gallons pumped during the year, 416,737,
111, averaging 1,141,745, gallons per day, an increase over
last year of 71,675,311 gallons, an average daily increase of
196,510 gallons.
One hundred and sixteen service pipes have been added,
making a total of 1,693 now in use, and an increase of
$1660.00 in water service over last year.
Seven hundred and ninety feet of mains of all sizes have
been laid.
The necessity of a second main from the Water Works to
West Market Square, has been before the City Council during the past year, suggested by a petition of several citizens.
No final action was taken, but the same stands referred to
the next City Council.
As that petition has not yet come before the Water
Board, a discussion of the merits of the proposition would
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seem to be premature ; but we deem it a dut)' to suggest,
First, that a greater necessity exists for a duplicate set of
machinery at the pumping works than for a second main ;
and, Second, that the day is not far distant when it will be
deemed a necessity to construct a reservoir.
The estimated cost of the second main is $16,000; of a reservoir of 10,000,000 gallons capacity, $40,000.
It is believed we do not require both.
It will be remembered, that as one of the inducements to
the city to locate the dam in its present position, the owners
of the land at the northerly end, agreed in writing as follows :
"If a dam is built connecting with the west shore of the
Penobscot River not less than seven feet above mean high
tide on either of said farms," (Brown, Parker, Treat, Spratt
or Drummond farms,) "land will be furnished to connect the
dam with the shore and for all necessary buildings for pumping works with right of way for pipes to convey water," etc.
"If a dam is buik for pumping purposes only, it shall be
so constructed that it may serve and be used as a base for a
higher dam for manufacturing purposes." The foregoing
conditions were fully performed by the cit\r .
During the year the Board, under and by virtue of Chap.
260 of the Special Laws of 1876.—The act authorizing the
construction of the dam, etc., took the following described
lot of land at the northerly end of the dam, and on which
are constructed the breakwater, butments, pumping works,
etc., namely : "Beginning at an iron bolt in the southerly line
of the European and North American Railway at a point
two hundred and seventy feet above the upper stone abutment, at the northerly end of the dam ; thence westerly on
the southerly line of said Railroad to an iron bolt eight hundred and ten feet; thence on a line parallel with the westerly
end of the pump house on the land herein described to
Penobscot River ; thence by said river easterly to a point due
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south east of the point begun at ; thence due northwest to
the point begun at ; together with the right of way over and
through the adjoining lauds of the owners of the lands herein taken, for pipes to convey water for the use of the city,
and for entrance to and exit from said premises."
And the Board have from time to time requested a conveyance of said land to the city in accordance with the said
agreement of the owners thereof, but they have questioned
the necessity of the city to so much land as has been taken.
They have however conveyed to the city a portion of the
land, so taken as aforesaid ; and it is believed they will yet
concur with the Board in the necessity of the quantity so
taken, and convey the remainder.
LYSANDER STRICKLAND,
President, ex-officio.
J O H N L. CUTLER,
SILAS D. J O N E S ,
H. B. WILLIAMS,
H. H. FOGG,
THOMAS W . VOSE,
W I L L I A M CONNER.

REPORT
OF THE

COLLECTOR OF THE WATER BOARD.
DR.

1882. March 15.
For cash on hand
$196 26
Uncollected rates of 1877
40 80
Same,
"
1878
62 97
Same,
"
1870
56 27
Same.
"
1880
2 50
Same, J a n ' y to April. 1881
6 88
Same, April, 1881, to April, 1882
931 65
Additional rates for meter, etc., J a n ' y to
April. 1882
19 63
Amount charged for water service from April,
1882, to April, 1883
18,092 71
Amount received for Horse sold
50 00
Pipe and fittings s o l d . . .
161 70
Grass sold at Works
10 00
Slacking lime and cement
29 00
Filling cisterns and turning on water
15 00
Water furnished circuses
18 50
Of Stoddard & Hellier for
hydrant broken
10 00
For percentage added for
non payment of rates • - - 58
Charged the several departments of
city for water service
8,358 00
Collected for rates in advance of
April, 1883
596 43
$28,
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1883. March 14.
By uncollected rates of 1S77
3 75
Same, for 187S
11 08
Same, for 1879
1 G7
Same, for 18S1
14 in
Same, J a n ' y to April, 1S82
15 3!l
Same, April 1S82, to April 1883
1,444 77
Amount credited in last year's report for collected in advance of April,
433 70
Abatements for rates of 1S77
34 89
Same, for 1878
47 5."J
Same, for 1879
19 00
Same, for 1SS0
1 25
Same, for 1881
11 75
Same, from J a n ' y 1882, to April, 1883
34 87
Amount credited by the City for water for the
several Departments
8,358 00
Cash paid t i l y Treasurer
18,050 00
Cash on hand this date
170 50
$28,658 38
GEO. W. SNOW, Collector.

Statement

of Expenditures of Water Department, from
March 15th, 1882, to March 14th, 1883.

Paid interest on water loan
$30,015
Damage for laud flowed and taken
683
Service account, including labor, materials,
supplies and repairs
3 240
Running expenses at works, including pay of
Engineer and Assistants
2,143
Miscellaneous expenses, including labor on
Boom, repairs on sluice and wrecking, etc., 1.004
Expense of horse keeping, purchase of horse,
blacksmith and harness work
431
Office expenses
12
Salaries of Superintendent, Clerk & Collector 1,400

00
12
86
94
92
35
63
00
$38,931 82

GEO. W. SNOW. Clerk.

R E PORT
OF T H E

ENGINEER OF THE WATER WORKS,
BANGOR,

March, 1883.

To T H E BANGOR W A T E R BOARD :

Gentlemen—1 have again to report the machinery in the
pump house in good condition. No accident has happened
during the year. The engine has not been used, but has
been in condition to use at any time.
Steam is kept up on one of the boilers during the coldest
weather to heat the building. The other is always ready to
supply steam to the engine if needed. The boilers are in
about the same condition as when first put in.
The rotary pump was lined up and bolted to the foundation thoroughly last fall.
The piston pumps have had only slight repairs but will
need considerable more the coming season. The water
wheels settled about one-half of an inch since 1877, most of
it in that year.
The pressure of the water in the flume (about 400 tons,) I
think settled the floor that the wheels rest on, crowding the
timbers on to the heads of the pillars underneath. During
the past year the wheels have settled but little.
I have repaired the inside rack putting in new slats in
place of those decayed or broken. The outside rack «and
gates are in good condition.
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Some of the cement in the wall on the south end of the
flume has worked out through the action of the frost. It
will need to be repaired soon as the leakage of water increases each year. The engine house and other buildings
are in sjood condition.
The ice has crowded the bottom of the box containing the
screw so as to bind it, but can be easily repaired by lifting
the screw when we clean the filter.
There is usually about eighteen inches of water flowing
over the dam during the winter; but thiswinter only about
six inches of water has flowed over the south end of the dam,
and none over the north end between the sluice and the
pump house, consequently during the high course of tides the
head of water has been small. Some days two wheels with
the gates wide open have barely furnished power to supply
the city with water.
As the idea of an additional main has been suggested, I
would like to say that in my opinion the main between the
Works and Newbury street is no more liable to accident than
are some of the pipes or parts of the machinery in the pump
house. And if an accident happened in the building the
new main would not help the matter.
If our works were situated so that there was no danger
from anchor ice or back water, an extra main and duplicate
machinery would be all that would be necessary.
You are aware that the machinery has been in operation
constantly for over seven years, night and day, equal to fifteen
years' use in ordinary manufactories. In the course of a few
years some parts will need considerable repair.
To repair some portions of the piston pumps, they must be
shut dowr. and the rotary pump used, and with our large and
increasing consumption of water, if we should have an extensive fire the rotary would be none too large to supply the
water needed.
If it were possible to have a reserve of a few millions of
18
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gallons of water any ordinary repairs could be made while
drawing on the reserve. There has been used and wasted
416,737,111 gallons of water since last March. We are
pumping from six to seven hundred gallons every minute
during the night when people are supposed to not use much.
Water pumped from March 1st 1882 to March 1st 1883 :
1882
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
1883.
January
February
Total

-

.-

33,320,750
26,160,750
34,240,060
35.322,900
36,115,300
37,719,000
40,813,294
30.601,170
27,687,200
34,441,000
46.907,300
33.396,440
416 737,111

Respectfully,
W I L L I A M W. F E L L O W S ,
Engineer Bangor Water Works.

RE

PORT
OF THE

SUPERINTENDENT OF WATER WORKS.
BANGOR,
To

THE

HONORABLE

March 15th, 1883.

B O A R D OF W A T E R

COMMISSIONERS

OP T H E CITY OP BANGOR :

Gentlemen—I have the honor to present the following
report of that part of the Works intrusted to my care, for the
year ending March 15th, 1883 :
During the past year but little new work has been done in
extending the mains. 200 feet of 4-inch, 100 feet of 2-inch,
and 50 feet of li-inch pipe has been laid on Willow street,
and 250 feet on Market street, and 190 feet of 2-inch on
Fifth street; these lines pay a good interest on the cost of
laying, and were much needed.
No large breaks have occurred, but quite a large number of
leaks have been repaired, and 1 believe the condition of the
pipes to be as good as in the past.
Our works have been in operation more than seven years,
and it is a source of gratification to know that so small an
amount has been expended for repairs. But I would like to
call the attention of the Board to a few matters of improvement, which, from careful observation I deem necessary.
As is well known, we have but one main across the stream to
supply the west side. This main rests on the abutments, and
is beneath the bridge. Now in case of an ice freshet, or from
frost lifting it, the pipe might be endangered and thereby
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deprive the west side from water until it could be repaired.
I think there is greater danger of accident from this part of
the pipe than from any other in the city. Although the expense would be greater to lay'it under the bed of the stream,
yet it would be much safer, and I think that one should be
so laid, and extend through Franklin street, connecting with
the 12-inch main on Hammond street.
Another improvement might be made at slight expense by
placing more stop valves in the mains; we now have seventynine valves which divide the pipe system into sections ; it is
necessary to close them frequently, in order to shut off water
for repairs. The small number of valves located so far apart,
require the shutting off a large territory, which is a great
inconvenience to water takers. A few more valves would
obviate this difficulty.
HYDRANTS.

The past winter has been a very trying one for the fire
hydrants, and it is only by constant watching and labor that
we have been able to keep them in repair, owing to the great
depth of frost in the ground, and the long contiuued cold
weather; five have been broken by the frost lifting them,
two have been broken by teams running against them, and
several were found frozen up. All were repaired as soon as
discovered, and in no case has one been found out of repair
in time of fire.
I think that the old boxes around them should be replaced
by new and longer ones the coming season.
WATERING

TROUGHS.

The old granite watering trough formerly located in East
Market Square, has been removed and placed opposite Wood,
Bishop & Co's foundry on Main street, and a new one of
granite placed on the site of the former. A man hole has
been constructed under the one in Pickering Square, in order
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to make repairs without having to dig it up, as we have had
to do several times. This trough should be raised about ten
inches to allow horses to drink without unehecking.
SERVICE P I P E S

The number of service pipes as per last report was 1,577,
There has been added the past year 116 making a total of
1,693 now in use. Thirty-one wooden service boxes were
taken up and cast iron ones substituted. Six service pipes
were found filled with rust, and were taken out and replaced
with new pipe. One elevator to run by water has been put
in ; there are now six water elevators in use.
Several applications for water have been made this spring,
and the indications are such that we believe a large number
will take the water the coming season, and that the income
will steadity increase.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK E. SPARKS, Inspector.

HER AID LOT1 OF I E IIDMM
At the Works
State street, corner of Howard street
State street, corner of Pearl street
State street, corner of Birch street
State street, corner of Maple street
State street, corner of Forest Avenue
State street, between Forest Avenue and Grove street
State street, between Essex and Pine street
State street, corner of Broadway
State street, corner of French street.
State street, corner East Market Place
Pearl street, south of State street
Pearl street, between State and Garland streets
Birch street, between State and Garland streets
Fern street, corner of Garland street
Fern street, between State and Garland streets
East Summer street, corner of Hancock street
Maple street, between State and Garland streets
Garland street, at end of Maple street
Newbury street, at head of York street
Gridley street, off of Newbury street
Hancock street, corner of Newbury street
Hancock street, corner of Boyd street
Hancock street, corner of Carr street
Hancock street, corner of Essex street
Hancock street, corner of Oak street
Hancock street, corner of Exchange street
Exchange street, between Hancock and Washington streets
Washington street, corner of Exchange street
Washington street, corner of Oak street
Washington street, at railroad crossing
York street, corner of Boyd street

No.
1
2
3
4
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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York street, corner of Adams street
York street, corner of Essex street
York street, corner of Broadway
York street, corner of French street
York street, corner of Exchange street
Forest Avenue, corner of Somerset street
Forest Avenue, at City Common
Forest Avenue, north of Garland street
Somerset street, between Elm and Grove streets
Elm street, corner of Garland street
Grove street, between State and Somerset streets
Grove street, between Somerset and Garland streets
Essex street, head of Penobscot street
Essex street, corner of Somerset street
Essex street, head of Cumberland street
Essex street, corner of Garland street
Essex street, 400 feet north of Garland street
Essex street, 800 feet north of Garland street
Essex street, corner of Stillwater Avenue
Broadway, corner of Penobscot street
Broadway, corner of Somerset street
Broadway, corner of Cumberland street
Broadway, corner of Garland street
Broadway, near Brown's new houses
French street, corner of Penob-cot street
French street, corner of Somerset street
French street, corner of Cumberland street
French street, corner of Garland street
East Market Square, opposite engine house
Park street, near Darling's factory
Center street, corner of Somerset street
Center street, corner of Cumberland street
Center street, corner of Garland street
Center street, corner of Jefferson street
Center street, corner of Madison street
Center street, corner of Congress street
Jefferson street, corner of Norfolk street
Madison street, corner of Norfolk street
Harlow street, corner of Center street
Harlow street, corner of Cumberland street
Harlow street corner of Kenduskeag Avenue
Kenduskeag Avenue, corner of Division street
Kenduskeag Avenue, corner of Jefferson street
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
4(5
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
73
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Kenduskeag Avenue, corner of Madison street
Kenduskeag Avenue, corner of Congress street
Kenduskeag Avenue, near G. F. Godfrey's house
Valley Avenue, at Morse & Co.'s mills
Thaxter's lane
Central street, east side of bridge
Cumberland street, corner of Market street
Spring street, between Harlow and Center streets
Prospect street, between Harlow and Center streets
Franklin street, near the bridge
Kenduskeag bridge, near Bowler & Merrill's
Kenduskeag bridge, near Osgood & Lyford's
Central street, west side of bridge
West Market Place, at Circular Block
West Market Place, at Mercantile Block
Pickering Square, corner of Water street
Broad street, corner of Independent street
Broad street, corner of Union street
Front street, foot of May street
Railroad street, at Dole & Fogg's Mill
Railroad street, at depot grounds
Summer street, corner of Cedar street
Summer street, corner of Union street
Main street, at A. H. Roberts' store
Main street, corner of Middle street
Main street, corner of Union street
Main street, near Davenport square
Main street, near Parkhurst's factory
Main street, head of Railroad street
Mai'i street, corner of Patten street
Main street, corner of Sidney street
Main street, corner of Lincoln street
Main street, corner of Buck street
Main street, near the City Alms House
In the yard at City Alms House
Davis street, corner of First street
Columbia street, corner of Cross street
Franklin street, corner of Hammond street
At City Stables, and County Buildings
Court street, corner of Hammond street
Court street, near C. A. Neallys
Court street, corner of Boynton street
' ourt street, near E. S. Cop's house

[1883.
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
Ill
112
113
114
115
116
117
US
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Everett street, corner of Bower street
119
Thomas street, corner of Charles street
120
Ohio street, corner of Hammond street
121
Ohio street, in front of Mrs. Pitman's house
122
Ohio street, corner of Hudson street
123
Ohio street, head of Everett street
124
Ohio street, corner of Bower street
125
Ohio street, opposite Highland street
126
Ohio street, corner of F r e m o n t street
127
Ohio street, corner of Mill Lane
128
Ohio street, corner of Fourteenth street
129
High street, near Patten Court
130
Union street, corner of High street
131
Union* street, corner of Clinton street
132
Union street, corner of Hudson street
133
Union street, corner of George street
134
West Broadway, corner of Union street
135
West Broadway, corner of Cedar street
136
Pond street, corner of Hay ward Street
137
Sixth street, near the foot
138
Hammond street, corner of Union street
139
Hammond street, opposite Fifth street
140
Hammond street, corner of Cedar street
141
Hammond street, east of West, Broadway
142
Hammond street, corner of Webster road
143
Cedar street, coiner of First street
144
Cedar street, corner of Second street
145
Cedar street, corner of Third street
146
Cedar street, corner of Fourth street
147
Fifth street, between Cedar and Warren streets
14S
Fourth street, between (tedar and Warren streets
149
Third street corner of Warren street
150
Parker street, near Stoddard & Hellier's
151
Owned by E . & X. A. B'y Co., located near their engine house..152 153
Washington street, near Toll Bridge
154
Hammond street, extension
155

WATER RATES.
D W E L L I N G HOUSES.

For each dwelling house containing a family of not more
than five persons, with one faucet foi use within the
tenement, #5.00 per annum.
For each additional person in family, 50 cents per annum.
For the first two wash hand basins set, 1.00 each per annum.
For each additional hand basin, 50 cents per annum.
For one bathing tub, 3.00 per annum
For each additional bathing tub, $1.00 per annum.
For one water closet, 3.00 per annum.
For each additional water closet, 1.00 per annum.
For a dwelling occupied by two or more families, each family
to pay three-fourths of the above rates per annum.

HOTELS AND BOARDING HOUSES.
Hotels and boarding houses, from $10.00 to $40.00 per annum.
For each room within the same for boarders or lodgers, an
additional 1.50 per annum.
For each water closet or urinal, 5.00 per annum.
BUILDINGS.

For buildings used for offices or occupied by different tenants for business purposes, not for sale of merchandise.
For each office in which there is a faucet, $3.00 per annum.
For eacli water closet in the same, 2.00 per annum.
When a faucet is so located as to be used by occupants of
another office, an additional 2.00 per annum.
And for a water closet used by occupants of another office,
an additional 2.00 per annum.
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STORES.

For each tenement used as a store or warehouse, in which
there is one faucet, $5.00 per annum.
For each additional faucet, 2.00 per annum
For each water closet or urinal, 5.00 per annum.
For each additional water closet or urinal, 3.00 per annum.
BUTCHERS' STALLS A N D F I S H MARKETS.

For each store or stall used for vending meats or fish, for one
faucet, $10.00 to $15.00 per annum.
For each additional faucet, 5.00 to 10.00 per annum.
SALOONS A N D E A T I N G HOUSES.

For each saloon or eating house, wherein the food consumed
is cooked ; for one faucet, $8.00 to 112.00 per annum.
For each faucet additional, 5.00 per annum.
For each wash hand basin set, 2,00 per annum.
For each tub or wash trough, 2.00 per annum.
For each pan water closet, 3.00 per annum.
For each hopper water closet, 6.00 per annum.
MECHANICS' SHOPS.

No water used for power—for one faucet, $5.00 per annum.
For each additional faucet, 2.00 per annum.
P R I V A T E STABLES.

For private stables, including water for washing carriages,
for one horse, $5.00 per annum.
For each additional horse, 1.50 per annum.
Eor one cow, 2.00 per annum.
For each additional cow, 1.00 per annum.
Truckmen's stables, shall be charged for one horse, 3.00 per
annum. For each additional horse, 1.00 per annum.
L I V E R Y STABLES.

For livery stables, for one horse, including washing carriages,
from $6.00 to 10.00 per annum.
For each additional horse, 1 5 0 per annum.
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HOSE.

Free for extinguishing fires.
For washing windows and sprinkling streets, $3.00 to $6.00
per annum.
For sprinkling lawns and gardens, '2.00 to 10.00 per annum.
P R I N T I N G HOUSES.

For ordinary purposes, including washing types, for each
press $10,00 to $25.00 per annum.
When motors are used, a special charge will be made for
them.
STEAM E N G I N E S .

Stationary steam engines, working not over ten hours per
day, per H. P., $4.00 per annum.
BUILDING PURPOSES.

For each cask of lime slacked, 4c.
For each cask of cement slacked, 3c.
BAKERY.

For each bakery using not more than two barrels of flour per
diem, $6.00 per annum.
For each additional barrel used per day, 3 00 per annum.
MOTORS.

When the quantity used does not exceed 1,000 gallons per
diem, 15c per 1,000 gallons.
When the quantity used exceeds 1,000 gallons per day, 10c
per 1,000 gallons.
METER RATES.

Domestic use, for quantity not exceeding 1,000 gallons per
day, 30c per 1,000 gallons.
From 1,000 to 3,000 gallons, 25c per 1,000 gallons.
Over 3,000 gallons, 20c per 1,000 gallons.

CITY

ORDINANCE
RELATING TO

BANGOR WATER WORKS,
SECTION 1. It shall be the duty of the water board of
said city to cause all the hydrants connected with the water
works to be examined, as often as necessary, to see if they
are in good order; to keep them, during the winter, free
from snow and" ice, and to have them at all times in good
condition for use.
SECT. 2. No person unless authorized by said board, shall
open any fire hydrant, nor remove any cap thereof, nor fasten
any horse or team to or in front thereof, or in any way obstruct free access to and use thereof, nor deposit any dirt or
other material in any public or private stop, gate-box, or
stop, nor in any manner commit any act tending to obstruct
the use of any hydrant, gate or valve. Provided, however,
in cases of fire, the hydrants shall be for the time being, under the entire control of the chief engineer of the fire department, who, after each fire, shall cause each hydrant used
to be left in good condition for immediate use. Said engineer may also, after having given notice to said board of
his intention so to do, use said hydrants to fill the reservoirs
of said city.
SECT. 3. Any person desiring a supply of water, shall
make application in writing to said board, stating for what
use it is wanted, the location in which it is desired, and as
near as may be the extent of its use. If application is made
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by tenants, it must contain the assent of the owner or agent
of the premises, and he, or they, shall be responsible for the
rate for the use thereof.
SECT. 4. All pipes, valves, and fixtures, must be capable
of sustaining a pressure of at least two hundred pounds to
the square inch ; and the plumber's work must be examined
and tested by the inspector of said board, before the water is
finally turned on.
SECT. 6. Said board will furnish and lay a service pipe
from the street main to the outer edge of the side-walk, and
furnish and place at said edge of the side-walk a stop valve
and box, on condition that the applicant shall thereafter
maintain and keep it in order at his own cost, and that the
same shall at all times be completely subject to the control of
said board. No pipe shall be connoted with the city service
pipe, nor shall water be turned on at any time until a permit
is issued therefor. All cennections with main pipes shall be
made by a person appointed for that service by said board.
SECT. 6. Said board are authorized to appoint an inspector
of said works, and define his duties. Said inspector shall at
all times, when on duty, wear, in a conspicuous place on his
clothing, a badge furnished by the water board. He shall at
all proper and reasonable times have access to, and be premitted to inspect pipes, fixtures, and apparatus supplied with
water, and may control the location and use of the stop and
waste cock in the cellar of the building, or in whatever location it may be placed, as the interest in the city may require.
SECT. 7. Water will in no instance be turned on until
the plumbing has been examined and approved by the inspector of said board, or reported safety and well completed
in all its parts, to sustain a pressure of two hundred pounds
to the square inch, by a plumber licensed by the board, and
approved by the inspector ; and every plumber who shall set
up any pipes, fixtures or apparatus for the use of water, or
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shall make repairs upon or additions to those already set up,
shall report to said board within two days of the completion
thereof, the nature of the repairs or additions which have
been made to the work heretofore existing.
SECT. 8. All persons supplied with water shall keep the
cock, pipes, and fixtures in good repair, and protected from
frost. No continuous flow to guard against freezing or for
other causes, will be allowed but by special permit of said
board, and by paying extra rates therefor; and no leak shall
be suffered to exist in any pipe, fixture, or attachment.
SECT. 9. An unnecessary use or waste of water, or allowing it to be used by parties, or for purposes not specified in
the application, will subject the offender to an immediate
stoppage of the water, and the paj-ment of not less than
double the rates for the quantities thus used, or wasted, as
estimated by the inspector. And when water has been turned
off from any premises for any reason above stated, or for
any defect in the pluming, the sum of one dollar will be
charged for turning on.
SECT. 10. Any person considering his water rates excessive, may apply to said board for a meter to be set at his expense, and the amount of his rate may be determined thereby ; and said board may cause a meter to be attached to any
premises where they have reason to believe that an unneces
sary or fraudulent use of water is being made, and may assess rates upon such premises thereby.
SECT. 11. Water supplies for hydraulic power, or in large
quantities for special use, will be subject to such restrictions
as said board may impose ; and no meter shall be put in use
without the consent of said board.
SECT. 12. Each builder or superintendent of building using city water, shall, on the first day of eacli month, return
to said board at their office, a full and true account of all
water used by him during the month previous, and he shall
at that time pay for the water so used.
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S E C . 13. All the water rates, except for building purposes, meter rates, lawn and street sprinklers, shall be due
and payable at the office of said board, quarterly in advance,
on the first day each of January, April, July and October.
Meter rates will be due and payable at the same place on the
first day of the succeeding quarter ; and rates for garden,
lawn and street sprinklers will be due and payable in advance
at said office, on the first day of April and July of each year.
The amount of each rate remaining unpaid twenty days after
it is due, will be increased ten per cent.; and one percent,
per month interest on the original amount due, will be
charged in addition therefor, until paid, together with costs
of collection.
SEC 14. Not more than twenty-five per cent, discount
will be made from regular rates when supplies of water are
taken by special permit from yard fixtures, or from sources
without the premises ; and in no case shall such supplies be
taken from fire hydrants.
SEC. 15. Said board reserve the right to shut off water
after giving notice of their intention to do so, for the purposes of making extensions, alterations, or necessary repairs.
And they will shut off water without notice from premises,
when the user shall disregard the rules for its supply, neglect to pay the rates therefor promptly, or shall sell or permit an unauthorized use of the water. Any person receiving water through a stop in common with another person, will
be liable to have his supply shut off in consequence of the
violation of the rules by the other person or party.
SEC. 16. The regular rates for fountains and jets will be
based upon their use for six hours per day for one hundred
days in the year, or equivalent to that time ; and shall not
exceed in size, in locations not over one hundred feet above
the pumping house floor, three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter. And for localities not over one hundred and fifty feet
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above said floor, one-fcurth of an inch in diameter; and in
no case over three-eights of an inch in diameter.
S E C . 17. The regular rates for street and garden sprinklers, and for yard and lawn hydrants, will be based upon their
use for one hour per day, for ninety days in a year; and are
not to be used to the inconvenience or injury of persons passing in the streets, and only at such hours as said board may
direct. Yard and garden hydrants must not be converted
into jets ; and neither the sprinklers nor hydrants are to be
used for wetting other premises than the ones defined in the
application, without permission of said board, and payment
of said additional use. The size of the stream permitted
shall in all cases be fixed by the board, and the increasing of
the size by the user, shall be sufficient cause for the turning
off of the water. The board may designate the hours during
which the sprinklers or hydrants may be used. Their use
while a fire is raging, is positively forbidden, except in case
of danger of the premises from fire.
SEC. 18. All valves for water closets and urinals must be
self closing, and are to be submitted to and approved by the
inspector of the board. Tanks receiving water direct from
the mains, are to be fitted with approved self-acting float
valves.
SEC. 19. Any person who shall violate any of the provisions of this ordinance, shall forfeit and pay the sum of not
less than one nor more than thirt}' dollars, to be recovered
by action of debt in the name of the City Treasurer, for the
use of the city, before the police court, or any other court
that may hereafter have jurisdiction of the same.

20

R E P O R T
OF

THE

CITY ENGINEER I D SIIPT OF SEWERS.
To THE CITY COUNCIL :

The City Engineer and Superintendent of Sewers herewith
begs leave to present his annual report for the year 1882-83 :
The following amount of work has been done in the City
Engineer's Department during the year.
Street lines have been run on Spring, Market, North Park,
French, Walter, Patten, Broad, Hancock, Washington,
Front, Emerson and Ohio Streets.
Measurements have been made and concrete walks have
been laid on Hammond, Union, Fourth, Essex and Cumberland streets.
The work of laying granite paving has been continued and
1,981 square yards have been laid on Exchange street from
the south side of York street to the north side of State street.
Surveys have been made for lines of sewers on Columbia,
Madison, Blackstone, Pine and Elm streets ; also on Union
Place and East Market Square, and on Meadow and Davis
Brooks. The sewer on Pine street was not built, and owing
to the lateness of the season, and the lack of the necessary
funds to complete it this year, the sewer on Elm street was
postponed until another season. The sewer on Davis brook,
although greatly needed, was given up, as the city was not
ready to incur the expense necessary to build it.
A new road has been laid out from the Cram road near its
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junction with the Fuller road, to the Carmel road near the
residence of the late Alex. Cooper, about one mile in length.
Also one about the same length from Essex street, near the
residence of Charles Clark, to Broadway, at the end of the
Cushmau road. These two roads, if built, will prove a great
convenience to people in these localities, and will form a continuation of the chain of roads now extending around the
city from Broadway to the Fuller road.
An error in the recorded laying out of Stillwater avenue,
has been rectified by a new laying out. By the old record,
the lines of the street as recorded, did not agree with the
lines of the stieet, as they existed on the face of the earth.
The name of the stieet leading from Main street to the
Maine Central Depot, has been changed from Emerson to
Railroad street. This street has never been laid out to connect with Front street, and some measures should be taken
at an early day to extend the lines of Railroad street, so that
they may connect with the lines of Front street.
Plans and profiles of all sewers built during the past
season, have been recorded on the Sewer Plan Book; also
plans of the new roads laid out, have been recorded on the
City Plan Book.
Bounds have been placed at the Water Works, at the corners of the city land, and the land of the Maine Central
Railroad Company. A street monument has been set on
Broad street, at the angle in the line of the street near its
junction with the lines of Union street.
A survey of the City land at the east end of the dam was
made during the year, and on corners on which bounds had
not been already placed, iron bolts were driven to mark the
corners of the land.
In the Sewer Department there has been built 1,137 feet
of new brick sewer, and 631 feet of pipe sewer. With these
there were built two cesspools two chimneys and four man-
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holes. The lollowing table shows the location, size and cost
of each piece :
Extension of E a s t Market Square Sewer. Length 125 feet.
Size 12x18 inches
Bhickstone street sewer. Length of main sewer 421 feet, one
cesspool, one chimney and one manhole ; and about 80
feet of connecting sewer. Size 12x18 inches
Madison street sewer. Length of main sewer 413 feet. One
cesspool, one chimney and about 120 feet of connecting
sewer. Size 8 inch pipe
Columbia street sewer. Length 166 feet. Size 12x18 i n c h e s . .
Union Place sewer. Length 218 feet. Size 6 inch pipe
Meadow Brook. Length 350 feet. 2 manholes. Size 4 feet
circular. This sewer is from French to Center ^streets.. • •
Meadow Brook at North P a r k street. Length 75 feet. One
manhole. Size 5 feet circular

#137 86

612 73

497 20
216 31
84 90
2.444 92
420 59
84,414 51

The large cost of the sewer on Meadow Brook between
French and Center streets, was clue to the necessity of building and earth embankment around and above it for the whole
length to protect it from the winter's frost.
The following amounts were assessed on the new sewers
that were built:
East Market Square
Blackstone Street
Madison Street
Columbia Street
Union Place
Total assessments on new sewers

$ 75
310
270
163
75

00
06
00
51
00

$ 893 57

Attention has been called in my former reports to the need
of some better system of ventilation for our sewers than the
present one of open chimneys, discharging the sewer gases into the gutters to the annoyance of passers by, and the need
of doing away with these both on account of the danger of
clogging the sewers from the dirt, which is washed into them
and on account of their obnoxiousness. An examination of
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any sewer, unless it may be on our steepest hills, will show a
greater or less deposit from the accumulation of dirt washed
into them from these chimneys, which forms a dam for the
detention of any solid matters which may come along. Some
of the older lines of sewers at the present day are almost
useless from the accumulation of solid matter in them.
There are at present about 150 of these open chimneys connected w ith our sewers. There has been considerable demand during the past season for the removal of these chimnej's, and thirty-two of them have been removed and cesspools substituted in their stead. Four chimneys have been
disconnected from the sewer, and connected with a cesspool
instead. In all cases where a number of chimneys have been
removed on a street manholes with perforated covers for
ventilation, have been placed over the sewer in the center of
the street. The uumber of cesspools at present connected
with our sewers is about 250, and the number of manholes is
twenty-one, fourteen of which have been built during the
past season. On account of so many cesspools and manholes
being built the amount expended for repairs this year has
been larger than for several years.
The following table shows the amount expended for repairs during the year.
Cesspool on Corner of Union and Hammond streets, rebuilt.
Essex street, ten cesspools substituted tor chimneys; one chimney connected with a cesspool, and five manholes built...
Repairs on Exchange street sewer
One chimney built on Third street.
One cesspool substituted Cor a chimney on Centre street, opposite Somerset street
Repairs on chimney, on corner of State street and Broadway.
Four cesspools substituted for chimneys and one manhole on
corner of French and Penobscot streets
Three cesspools substituted for chimneys and one manhole
built on corner of Grove and Somerset streets
One cesspool built on Davenport Square, and connection with
thesewer

$55 05
724 91
151 20
31 05
72 57
38 14
259 57
203 38
109 98
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Repairs on French street sewer
Repairs on Center street sewer
Repairs on chimneys in West Market Square
Two cesspools substituted for chimneys and one manhole built
on corner of Cumberland street and Broadway
Repairs on Harlow street sewer
One cesspool substitute for chimney at corner of Cumberland
and Center streets
Three cesspools substituted for chimneys and one manhole
built on Pine street
Two cesspools substituted for chimneys on Exchange street...
Two cesspools substituted for chimneys on French street
Three cesspools substitute forchimneys, and one chimney connected with a cesspool at corner of Grove and State
streets ; one manhole built on Grove street ; and repairs
on State street sewer
Repairs on sewer on Hancock street
Sunday repairs
Total cost of repairs

[1883.
22 75
56 75
68 23
120 78
41 80
51 40
198 16
160 21
91 94

267 29
19 89
93 48
$2,838 54

The following is a summary of the receipts and expenditures of the Department for the year.
RECEIPTS.
Amount of appropriation
Collections and credits
Amount overdrawn

$7,500 00
1,852 29
348 53

Total

$9,700 82
EXPENDITURES.
For 1,768 feet of new sewer, with two cesspools, two chimneys,
and four manholes
$4,414 51
For expenses of repairs
2,838 54
For expenses of connecting private drains with the public
sewers
,
41 0 0
For expense of cleaning cesspools.. •
1,008 00
Paid Bangor Water Board for water
400 00
Paid Highway Department for labor
200 00
Paid for sundry purposes
798 77
$9,700 82

In my last report I called attention to the fact of an ordinance being passed regulating the admission of private drains
into pubic sewers, and allowing the Superintendent of Sewers
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only, the right to make connections of the private drains
with the public sewers. This was put in force in the spring
of 1882. and has worked well in its operation, a number of
assessments having been collected during the year, which,
under the former regulations could not have been, except
with considerable difficulty.
On making the change from chimneys to cesspools, at the
corner of Grove and State streets, in the fall, the main sewer
was found to be in a very bad condition, and it should be
rebuilt at an early day. This sewer has a very light fall,
and is built in the gutter on the north side of the street.
At present it, is three-fourths full, and before long it will be
utterly useless, being practically so at present. It, at present,
is only an elongated cesspool, being nearly full of filth in all
forms, and the earlier it is removed and a new one substituted, the better.
The sewer on Hancock street, between Merrimac and
Newbury stieets also demands early attention. The sewer is
in the gutter and uncovered, and is a great and dangerous
nuisance to the whole neighborhood. In the year 1879, the
sewer was in the same condition as now, and a temporary
wooden covering was placed over the gutter. This has now
fallen in and been removed, and early action should be taken
to remove this nuisance, although it will involve considerable
outlay. In the year 1879, an order was passed to build this
sewer, but owing to a lack of funds it was not carried out.
The end of the Grove Street sewer above Stillwater Avenue
is in bad condition and should be rebuilt this next season
and extended to connect with the Essex street sewer.
The Meadow Brook sewer having been built from Center
street to Broadway, and the brook between these points
flowing in a covered channel, the nuisance caused by the
sewerage flowing into the brook will be felt to an increased
degree on the lower end, and will be a cause of complaint on
this part of ihe brook ; but no steps should be taken for an
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extention of this sewer below Market street at present, until some definite measures are taken, looking to the extention
of this sewer to the river, instead of emptying as at present
into the Kenduskeag Stream.
The sewer on Pine street, from York to Haucock streets,
for which a survey was made this past year, and which was
not built should be early attended to. At present all sewerage of this street flows on the surface of the ground, particularly on the west side, and in the gutter, and is a source of
annoyance and a danger to the health of the neighborhood
in warm weather. The sewer on this street need not be a
large one, and the expense of it would not be heavy. There
are several streets in this city in like condition, and upon
which more or less complaint is beginning to be made, and
upon which, at an early date, sewers will have to be constructed. In my former reports attention has been called
to the defects of the sewerage system, or lack of system, which
has existed in the past, and some of the remedies needed to
bring about a better state of things. Having dwelt at some
length on them formerly perhaps it is needless to mention
them, further here, except to say that some improvements
have been made in this direction, which I trust may be con
tinued in the future, so that when public opinion becomes
sufficiently impressed with their need to call for an entire
renovation of the present system of sewers, much will already
have been done in this respect.
In closing, I wish to express my thanks to the City Council for their support during the year, and especially to those
members who have aided me in carrying out any improvements which I may have attempted to undertake during the
year.
Respectfully submitted by
T H O S . W. B A L D W I N ,
City Engineer, and Sup't of Sewers.

R E P O R T
OF

STREET

THE

COMMISSIONER
Bangor, March 16, 1883.

To T H E C I T Y COUNCIL :

Gentlemen—The Commissioner of Streets begs leave to
submit his report for the municipal year, 1882-83.
The following is a statement of the receipts and expenditures of the Highway Department, under my administration :
RECEIPTS.
Appropriations
Hire of teams and labor for sundry per-ons
Sale of swine, etc
Sale of derrick
Assessments for concreting
Rebuilding brick sidewalk, (1881)
School department for labor, gravel, etc
Incidental fund for labor on P a r k s , etc
Pauper Department for manure, etc
Sewer Department for hire of teams and l a b o r . . .
Water Department for labor

$22,000 00
72
100
25
214
86
124
63
61
740
20

51
75
00
49
08
84
00
00
00
00
$23,507 67
545 96

Overdrawn

$24,053 63
EXPENDITURES.
Salary of Commissioner
$700
Salaries of Street Engineers
150
Paid for horses
1,406
Lumber for bridges, culverts, etc
634
Paving E x c h a n g e St., and foot of State St
4,338
Labor of men on streets and sidewalks, hay,
straw, hardware, etc., etc
16,823

00
00
74
36
73
80
$24,053 63

21
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In addition to the repairs upon the streets, sidewalks,
bridges and culverts, we have laid eight hundred yards of
new concrete walks, and re-covered and repaired four thousand yards of old; also built several new, and repaired a
number of old concrete cross-walks. The " M o r s e " and
" Franklin" bridges have been re-planked. A large number
of culverts which were unsafe and out of repair have been
rebuilt in a substantial manner, in many instances stone
having been substituted for wood.
The expenditure of about $4,400 in paving a portion of
Exchange street, has added largely to the expenses of the
Department; but it is hoped that the improvement thereby
made, will fully justify the outlay.
The year has been very favorable with the exception of
the great storm and hurricane of August 15th, last, which
was very disastrous to the streets and trees. It cost, to clear
the streets of rubbish and repair them, from twenty to
twenty-five hundred dollars.
A large amount of work has been done upon the suburban
streets and roads. Many of these roads were in a bad condition, as no repairs had been made upon them for a long
time.
During the winter, when not otherwise employed, we have
used the city teams in hauling gravel, to be spread upon the
streets, where needed, as early in the spring as the season
will permit. The *paie time in winter can be used in this
manner to excellent advantage, and profitably, as in the summer season, the time which would otherwise be used in hauling gravel, can be devoted to repairing streets.
Last spring, soon after I assumed the office of Commissioner, I had the sleds and carts of the Department thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, painted, and put in first class condition,
and have endeavored to keep them so, ever since. T*hey
are now all in good order.
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The Commissioner would take this opportunity to bear testimony to the zeal and fidelity of the Committee on Streets
and Highways, and to acknowledge his indebtedness to them,
and especially to the Chairman, C. L. Marston, for many
courtesies, and much valuable assistance.
A schedule of the property belonging to the Street Department is hereto annexed.
Respectfully Submitted,
A. K. ROLLINS,
Street Commissioner.
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S c h e d u l e of P r o p e r t y b e l o n g i n g t o S t r e e t D e p a r t m e n t .
11 horses.
6 sets double h;i messes.
1 set lead harnesses.
1 single jigger.
1 porter cart.
13 sets snow-plough harnesses
6 sets dump cart harnesses.
8 two-horse dump caits.
4 one-horse dump carts.
2 two-horse jiggers.
1 one-horse jigger.
7 sets forward wheels.
6 wagon sleds.
6 straight runner sleds.
1 single sled.
1 small tackle and fall.
1 derrick.
1 two-horse stone roller.
2 stone rollers.
1 iron roller.
1 tar kettle.
1 tar ladle.
3 stone malls.
6 iron rakes.
3 wheelbarrows.
7 ploughs.
8 crowbars.
1 lot drag plank.
1 set ioiner's tools.
1 lot drills, hammers, etc.
15 square shovels.
15 long handle shovels.
2 pick handles.
2 snow scrapers.
2 sets pole straps.
2 monkey wrenches.
1 plow wrench.
3 cart wrenches.
50 feet hose.
8 lanterns.
1 oil can.
1 oil keg.
18 picks.
4 potato forks.
1 garden spade.
1 stove and kettle.
1 office stove.
5 water pails.
1 pung.

10 hogs.
14 small pigs.
1 hay rack.
2 stone drags.
5 snow ploughs.
4 dirt, scrapers.
3 narrow axes.
2 cross cut saws.
2 wood saws.
1 grindstone.
4 crosswalk scrapers.
2 long ice bars.
1 lot binding rigging.
1 heavy block and fall.
2 pieces canvass.
2 harrows.
1 cultivator.
1 office desk.
1 clock.
3 office chairs.
1 office lounge.
1 bush scythe.
2 grass scythes.
3 hay forks.
4 manure forks.
1 grub hoe.
1 bob sled.
4 crotch chains.
7 sets whiffletrees and chains.
9 pole chains.
2 middle chains.
8 stone chains.
1 lot lumber.
1 cord hard wood.
20 cords manure.
1 road machine.
1 sprinkler.
1 office broom.
3 currycombs.
3 brushes.
2 cards.
4 tons hay.
1 ton straw.
12 horse blankets.
12 surcingles.
12 halters.
1 gravel screen.
1 lamp.

REPORT
OF THE

OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
To T H E C I T Y COUNCIL :

The undersigned Overseers of the Poor, of the City of
Bangor, respectfully submit their annual report as required
by the City Ordinances; and although the past municipal
year has been in many respects unfavorable to obtaining large
results from the farm, and the lack of employment for our
laborers, and the extreme cold of the winter months, yet by
the blessings of a kind Providence that has preserved our
city from the calamities that have fallen on many
others, we have been able to meet all demands on our Department, and report an unexpended balance of two hundred
ninety-eight dollars and twenty-three cents, ($298.23) as you
will see by the annexed statements.
We wish to make special mention of the fact, that we have
been aided in preventing suffering by other organizations having the same end in view, by their cheerful co-operation with
us in our work.
RECEIPTS.
From Mayor's orders
Collected from other towns
Collected by T. W. Vose
Tile sold the sewer department
Wood sold, school department
Wood sold, other departments
Stumpage Orneville wood lot

$19,943 46
$1,215 76
465 66
71 50
725 50
109 75
442 17
$3,330 34
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From City Farm and Alms House:
Board of persons in Alms House
Barley sold
Barrels, bones, old junk etc
Cream sold
Calves sold
Hay sold
Hogs sold
Pigs sold
Peas and beans sold
Stock sold for beef
Service of stock
Vegetables sold
Sundries

[1883.

148 12
20 88
14 50
175 00
39 50
337 92
538 51
204 50
18 62
489 50
43 00
165 50
15 80
$2,211 15

Gross receipts
Total expenditures
Deduct total credits

#25,185 35
$19,943 46
5,241 69

Leaving net amount from treasury
$14,701 77
EXPENDITURES.
Paid supplies Alms House
$3,153 59
Burial
110 50
Blacksmithing.
59 61
Clothing for Alms House
936 89
Children's Home
53 76
City Agency. Physician's order
9 45
Dressing for farm
247 17
Feed for animals
815 38
Fuel for Alms House
401 60
Fuel for outside distribution
724 37
Furniture for Alms House
206 46
Hardware for Alms House
117 72
Horse hire for Overseers
50 00
Insane Hospital
1,619 26
Transportion of the insane
,.
79 15
Industrial school for girls
124 22
Industrial school for boys
78 00
Incidental...»
34 86
Medicine and Medical aid in city
180 53
Medical aid in other towns
74 90
Labor, farm and Alms House
1,408 43
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Lumber and repairs
Other towns, support of paupers
.. • •
Orneville wood lot
Outside supplies
P e r m a n e n t improvements
Postage and stationery
Salary, Overseers $700, Superintendent $600
Seed for farm
Stock for farm
Tools
Taxes on wood lot
Water service

264
1,087
1,083
3,440
1,521
16
1,300
39
314
179
88
121

14
34
51
34
86
75
00
62
75
68
62
00
$19,943 46

RECAPITULATION.
Appropriation.
'.
Received from other sources

$15,000 00
5,241 69
$20,241 69

Leaving an unexpended balance
Leaving net expenses

298 23
$14,701 11

The improvements recommended in our last report, were
fully approved by the Committee on the Pauper Department,
and there has been built the past year, three hundred and
fifteen feet (315) of stone sewer covered by the same material, and the grounds filled and graded, requiring some nine
hundred ^900) loads of earth, and thus doing away with the
unsightly water course and pond in front of the house.
We are indebted to Ex-Mayor Bass, for several perch of
stone and nearly all the soil and gravel needed to level up
the grounds and finish the sewer, without charge.
Among the improvement-* within the Alms House are the
following. In the men's wing of the old building, we have
taken out and rebuilt three stories. The lower floor was
made into one room, replastered, painted, and part of the
floor relaid. The second and third floors made into two large
rooms in each, neatly finished and furnished with iron bedsteads in place of the old wooden ones, making them light
and well ventilated sleeping apartments. In the basement
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of the house a large refrigerator has been constructed which
was very much needed, enlarged the ironing room, fitted up
a steam drying room, and also a store room for clothing and
dry goods, and built a dressing room adjoining the bath
rooms, and we recommend that similar changes be made in
the women's part of the old building, and all the outside
wood-work of the Alms House and other building near it
should be painted, and a new roof built over the Steam Boiler room, and in the strongest language we can employ, we
ask for more and better rooms for our sick and suffering poor,
and the Insane that are constantly being sent to this retreat.
The Pest House is kept in good repair, and ready for such
as might be compelled to go there, at any or all times, by
night or day, under the direction of His Honor the Mayor.
ORNEV1LLE "WOOD LOT

on the line of the B. & P. Railroad is proving to be a valuable purchase as you will see by the amount credited from
this source. We have had cut and brought to the city, some
two hundred (200) cords of wood and nineteen hundred
(1900) cedar rails and posts for fencing the farm on the
east line. These have been taken from the cars by our teams,
in addition to the large amount of work done by them in
hauling stone and gravel, and some three hundred and fifty
(350) cords of mill wood for the Alms House.
INSANE HOSPITAL.

It will be seen that the number of inmates has been largely reduced from the average for many years past, while the
number at the Alms House has increased so that it is extremely difficult to properly care for these unfortunate people. We must therefore again strongly urge that immediate
measures be taken to remedy this over crowding of the men's
apartmeuts and make the condition of these persons more
safe for themselves and others.
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T H E INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS,

for boys and girls have several inmates chargeable to our city,
and have recently been placed in charge of our department,
and this wiil account for the fact that a part of the bills
were paid from the incidental fund.
The reports of the City Physicians, Dr. A. W . Plummer
and Dr. D. A. Robinson, will inform you as to the condition
and wants of the sick, in and out of the Alms House, both
of whom have, labored to meet all demands made on them,
and to make the bills for medicine as small as possible, and
have discharged their duties to our entire satisfaction, and
also that of the Superintendent and Matron of the Alms
House.
Mr. and Mrs. Sands continue to give satisfaction in the
management of the Farm and Alms House, and in the selection of faithful and efficient assistants, and we cheerfully
recommend that their services be secured for another year,
when their time shall have expired.
The stock on the farm has been improved and made more
valuable than that of last year although the number is some
less.
For information as to the number, nationality, and condition of the snmates of the Alms House the past year we refer you to the annexed statements of the Superintendent
Mr. Sands.
Respectfully submitted,
D. W . P O T T E R ,
ZEBULON GROVER,
0 . H . INGALLS,
Overseers of the Poor.
Bangor, 1883.
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S C H E D U L E A.
A list of t h e names of persons who have received support at the Alms
House, from March 1st, 1882. to March 1st. 1883, with their age. nation,
number of days' residence, health, etc.
NATION.

NAMES.

Catharine Lynch,
Michael O'Leary,
Daniel Crowley,
Ellen M. Mason,
Lucv Dovl,
David B." Ward,
Julia Thompson,
Thomas Barry,
John Hennescy,
Freii Crocker,
Phebe Boston,
Mary J. Thorns,
Emily C. Palmer,
Catharine Kelley,
Daniel C. Stonej
Courtney Anderson,
Ellen McFurland,
Michael Ejtan,
Catharine Donovac,
Stephen Welch,
Marv A. Welch,
Wm. McCarty,
Patrick Fitzsimmons,
John Batchelder,
Matthew Morrow,
Michael Dunbar,
John McGurn,
Charles Moore,
Thomas Cooley,
John Linskey.
Michael Hennessey,
Owen Feeney,
Susan McGrath,
Mary Higgins,
Lizzie Higgins,
Margaret Fortier,
Hugh Kennedy,
Henry McLellen,
James Dugan,
Martha Scott,
Daniel E. Packard,
Eliza Oak,
Charles Lebelle,
Michael Noonan.
Bartholomy Hanley,
Michael Welch,
Betsey Colman,
Ellen Niland,
Catherine Crowley,
James McGurvey,
Mary Lavery,
Catharine Martin,
Ellen Lahey,
Michael Kelley,

365
365
365
365
365
365
72
365
300
365
365
365
365
365
118
365
15
365
365
365
365
365
365
365
324
365
365
365
365
365
365
102
365
115
115
365
365
300
ISO
365
365
365
365
365
365
365
365
365
365
365
365
365
365
69

Irish,
do
do

American,
ilO

do
do

Irish,
do

American,
do
do
do

Irish,
American,
French,
Irish,
do
do
do
do
do
do

American,
Irish,
do
do

Provinicial,
Irish,
do
do
do
do
do
do

French,
Irish,
do
do
do

American.
do

French.
Irish,
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

HEALTH.
Feeble,
Insane,
do
Poor,
do
Good,
Pour.
do
Good,
Blind,
Insane,
do
do
do
do
do
do
Poor,
Insane.
Lame,
Good,
Lame,
Feeble,
Blind,
Feeble,
do
Lame,
Good,
Lame,
Good,
Lame,
do
Feeble,
Good,
do
Lame,
Poor,
Insane,
Good,
Lame,
Poor,
Lame,
Feeble,
Good,
Insane,
Good,
Blind.
Insane,
Good,
Lame,
Insane,
Feeble,
do
do

REMARK8.
Resident.
do
do
do
do
do
Died.
Resident.
do
do
do
do
do
do
Died.
Resident.
Died.
Resident.
do
do
do
do
do
do
Died.
Resident.
do
do
do
do
do
Died.
Resident.
Discharged.
do
Resident.
do
do
Discharged.
Resident.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Died.
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SCHEDUIiE A.—Continued.
NAMES.
Winnie Kelley,
Dennis Murray,
John Haley,
Jobana Hurley
Bridget Baylen,
James Curren,
Ellen Long,
1 >aniel Whitney,
Mary A. Roundy,
Wm. Sullivan,
Wm. Dunn,
Orchard C. Reynols,
Timothy Linnen,
Michael Connelly,
Olive J. Stevens,
John Curren,
James Grace,
James Grace, J r . ,
Hannah Grace,
Edward Duffy,
Delia Duffy,
Peter Burk,
Mary A. Sweet,
Margaret Van Meter,
James G. Philips,
Martin Linsfcey,
Carlton Stetson,
Ada F . Duren,
Annie A. Duren,
Wm. E. Duren,
Sarah Hall,
Casper Bostrop,
Webster Phillips,
Ellen Romer,
Louisa Romer,
Austin Romer,
Preston Jones,
James Duren,
John M. Pierce,
Nora Fitzgerald,
Luella L. Gilpatrick,
Alice E. Gilpatrick,
Calvin A. Gilpatrick,
James Mitchell,
Eliza Tobin,
Win. Cochren,
Eddie Abbott,
Thornton McGlade,
Augustus Morse,
Harriet Moor,
Patrick Early,
Greenough Colson,
Daniel Sullivan,
Flora Wiley,

DATS.
11
365
117
365
365
321
365
365
365
365
62
365
96
365
365
365
91)
98
98
104
130
365
365

in

36
87
365
76
76
76
365
31
36
179
179
179
13
7
21
50
46
46
46
74
203
4
300
20
308
296
284
105
271
7

NATION.
Irish,
do
do
do
do
do
do
American,
do
Irish,
do
American,
Irish,
do
American,
Irish,
do
do
do
do
do
do
American,
Colored,
American,
Irish,
American,
do
do
do
do
Dane,
American,
Irish,
do
do
American,
do
do
Irish,
do
do
do
do
do
do
American,
do
do
do
Irish,
do
Irish,
American,

HEALTH.
Feeble,
Blind,
Lame,
Poor,
Feeble,
Lame,
Poor,
Good,
Insane,
do
Poor.
Good.
do
Lost a leg,
Insane,
Good,
Poor.
Good,
do
do
do
do
do
Insane,
Good,
do
Lame,
Good,
Lame,
Good,
Poor,
Lost one eye,
Good,
do
do
do
Poor,
Good,
Insane,
Good,
do
do
do
do
Poor,
Lame,
Good,
do
Poor,
do
Good,
Poor,
Good,
Insane,

REMARKS.
Died.
Resident.
Discharged.
Resident.
do
Absconded.
Resident.
do
do
do
Died.
Resident.
Absconded.
Resident.
do
do
Discharged.
do
do
do
Resident.
do
do
Discharged.
do
Absconded.
Resident.
Discharged.
do
do
Resident.
do
do
do
do
do
do
Absconded.
Discharged.
do
do
do
do
Absconded.
Died,
Absconded.
Resident.
Discharged.
Resident,
do
do
do
do
Discharged.
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SCHEDULE: A.—Continued.
NAMES.
Tom McDonald,
William Denico,
S a r a h Collins,
J a m e s Mahoney,
Michael Kelley,
Charles A . Sanborn,
Archie McDonald,
J o h n Cochren,
J o h n Nickerson,
John Jordan,
Mary E . G r a v e s ,
Simon Morrison,
J o h n Roach,
James Thibadau,
Cora E . S h e r w o o d ,
George W . Sherwood,
George J a c o b s ,
Sharkey L a r k e y ,
Lovina* H o u s t o n ,
Lizzie H o u s t o n ,
Thomas Doncan,
Michael McGinnis,
Geo. W . Lankester,
Sarah Cooper,
H i r a m Bickford,
E m m a Annis,
Mary A n n i s ,
Emma J . Annis,
Maud A n n i s ,
David Hillman,
John Taylor,
F r e d Ingalls.
Manda Miller,
Joseph Lunt,
J o h n McCormick,

DAYS.

1

4
30
116
256
231
209
2
168
28
24
205
5
148
25
124
17
7
13
92
92
9
69
16
62
58
4
4
4
4
44
30
12
7
20

8

NATION.

Irish,
American,
do
Irish,
do
American,
Provincial,
Irish,
Provincial,
Irish,
American,
do
do
French.
American,
do
do
Irish,
American,
do
Provincial,
Irish,
American,
do
do
Irish,
do
do
do
do
Provincial,
American,
do
do
Provincial,

HEALTH.
Poor.
Good,
Insane,
Feeble,
Insane,
Lame,
Poor,
Blind,
Poor,
do
Insane,
Poor,
Lame,
Poor,
Good,
do
Poor,
do
Good,
Poor,
do
Insane,
Poor,
Insane.
Feeble,
Good,
do
do
do
Poor,
Lame,
Insane,
do
Poor,
do

REMARKS.
Discharged.
Absconded.
Discharged.
Resident.
do
do
Died.
Resident.
Discharged.
Died.
Resident.
Discharged.
Resident,
Discharged.
Resident.
Discharged.
do
do
Resident.
do
Discharged.
Resident.
Discharged.
Resident.
do
Discharged.
do
do
do
Resident.
Discharged.
do
do
do
Resident.

RECAPITULATION.
Whole number of persons who have received support at the Alms
House, from March 1st, 1S82, to March 1st, 1883,143.
Discharged
38 American
46
Kesident
87 Irish
83
Died
11 Provincial
6
Absconded
7 French
4
Dane
2
Colored
2
Whole number
143
143
The whole number of days support in the Alms House, is twenty-nine
thousand three hundred and forty-six, (29,346,) or 80 146-365 per day
during the year.
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PRODUCTS OF THE F A R » AND STOCK NOW ON THE FARM.

110 tons hay,
800 bush, potatoes,
151
wheat.
52
oats,
46
beans.
250
turnips,
11
peas,
150
apples,

3
2
9
4
3
1
4
19
34

horses,
oxen,
cows,
two-years old heifers,
one-year old heifers,
bull,
calves,
shoats,
hens.

Owing to the drouth, army worms, and potato bugs, the
crops, (except the hay crop,) were about fifty per cent, less
then they would have been.
Respectfully submitted,
A S H E R S. SANDS,
Supt. of Alms House.

REPORT

CITY MARSHAL.
CITY M A R S H A L ' S O F F I C E ,
BANGOK,

\

March 1st, 1883.

)

To T H E C I T Y COUNCIL ;

33

>

December. 1 1
January.
February. 1 1

TABLE.

March.
April.
May.
June.
July.
August. 1 1
September. 1 1
October. 1 1

Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit my fifth annual
report of the Police Department for the year ending March
1st, 1883.
Whole number of arrests—674.
The following table will show the number of arrests in
each month, also the offences committed :

3 3 1 4 6 12 5 4 2 4 3 4
2

1

2
1"
1"

1
2
2
1
21 37 17 40 42 21 2436 20 14 10 11
2 3
2 3 7 1
2 1 1
1 1 2 7 2 6
2 1 2
1
1

1

2

1 2 1
1

3.* 1

<1

1 1

1883.J
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o s
a; 5

-^

February.

March.
April.
May.
June.
July.
August.
September.
October.
: | November.

TABLE—Continued.

1 1

2
4 1 3 2 3 1 3 1 1
1
2 1
1
1
1
3
2 3 7 1 5 1
2
3

1
3
2 2

2
7 13 10 12 13 11 3 0 4 8 5

^

1 15 10 3 5 3
3 5 4
1
1
3
2
1
1
•2
2

^ 1

4 4

•»

1

1
1 1
1 4

3
1

Assault and battery
Arrested on dispatch
Breaking glass
Breaking and entering
Common nuisance
Cruelty to animals
Drunkeness
Disturbance.
Drunk and disturbance
Disturbing schools
Disorderly conduct
Delirium tremens
Fast driving
Insane
Interfering with an officer
Keeping a gambling room
Larceny
Larceny from person

• •

51
5
1
4
2
1
293
21
24
2
5
1
2
8
2
2
20
1
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Loitering on sidewalk
Mittimus
Malicious mischief
Obtaining goods on false pretences
Robbing gardens
Sabbath breaking
Safe keeping
Sent to Industrial School
Search and seizure
Single sale
Setting school house on
Selling property mortgaged
Suspicion of robbery
Selling a diseased hog
Swindling
Truancy
Violating City Ordinance
Violating Fish Law
Wheel of fortune

fire

[1883.
7
8
23
2
3
2
94
1
54
7
1
1
2
1
1
13
5
3
1
674

NUMBER OF MEN APPLIED FOR SHELTER.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
Making a total

16
21
6
13
3
9
13
9
19
5
6
5
125
NATIVITY OF PERSONS ARRESTED.

United States
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
England
Wales
Scotland
Ireland
Canada
Total

459
66
10
19
3
16
#75
16
674
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Three persons have been sent to the Insane Asylum.
One girl twelve years of age has been sent to the Industrial School at
Hallowell.

The number of places of business found by the night Police, unlocked and exposed, and taken in charge by the same,
one hundred and four.
On the East side
On the West side

46
58

Total

104
FINANCIAL.
CR.

Appropriations
$7,000 00
Amount of cash paid City Treasurer by Police
Judge
801 20
Same by City Marshal
299 06
Same by County Treasurer
1,156 65
$9,256 91
DR.

Amount of orders drawn
Balance

9,171 24
$85 67

Fifty four persons have been arrested on search and seizure warrents for intoxicating liquor. They were each fined
one hundred dollars and cost, or ninety days in j a i l ; each one
appealed and gave bonds.
Thirteen search warrants for intoxicating liquors have
been served, and nothing found.
Seven persons have been arrested for single sale of intoxicating liquor and each fined thirty dollars and cost of prosicution.
Two of them paid the fine and cost, and the others appealed and gave bonds.
The amount of liquor seized and distroyed is about one
hundred and twenty-five gallons.
And I would here say I feel gratified in being enabled to
23
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state that no serious disturbance has occured in the city
during the year, and in no city in this country, with an equal
population, has there been less crime committed of a serious
nature. Peace and good order have prevailed at all times.
And including my report I desire to thank his Honor Mayor
Strickland, Judge Brett, City Solicitor Vose, and other
members of the City Council.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM F. REED,
City Marshal.

R E P O R T
OF THE

TRUANT OFFICER.
BANGOR,

March 10th, 1883.

To T H E C I T Y COUNCIL :

Gentlemen—I herewith submit my fifth annual report of
the Truant Department for the year ending March 10th,
1883.
The attendance in most of the schools for the past year
has been very good.
The following shows the business performed by me in this
Department, and the instances in which strict discipline was
necessary:
Whole number of notices served on parents of truant children
Arrested and discharged on promise to amend
Disturbing schools
Found loitering on the street and returned to school

85
13
2
10

For the general attendance and condition of our schools, I
will refer you to our School Agent, Mr. S. P. Bradbury, to
whom I extend thanks for many favors shown me, and also
to Mr. C. M. Jordan, foi courteous assistance always extended
to me in the discharge of my official duties.
Respectfully submitted,
W I L L I A M F. REED.

REPORT
OF THE

CITY

SOLICITOR

To T H E C I T Y COUNCIL :

As required by an ordinance of the City, I respectfully
submit the following report of the legal proceedings in which
the City has been interested since March 22, 1882:
The following cases were pending at the date of my last
report, March, 1882, and as their history may be found in
that and preceding reports, it is only necessary for me now
to state what disposition has been made of them during the
past year:
George Stetson et al, appellants, Vs. City of Bangor. The
Law Court announced its opinion in this case in May last,
dismissing the appeal from the award of the City Council.—
See Vol. 73, page 357, Maine Reports. This is the end of a
long controversy, and determines that York street, westerly
of Exchange street, is sixty feet wide, measuring northerly
from the brick block of Stetson & Co., in which is the First
National of Bangor,—and extends to low water mark in
Kenduskeag Stream.
City of Bangor vs. Inhabitants of Madawaska. This action was referred to Judge Peters who found for the plaintiff,
and the defendants have paid the judgment.
City of Bangor vs. Rising Virtue Lodge, No. 10, Bangor.
The Law Court announced its opinion in May last, and rendered judgment in favor of the City, and thereupon the defendants paid the tax and costs.—See Vol. 73, page 4#8,
Maine Reports, for the opinion of the Court.
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Paul Pooler vs. William F. Reed.. At the September term
of the Court in Piscataquis County, the testimony was taken
out before a jury and then withdrawn, and reported to the
Law Court, which is to render such judgment as the legal
rights of the parties require.
City of Bangor Complainant in Equity, vs. the Bangor &
Piscataquis Railroad Company et als, is still upon the docket;
but the action of the City Council of February, 1882, ratified
by the voters at the annual meeting in March, 1882, and the
act of the Legislature, approved March 6, 1883, legalizing
the doings of the City and the Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad Company relative to the extension of said road, will require its continuance on the docket no longer.
Inhabitants of Winterport vs. City of Bangor. By agreement this nction was entered "Neither Party" at the April
term last.
City of Bangor vs. Susan Dolan. At the October term
the defendant was defaulted and paid the tax and costs.
Ann Jane Ross vs. City of Bangor. A question as to the
sufficiency of the notice by the plaintiff 10 the city having
arisen, a statement of facts was agreed upon and the case reported to the Law Court.
Benjamin A. Burr et al., appellants from the decision of
the County Commissioners, vs. City of Bangor. This case
was tried by a sheriffs jury in June last, who rendered a verdict of $570 damages, which has been paid.
City of Bangor vs. Inhabitants of Wiscasset. The defendants were defaulted at the April term and paid the judgment.
N E W ACTIONS.

City of Bangor vs. Inhabitants of Lowell. A suit for pauper supplies furnished one Hattie Brackett. Since the suit
was commenced the pauper has married one William Denham
whose legal settlement is in the town of Bowdoin, and it is
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believed our account against Lowell will be settled without
a trial.
City of Bangor vs. Inhabitants of Foxcroft. A suit for
pauper supplies furnished one Mary Mullen, alias Mary Britt,
alias Mary Harford, whose settlement is belived to be in said
defendant town.
Anson W . Decrow, Complainant in Equity, vs. City of Bangor. This action is pending in the Circuit Court of the
United States in the district of Maine. Mr. Decrow alleges
in his bill that he is the original and first inventor or discoverer of a certain new and useful improvement in "securing
Metallic Gutter Hinges," for which he holds Letters Patent,
and that the City of Bangor is using the same on the new
school house in Abbot Square, to his damage. The City contracted with Charles B. Brown to build the school house,
specifying "metalic gutters." Mr. Brown sub-let the plumbing to Getchell, Leighton & Co., who made and put on the
gutters. Messrs. Leighton & Co. inform the City that they
did not infringe any rights of Mr. Decrow in what they did,
and further say that they were authorized by Mr. Decrow to
make, vend and use his patent whenever they desired. The
bill was filed on the first Monday of March instant, and the
answer must be filed on the first Monday of April next.
Richard C. Greenleaf, surviving Executor of the last will
of James H. Foster, late of Boston, deceased, vs. City of
Bangor and Merchants National Bank of Boston, alleged
trustee. The City of Bangor, in 1854 issued, to aid in the
construction of the Penobscot and Kennebec Railroad, 500
bonds of $1,000 each, numbered from 1 to 500 both inclusive,
with coupons for interest payable semi-annually, attached,
said bonds maturing in October, 1874, and took from said
company a penal bond "conditioned that said company will
duly pay the interest on said scrip and the principal thereof,
and in all respects hold and save the city harmless on ac-
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count of the issue of the same," and at the same time "to
secure to said city the fulfillment of all the conditions in said
bond contained," mortgaged to said city its "railroad and all
the property of said company, real and personal, together
with its franchise, etc." From time to time the said coupons
and bonds were paid and returned to the city by said company ; and in 1878, the company, having returned 499 bonds,
as above described,—except that there were some discrepancies in the number of the bonds returned, which were satisfactorily accounted for, and all the issue appearing to be returned, except Nos. 360 and 500, concerning which the
Maine Central Railroad Company, which had succeeded to
the rights and assumed the liabilities of the Penobscot and
Kennebec Railroad Company, submitted evidence that the
amount of the same, with interest for several years, had been
paid to parties who claimed to have owned the missing bonds,
or bonds supposed to have been identical with them, and to
have lost them by a fire in Augusta occurring about the time
when the coupons on the bonds in question ceased to be presented for payment,—requested a discharge of the said mortgage, by the city, which was done upon receiving a bond
from the Maine Central Railroad Company conditioned "to
hold the city harmless from all loss, costs or damage which
may in any manner arise to said city by reason of its obligations issued in behalf of said Penobscot and Kennebec Railroad."
Some three or four years subsequent to this adjustment,
the surviving executor, aforesaid, claimed to have found one
of the two unreturned bonds, to wit: No 360, among the
assets of the estate of said James H. Foster, and presented the
same to the cit}- for payment.
Inasmuch as the city had received no consideration for the
bond, and as the same was barred by the Statute of Limitation, the claimant was referred to the Maine Central Railroad
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Company, who declined to pay it on the ground that it had
already paid #501,000 on account of said bonds,—one more
than had been issued by the city—to claimants who had presented reasonable evidence of ownership ; and claiming that
if it had paid to the wrong persons, such error was directly
caused by the neglect of the present claimant or his testator
to present the coupons and bond at maturity ; and said company notified the city that it should refuse to reimburse
the city if it should voluntarily pay the said bond ; its position being that having once fully paid, and if to the wrong
claimant, it was by the negligence of this claimant, it was
not equitably bound to pay, and was justified in availing
itself of any legal technicality which would release the city
from payment. Under such circumstances, at the time of the
entry of this action in the Superior Court in Boston, I caused
the answer of the alleged trustee to be filed, which disclosed
that the alleged trustee, at the time of the service of said
writ upon it, had no funds of the City of Bangor in its possession, and as there has been no service upon the City of
Bangor, no valid judgment can be recovered on said writ.
But the action should be looked after, lest any undue advantage in a foreign jurisdiction should, by mistake or otherwise, be gained.
There have been the usual number of trustee processes
and suits for water rates during the present year, but none
are pending at this date.
T H O M A S W . VOSE,
City Solicitor.
March 22, 1883.

REPORT
OF

HEALTH

THE

OFFICER

To T H E C I T Y COUNCIL :

T h e Health officer submits the following report for the year
18S2-83.
I am glad to offer to the people, through you, congratulations
upon the general good health of our citizens the past year. Although we have had some cases of typhoid fever and diphtheria,
yet we are not compelled to record the results of the ravages of
epidemic diseases, so often prevalent and destructive to many
other cities and neighborhoods throughout our country. There has
been an unusually large number of sudden and accidental deaths,
and many of our aged citizens, from natural causes, have passed
to a higher life.
Sanitary labor is an ever recurring routine, requiring constant
watchfulness to promote the best results. A large amount of
work has been done the past year, and with the exceptions mentioned below, the city was in a good sanitary condition at the
close of the season. T h e Kenduskeag Stream still goes on storing
up elements of destruction, from the saturated ground of the flat,
and from the drainage of a large number of streets upon both
sides, which now are only manifested by the silent encroachments
of here and there a case of diphtheria, or a few cases of typoid
fever; but the good officers of the soil, in neutralizing the poisonous transformation of this sewerage matter, have a limit. Then
indeed, may we shudder, for instead of cases of the infectious
class, we shall have to encounter them in an epidemic form. T o
relieve this difficulty, two large sewers should be built to tidewater. T h e unhealthy condition of the ravine and surrounding
ground in the vicinity of Walter street, aroused the attention of a
lar^e number of the inhabitants in that locality, who petitioned
24
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the City Government for a sewer, but frcfm a lack of finances, it
was not constructed. They have sufficient reason for complaint,
and I hope your honorable body will take some action at once to
remedy the evil.
There are several small sewers that are needed to be built the
coming year, to which your attention will be called in the usual
manner. I trust the good work commenced on Sanford street and
Meadow Brook, will be continued year by year until completed.
The preservation of health, and the prevention of disease by
suitable regulations, have never attracted public attention more
than at present, or so widely enlisted the co-operation of all
classes of people, and we hope the time is not far distant, when
every landlord and tenant, every professional man and merchant,
every merchanic, and all other citizens, will endeavor to prevent
the occurrence of an immense class of diseases that originate
from a disregard of sanitary laws. W h a t is of more value to a
city than sound public health? Physical deterioration is inevitably followed by degeneracy of the mental, moral, social, and political status of a people, to say nothing of its paralyzing productive labor, and thus crippling our financial resources. T h e truth
is becoming better understood by intelligent legislators, that labor
and capital, our great supports, are disastrously affected by the
prevalence of disease, which proper regulations are capable, if
not of completely preventing, of modifying both in type and severity. Sanitary science still has much to encounter, for personal
convenience and self-interest rise in antagonism to the principle
that requires each one to yield s jmething of personal comfort and
advantage for the general good. People need to be educated to
the necessity and importance of the sacrifice of their own personal interest—that what effects one effects all—that a breath of
contagion may be wafted from some infected spot, into their own
dwellings, with fatal results—that he is indeed unmindful of
personal interests, in its truest sense, who does not strive to shield
his home circle against those subtle agencies that are ever conspiring to shorten life ; and that "money judiciously spent in sanitary improvement, is not unproductive taxation, but capital bearing abundant interest.
Respectfully submitted,
H E N R Y G A L E , Health Officer.

REPORT
OF THE

CITY AGENT,
To THE M A Y O R AND A L D E R M E N OF BANGOR :
I herewith submit a statement of the business done at the
Agency for the sale of spirituous liquors in this city, from March
I I , 1882, to March 12, 1883 :
DR.

18S2. March 11.
To cash on hand, last report
Stock and fixtures 011 hand
1S83. March 12.
To paid State Commissioner, per invoices
Water tax, by J. L. Crosby
Incidental expenses
Agent's salary, 1 year
Profit on sales

$70 68
1.225 60
7,847 53
5 00
469 98
500 00
787 29
$10,906 08

CR.

1883. March 12.
By cash paid John L. Crosby, City Treasurer
Stock and fixtures on hand
Cash on hand

$9,825 00
1,018 84
62 24
$10,906 08

1883. March 12.
Sales to citizens of Bangor
Sales to citizens of other towns

6,089 42
3,727 14

$9,816 56
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD JORDAN,
City Agent.
Bangor, March 14, 1883.

REPORT
OF THE

CITY

PHYS ICIAN

T o T H E M A Y O R AND C I T Y C O U N C I L :

Gents—In preparing this, my second report as City Physician, I have but little to state in regard to the paupers, that
will differ from my last report. Among the poor there has
been uo epidemic, and but few severe cases of illness during
these last seven months of my care for them. They have
been especially blessed with good health.
Some changes at the Alms House, as the substitution of
individual iron bedsteads for the old double wooden ones, the
enlargement of the men's sitting-room and the replacement
of the stove for heating by steam radiators, and the filling of
the frog pond in front of the building, leaving only a good'
covered water course, have greatly improved the conditions
for cleanliness, health, and respectable appearance. There
are other needs that should be attended to, and among the
most important is that of ventilation.
It is useless to
attempt to ventilate heated rooms through cold flues; and
those, with open windows, are the only means as yet provided. More hospital room on the men's side of the house is
very much needed. It is very difficult to treat a sick patient—as a fever patient, for example—in the small, crowded
hospital of your Alms House, in the unhealthy elements arising from those unfortunate bed-riddeu invalids who exist,
only. The house was not constructed on sanitary principles,
and probably never can be so remodeled ; yet, it is hoped
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and trusted that the committee on the construction of additions, or a new building, which probably will be had before
many years, will look more to the health and comfort of the
inmates than to strive to put the maximum number into the
minimum sized rooms.
During the last year, there have been many insane persons,
harmless and helpless, who should be comfortably provided
for, and there certainly is no room for such in the Alms Hou^e,
nor is that the place for them.
There are all grades of poor, and would it not be proper
to recognize this fact in caring for them? Respectable citizens sometimes are so unfortunate as to be obliged to seek
protection at the hands of charity, but it is truly very unfortunate when such are compelled to sit, eat, sleep and generally commingle with many far less respectable.
I would again urge that citizens who have papers, daily or
weekly, magazines, or an}r reading matter that will interest
the ordinary mind, would donate such to the inmates of the
Alms House, through the Superintendent, Overseers, or City
Physician. Could the citizens realize with what interest a
group of those old people, who are unable to work and M ho
can exercise but little, and especially the blind, will gather
arouud some one of the number who will read to them, or
what comfort they derive therefrom, they would certainly
contribute freely of the periodical and other literature that
they have read and do not particularly care for.
Statistical report: At Alms House,—66 visits, 302 prescriptions, 51 different patients treated, 1355 charged, 7
deaths, no births.
Out patients—143 visits, 39 office calls, 49 different persons treated, $336.75 charged, 3 deaths, no births.
Of the above charges, the city has received from other
towns, $48. The city has paid for only one council fee, and
nothino - for extra medical services during these last seven
months of my official duties.
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Medicine bill for Alms House for above time, $65.46; liquor
bill, 111.50.
You have a wise, written law in regard to the vaccination
of school children, and if enforced, it would give the City
Physician each year only the work of vaccinating those not
vaccinated, who enter the city schools for the first time that
year. The law unexecuted necessitates two or three weeks
of solid work for the City Physician, once in three or four
years. Hardly do I see why he should be compelled to do
the work properly falling equally upon others with himself.
The work has not been completed this year ; yet I have vaccinated 367 pupils and filled certificates for 656 others. I was
willing and desired to have the school vaccination worked up
to the extent of the law. It would have added to the already laborious task, yet, that it might be done, I went before the School Board stating that I was ready to go on with
the work, and presented to them facts in regard to vaccination as found in the report of the Board of Health of Boston, and there the proceedings stopped.
Of those pupils that I vaccinated, I have personally examined 227 and found good cicatrices on all but two ; showing
successful vaccination in better than 99 per cent., and that
the virus was as supposed, pure. There need be no more
danger from vaccination in schools, than there is out.
Here let me thank those in authority, both out of and
within the Alms House, with whom I have oome in contact,
for their kind considerations. I wish also to mention that
the greater number of the poor have been very considerate
in their demands upon the City Physician.
Most respectfully submitted,
AMOS W. PLUMMER,
City Physician.
Bangor, Nov. 7, 1882.
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Gentlemen—For the four months that I have been City
Physician, I submit the following report:
Visits at Alms house, 3 4 ; prescriptions, 227; persons
treated, 46 ; deaths, 1.
Visits to out patients, 77 ; office calls from same, 27 ; persons treated, same, 30 ; deaths of same, 3.
Total number of visits, 1 1 1 ; total number of prescriptions
254; total number of persons treated, 7 6 ; total number of
deaths, 4.
The employment of two nurses at the Alms House, to take
care of the sick, was a step in the right direction and supplies a long felt want.
The next improvement needed is better accommodation
for those who are confined to the hospital. They are now
so often crowded together, in small rooms, that pure air and
quiet, frequently the most important agents in restoring
health, are unobtainable.
Very Respectfully,
D. A. ROBINSON,
City Physician.
March, 1883.

R E P O R T
OF THE

COMMITTEE ON GAS.
To THE C I T Y COUNCIL :

The Joint Standing Committee on Gas Lights herewith
respectfully submit the following annual report:
There are at present in use the following number of street
lamps :
105 Globe lights all night.
2 Globe lights run at private expense.
77 Bangor Gas lights until midnight.
. 30 Bangor Gas lights all night.
Making 107 total Bangor Gas Lights, and a grand total of
214 both kinds. The Globe lamps and posts are put up and
owned by the city. The Bangor Gas lamps are erected and
maintained by the Gas Co., free of expense to the city. The
average number of nights burned in the year is two hundred
and forty by hotb globe and Bangor lamps.
F. A. CUMMINGS,
G. W. M A X F I E L D ,
A L B E R T BEAN,
Com. on Gas Lights.
Bangor, March, 1883.

R E P O R T
OF THE

COMMITTEE ON CITY PROPERTY,
To T H E C I T Y COUNCIL ;

The joint Standing Committee on City Property respectfully submit the following as a full schedule of all property
belonging to the City of Bangor :
Lot on the corner of Columbia and Hammond streets.
City Hall, lot and buildings.
Common, Forest Avenue.
Common, Broadway.
City Farm and Buildings.
One powder House, City Farm.
Lot corner Cedar and Main streets.
School house lot Essex street, adjoining the Hill Farm.
Union Square, between Cedar and May streets.
One gravel lot on Pine street.
do
near Merrill's Mills.
do
Essex street.
do
Court street near City stables.
do
between old Levant road and Valley Avenue,
near Kossuth street.
One undivided half of house lot on Lincoln street, 6,400
feet of land.
One lot on Spring street.
Centre Park.
School houses and lot Abbot Square.
(irammer school house and lot corner of Union and Fourth
streets.
25
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school house and lot on Bower street.
Cedar street.
do
do
Centre street.
do
do
City Farm.
do
do
Division street.
do
do
Forest Avenue.
do
do
Grove street.
do
do
do
do
Hancock street.
Larkin street.
do
do
do
do
Main street.
do
do
Peail street.
do
do
Prospect street.
do
do
Salem street.
State street.
do
do
Third street.
do
do
do
do
Thomas' Hill.
Union street.
do
do
do
do
York street.
do
do
West Bangor.
do
do
Avenue district.
do
do
Bagley district.
do
Central district.
do
do
Finson district.
do
do
Fuller district.
do
do
do
Hillside district.
do
do
Mount Hope.
do
do
North Bangor.
do
do
Odlin district.
do
do
Sherburn district.
do
do
Six Mile Falls.
do
do
Stillwater Avenue.
do
do
Tyler district.
school house lot on Pine street.

Furniture in City Hall.
Law library, theodolite, transit and steel tape.
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Safe in Treasurer's office.
Safe in School Agent's room.
Receiving tomb at Mount Hope.
Cemetery lot at Mount Hope.
Cemetery lot on Finson Road.
"
" Maple Grove.
"
"
Pind Grove, Carmel road.
One lot of land on Spring street.
Four hearses and rigging complete with wheels and runners.
Property belonging to Fire Department.
One engine house and lot on Harlow street.
One building on Columbia street used for Police Court and
ofBoes.
For schedule of property belonging to Fire Department see
report of Chief Engineer.
For schedule of property belonging to Alms House, see report of Overseers of the Poor.
For schednle of property belonging to Street Department see
report of Street Commissioner.
Dam and Water Works at Treat's Falls.
Wood lot at Orneville.
There has been built this year a hearse-house at Mount
Hope. The City Stables have been painted, new chimneys
built at the City Hall and the inside thoroughly repaired and
settees grained and repaired. All of the City Buildings
have been insured at' the low rate of 95-100 for five years
and at an estimated valuation of three fourths ; this includes
all school-houses. And the Committee would reccomend
that for the future all City Property be kept in thorough repair, it being poor economy to let it run down.
F . A. CUMMINGS,
R A L P H K. J O N E S ,
HENRY K. THOMPSON,
Committee on City Property.

CITY G O V E R N M E N T ,
1883-84.
CITY COUNCIL.
MAYOR, FREDERICK A. CUMMINGS.
ALDERMEN.

James Tobin.
Aaron L. Simpson.
James Adams.
Albert Bean.

Harvey L. Jewell.
Chas. I. Collamore.
Edward Conners.

VICTOR BRETT, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
HORACE W. CHASE, President.
OTTO F . YOUNGS, Clerk.

Ward 1.
George Hogan,
James H. Gillespie,
John Lynch, J r .

Ward 4.
Ralph K. Jones,
Alonzo F . Tibbets,
Lewis Robinson.

Ward 2.
James E. Rogers,
James Gibbons
Chas. E. Younj

Ward 5.
Chas. E. Getchell,
Francis J . Garland,
Joseph P . Files.

Ward 3.
Henry G. Thompson,
Henry O. Pierce,
Thomas A. Davis.

Ward 7.
Horace W. Chase,
Alpheus G. Hanson,
James Milliken.
Ward 7.
Martin J . Madden,
Aaron D. Watson.
Wellman Hall.

CITY

OFFICERS,
1883-84.

WARD OFFICERS.

WARDENS.

Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Dennis O'Leary.
William King.
John F . Foster.
John T. Bowler.
. . . . Charles A. Lyon.
Charles F . Thorns.
William Conners.
WARD CLERKS.

Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
ward
Ward

1
2...........«
3
4
5
6
7

William F. McCarty.
James E. Dolan.
George W. Sullivan.
Alonzo W . Emery.
Wilfred E. Mansur.
Ernest B. Marston.
Charles E. Williams.
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OFFICERS E L E C T E D BY T H E CITY COUNCIL.
City Clerk—Victor Brett.
Treasurer and Collector—John L. Crosby.
Street Commissioner—Alonzo K. Rollins.
Chief Engineer of Fire Department—Otis D . Maddocks.
City Physician—D. A . Robinson.
City Solicitor—Thomas W . Vose.
City Engineer—
Superintendent of Sewers—
City Marshal—William F . Reed.
Harbor Master J o h n J . Flynn.
Health Officer—Michael Boyce.
School A g e n t — S . P . Bradbury.
Truant Officer—William F . Reed.
Pound Keeper—Lawrence Timmins.
Assessors—Silas C. Hatch, for three y e a r s ; T h o m a s S. Moor, for
two years ; Charles A m e s , for one year.
Cemetery Board—Joseph S. Wheelwright, Albert W . Paine,
Isaac M . Bragg.
Constables—William F . Reed, James Mayhew, Horatio N .
Hatch, Thomas F . Allen, S. Gordon, J . Lewis H o w e , and
J a m e s T . Mayville,
Overseers of Poor—David W . Potter, Jonathan Burbank, ZebuIon Grover.
School Committee—James D . Mulvaney and Henry Lord, for two
years ; Richard Kelleher, for one year ; Richard L . H o w ard and Daniel A . Robinson, for three years.
Street Engineers—Harvey L. Jewell, H . G. Thompson, and City
Engineer.
Surveyors of Lumber—Geo. W . Vickery, W . L. Morse, J a m e s
D . S h a w , Joseph E . Kent, J . H . Crosby, Patrick Cox, H .
G. Thompson, W m . E . Lord, E . S. Thompson, Daniel L .
Hoyt, F r a n k C. Y o r k , Chas. E . Perry, O. W . Straw, J . E .
Stockwell, J a m e s Gibbons, J . A . C. Mason, George E .
Dole.
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Fence Viewers—Alvah Osgood, S. F . Fuller, M . L. Mills, L. I.
Kittredge.
Field Drivers—Elijah Page, George W . Stevens, George Waterhouse, Asa Woodruff, H . C. Rackliff, Philip Richardson,
Perry Barnes, H . R . Legro, D . W . Dickey, Dudley Bean,
Obadiah Ackerly, Horace S. Smith, and Geo. Burleigh.

BANGOR W A T E R BOARD.
Frederick A . Cummings, Mayor, ex officio.
Geo. W . Snow, Clerk and Collector.
T h o m a s W . Vose,
Term expires,
T h o m a s U . Coe,
Term expires,
John L. Cutler,
Term expires,
Silas D . Jones,
- T e r m expires,
Hiram B . Williams,
Term expires,
Hiram H . Fogg,
- Term expires,

March,
March,
March,
March,
March,
March,

1886.
1886.
1885.
1885.
1884.
1884.

D I R E C T O R S O F B . & P . R. R.,
(elected at regular meeting in March,) Albert G. Wakefield,
T h o m a s S. Moor, J o h n Cassidy, Charles L. Marston.

D I R E C T O R S O F E. & N. A. R A I L W A Y ,
(elected at regular meeting in November,) John S. Ricker, Chas.
P . Stetson, Wilbur J . W e b b .

TRUSTEES OF THE HERSEY FUND,
(elected at the regular meeting in February.)
F . A . Cummings, mayor, ex officio.
J o h n L . Crosby, Treasurer, ex officio.
Franklin A . Wilson for six y e a r s ; Frederick M. Laughton, for
four years ; Samuel F . H u m p h r e y , for two years.
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OFFICERS APPOINTED BY THE MAYOR AND
ALDERMEN.
Policemen—Patrick J. Doherty, Thomas F. Allen, Allen H. C.
Rice, Alvin Reed, George F. Hathawa)', Calvin Kinaide,
George W. Chaplin, William S. Gilman, Dennis J. Griffin,
Eugene J. McCarthy, John C. Bowen.
Special Policeman—Chas. E. Dennis.
Measurers of Wood and Bark—James D. Shaw, Levi B. Patten,
J. H. Robinson, Joseph Page, D. A. Garland, H. P.
Oliver, John A. Bacon, H. B. Stewart, Isaac M. Currier,
J. A. C. Mason, H. T. Clark, E. H. Cass, Wm. E. Lord,
Orison Rogers, Harris Baily, Isaac Grover, Henry F.
York, Frank Ingalls, O. W. Straw, A. O. Stewart, O. H.
Ingalls.
Public Weighers and Gaugers—Joseph E. Kent,.Frank Hight,
Charles H. Huckins, John F. Woodman, C. E. Field,
A. H. Babcock, Gilman Cram, John A. Bacon, Harris
Baily, Patrick Gillispie, W. H. Bradford, L. Smythe,
Timothy Murphy, Jerry Conners, J. McManus, Elbridge
C. Hincks, Charles L. Snow, Edward Fisher, Jere
Angley, H . W. Chase, F . W. Durgin, O. H. Ingalls,
E. H. Cass, John G. Riley, Wm. King, C. A. P a g e ,
Wm. S. Pearson, Jas. Gibbons, J. Frank Leavitt,
Ambrose S. Church, C. B. Thatcher, John Saunders,
Geo. E. Jewett, A. P . Clark, Isaac E. Clark, John C.
Hall, T. G. Stickney.
City Agent—William King.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—Michael Lynch.
Undertakers—For Mount Hope, T. J. Cole; for Mount
Pleasant, Patrick Quine; for Oak Grove, Wm. H.
Fogg; for Maple Grove, Chas. H. Bean; for Pine
Grove, Samuel B. Knowles.
Assistant Engineers—(Appointed by Chief, and approved by Mayor and Aldermen,)—John Mason, S.
A. Fellows, J. F. Maloney,
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Engineer of Steamers—(Appointed by Chief and approved
by Mayor and Alderman,) Joseph E. Merritt.
Assistant Assessors—(Appointed by Assessors, and approved
by Mayor and Alderman—Ward 1, Patrick Tracy, Jr.,
Ward 2, E. P. Lansil; Ward 8, O. H. Ingalls; Ward
4, Hosea R. Legro; Ward 5, A. O. Stewart; Ward
6. Charles P. Hodgkins; Ward 7, Wm. E. Lord.
Special Policemen without Pay—(Appointed by the Mayor,)
Colin L. Downs, N. B. Williams, Amos L. Colson,
Wm. Patterson, George Dutton, Noah Dearborn,
Thomas Nye, Jr., Heman N. Bartlett, E. H. Cass,
John Monroe, John C. Hinckley, F. D. Matheas, Z.
Grover, John Goldthwait, Daniel Sexton, Daniel Carter, William Hale, and B. E. Walker.
Bell-Ringer—(Appointed by the Mayor,) B. S. Kalish.
Superintendent of Clocks—(Appointed by Mayor,) Gallagher.
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JOINT S T A N D I N G COMMITTEES.

ON FINANCE.

Alderman Tobin,

Councilmen Garland and Hogan.
ON ACCOUNTS AND CLAIMS.

Alderman Collamore,

Councilmen Young and Pierce.

ON STREETS AND

Alderman Jewell,

HIGHWAYS.

Councilmen Thompson and Rogers.
ON SCHOOLS.

Alderman Simpson,

Councilmen Jones and Getchell.

ON FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Alderman Bean,

Councilmen Hanson and Gillespie.
ON PAUPER DEPARTMENT.

Alderman Adams,

Councilmen Tibbetts and Hall.
ON WATER.

Alderman Conners,

Councilmen Milliken and Gibbons.
ON GAS LIGHTS.

Alberman Tobin,

Councilmen Davis and Lynch.
ON CITY PROPERTY.

Alderman Conners,

Councilmen Files and Madden.

ON BY-LAWS A N D POLICE REGULATIONS.

Alderman Simpson,

Councilmen Robinson and Watson.
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STANDING COMMITTEES IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

ON ENGROSSED ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS.

Aldermen Conners aud Collamore.
ON CITY AGENCY.

Aldermen Simpson and Conners.
ON S E W E R S .

Aldermen Tobin and Jewell.
ON ELECTIONS AND RKTURNS.

Aldermen Simpson and Bean.

STANDING COMMITTEES IN BOARD OF COMMON
COUNCIL.
ON ELECTIONS.

Messrs. Getchell, Robinson and Rogers.
ON CONTINGENT

EXPENSES.

Messrs. Garland, Lynch and Hanson.
ON ENGROSSED ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS.

Messrs. Jones, Davis aud Gillespie.

SALARIES OF SUBORDINATE OFFICERS.

1883.
Mayor
#500 00
City Clerk
700 00
Clerk of Common Council
100 00
City Marshal, including horse hire for department
900 00
Policemen, each
600 00
Street Commissioner
800 00
City Solicitor
400 00
Chief Engineer of Fire Department
300 00
Assistant Engineers, each
75 00
Harbor Master
250 00
Truancy Committee
100 00
Health Officer, including horse hire
350 00
City Treasurer
500 00
Collector of Taxes, on amount of money actually collected for
taxes, and paid into the Treasury
| of 1 per cent.
Overseers of the Poor, Secretary
300 00
,k
"
each of the others
200 00
Same, horse hire for use of the Board
50 00
School Agent, including horse hire
850 00
Street Engineer, including horse hire. Chairman
100 00
Same, Assistant
50 00
School Committee, each
50 00
Same, horse hire for use of the Board
60 00
Engineer of Steamers
300 00
City Physician, including horse hire
250*00
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City Agent
Superintendent of Sewers, per day
office rent,
City Engineer, per day,
Assessors, per day, each
Assistant Assessors, per day, each
City Auditor, per day
Clerk of Water Board
Inspector
Engineer of Water Works, including Assistant
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#500 00
3 50
100 00
3 50
3 50
2 00
3 00
650 00
800 00
1,480 00

INDEX.
Appropriations
Assistant Assessors
Cit^ Agency Fund
City Debt
City Government
City Officers elected by City Council
City Officers appointed by Mayor and Aldermen
Collector's Statement
Course of Study of Public Schools
Detailed Statement of the Standing of the Several Funds
Discount on Taxes
Fire Fund
Gas Fund
Highway Fund
Incidental Fund
Interest Fund
Interest Payable 1883-'84
Liabilities of the City of Bangor
Loans
Mayor's Address
Ordinance relating to Water Works
Overlayings
Pauper Fund
Police Fund
Railroad Bonds
Receipts and Expenditures
Regulations for the Public Schools
Report of City Agent
City Engineer
City Marshal
City Physician
City Solicitor
City Treasurer
City Undertaker
Chief Engineer of Fire Department
Collector of Taxes

26
201
70
28
196
198
200
24
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26
72
60
71
39
54
71
29
28
72
3
149
73
50
64
30
39
113
187
154
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188
180
22
128
119
24
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Report of Collector of Water Board
Committee on City Property
Engineer of the Water works
Committee on Gas
Harbor Master
Health Officer
Superintendent of Water Works
Oveiseers of the Poor
School Agent
Street Commissioner
Superintending School Committee
Superintendent of Sewers
Truant Officer
Water Board
Salary Fund
Salaries of Subordinate City Officers
School Fund
Sewer Fund
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Statement of Dues to the City of Bangor
Tabular View of Schools
Trust Funds
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Water Rates
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